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1 Summary of Changes 

This section describes the changes to this document for each release and document 
version. 

1.1 Changes for Release 2021.03, Document Version 1 

This version of the document includes the following changes: 

◼ Updated the screenshots for the NFM network monitoring:  Update opennms feature. 

◼ Updated section 5.4.6.4 Arithmetic Operation for PR-65496. 

1.2 Changes for Release 2020.08, Document Version 1 

This version of the document includes the following changes: 

◼ Added section 5.4.4.1 Relocation of SNMP Interface Data Graphs Starting with 
Release 2020.04 for PR-64297. 

1.3 Changes for Release 2019.12, Document Version 1 

This version of the document includes the following changes: 

◼ Added section 5.4.2.2.1 Multi-Fields Natural Index (Data Collection) for PR-62783. 

◼ Added section 5.4.6.2.3 Multi-Field Natural Index (Graphs) for PR-62783. 

◼ Added section 5.4.7.6 Examples – SNMP Tables (Network-Wide Graphs) for  
PR-62827. 

◼ Added section 5.9.4 Logging of Forwarded Traps for PR-62104. 

◼ Added section 9.3 Customized Thresholds. 

1.4 Changes for Release 2019.08, Document Version 1 

This version of the document includes the following changes: 

◼ Added section 5.4.5 Thresholds for PR-61302. 

◼ Updated section 5.4.6 Customized Cisco BroadWorks Graphs for PR-61352. 

1.5 Changes for Release 2019.05, Document Version 1 

This version of the document includes the following change: 

◼ Updated section 5.9 Northbound Interface for PR-60295 and PR-61221. 

1.6 Changes for Release 2019.03, Document Version 1 

This version of the document includes the following change: 

◼ Updated section 5.6 Service Monitoring for PR-60992. 

1.7 Changes for Release 2018.12, Document Version 1 

This version of the document includes the following change: 

◼ Updated section 5.5 Jasper-based Cisco BroadWorks Reports for PR-59816. 
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1.8 Changes for Release 2017.11, Document Version 2 

This version of the document includes the following change: 

◼ Updated section 5.9.1 Configuration for PR-58887. 

1.9 Changes for Release 2017.11, Document Version 1 

This version of the document includes the following changes: 

◼ Reflected the Network Monitoring enhancement for customized data collection, 
graphs, and Jasper-based reports. 

◼ Reflected the Network Monitoring integration for OpenNMS StrafePing. 

◼ Reflected the Network Monitoring enhancements to OpenNMS Vacuum. 

1.10 Changes for Release 22.0, Document Version 1 

This version of the document includes the following changes: 

◼ Reflected the impact of Network Function Manager (NFM) user roles on the Network 
Monitoring application. 

◼ Reflected the support for detailed statistics using Jasper-based reports. 

◼ Reflected the enhancements in configuring the Northbound Interface. 

◼ Reflected the support for high availability. 

◼ Updated the list of default data definitions. 

1.11 Changes for Release 21.sp1, Document Version 1 

This is the initial version of the document. 
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2 Overview 

The Cisco BroadWorks Network Monitoring application aims at providing the Fault (F), 
Accounting/Administration (A), and Performance (P) functional areas that are part of the 
global Fault, Configuration, Accounting, Performance, and Security (FCAPS) functions. 

The Network Monitoring application is powered by a third-party software named 
OpenNMS that comes with a list of existing features and allows customizations.  
Specifically, the OpenNMS software is a network management application platform that 
provides solutions for enterprises and carriers.  It is provided by an Original Equipment 
Manufacturer (OEM) named the OpenNMS Group.  In addition to the Cisco BroadWorks 
customizations, the Network Monitoring application makes the OpenNMS functionality 
available. 

The Network Monitoring application provides the following high-level functionality: 

◼ High Availability (HA) Integration 

◼ Synchronizing Node Inventory 

◼ Synchronizing Network Function Manager (NFM) Users and Groups 

◼ Mapping Cisco BroadWorks Traps to OpenNMS Events and Alarms 

◼ Cisco BroadWorks Data Collection 

◼ Cisco BroadWorks Graphs 

◼ Cisco BroadWorks Reports (Jasper-based) 

◼ Cisco BroadWorks Maps 

◼ Single Sign-On (SSO) 

◼ SSL Support 

◼ Network Monitoring Proxy 

◼ Integrating OpenNMS Northbound Interface 

2.1 Network Function Manager Architecture 

NOTE:  The Network Monitoring application does not integrate directly to the Network Function 
Manager clustering.  Instead, it provides its own high availability functionality.  That feature is to 
be deployed on a maximum of two instances of the Network Function Manager cluster.  
Nonetheless, the Network Monitoring Console is available from all servers within a Network 
Function Manager cluster by automatically leveraging the Network Monitoring proxy. 

The Network Monitoring application leverages the Network Function Manager as a 
centralized server to generalize the FCAPS support.  The Network Monitoring application 
monitors all nodes from the Network Function Manager that are in the bound state.  When 
a node reaches the bound state, the Network Monitoring application automatically 
synchronizes the Network Function Manager node information to the OpenNMS inventory.  
Meaning, once a node is bound, Network Monitoring applies. 
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Figure 1 illustrates how the Network Function Manager architecture applies to FCAPS 
functions.  Within this architecture, the following functional blocks are identified: 

◼ The Cisco BroadWorks OpenNMS container (OpenNMS):  Integrates OpenNMS 
configuration requirements.  In particular, all exposed configurations for OpenNMS are 
made available through configuring the Cisco BroadWorks Network Monitoring 
application. 

◼ The Network Monitoring Controller (nmController):  Provides a seamless integration 
between the other Network Function Manager components and OpenNMS. 

◼ The Network Monitoring Console (NetMon-C):  Encapsulates the OpenNMS Portal 
functionality to be fully tailored to Cisco BroadWorks nodes. 

◼ All the other components of the Network Function Manager (NFM):  Represents all 
the network functions for virtualization. 

 

Figure 1  Network Monitoring Application Architecture 

2.2 Purpose 

This document describes how the Network Monitoring application integrates in the Cisco 
BroadWorks Network Function Manager (NFM) and how it bridges the rest of the Network 
Function Manager functions with the Network Monitoring Console. 

This document does not cover the functional and operational description of the other 
Network Function Manager components.  For more information on these topics, see the 
Cisco BroadWorks Network Function Manager Virtualized Network Function Lifecycle 
Management Guide [1], the Cisco BroadWorks Network Function Manager Configuration 
Guide [2], and the Cisco BroadWorks Network Function Manager Node and License 
Management Guide [3]. 

2.3 Quick Start 

If you are familiar with the FCAPS functions and want to leverage a Network Function 
Manager for monitoring capabilities, this section describes the minimum set of required 
tasks to reach a functional level. 

By performing the following steps, you can reach a functional level: 

1) Deploy the NetworkMonitoring application (see section 7.1 Prerequisite). 

2) Optionally, configure High Availability (see section7.2 High Availability Optional 
Deployment). 

3) Determine your Span of Control (see section 7.3 Managed Nodes). 
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3 Concepts 

This section presents key concepts required to understand the mechanics that drive the 
integration between the Network Function Manager (NFM) and OpenNMS. 

NOTE:  Although the Network Monitoring application uses the OpenNMS RESTful interface 
internally, this interface cannot be used by external entities and it is expected to stay for internal 
use only.  In a later release, it is expected that the Network Monitoring application will 
complement the Network Function Manager RESTful interface with FCAPS functions. 

3.1 FCAPS Application 

The Network Function Manager includes a Cisco BroadWorks application used to 
integrate with OpenNMS.  The Network Monitoring application is the Cisco BroadWorks 
wrapper over OpenNMS. 

The application includes a first container named opennms dedicated to the OpenNMS 
functionality and a second container named nmController which is responsible for the 
seamless integration between the other Network Function Manager applications – aimed 
at Orchestration – and OpenNMS.  A third controller named nmfrepctl is dedicated to the 
replication of files required for the high availability support. 

3.2 Integration Using External Interface 

The NetworkMonitoring application packages the OpenNMS third-party application whose 
structure remains independent from the rest of the Network Function Manager server and 
is structured under a dedicated directory named /usr/local/opennms.  This is the same 
approach as for other third-party applications packaged within a Cisco BroadWorks server.  
It leverages the external interfaces exposed by OpenNMS such as its RESTful interface 
and its Spring Security framework. 

However, the OpenNMS RESTful interface is firewall behind the Network Function 
Manager proxy and is not part of this integration. 

3.3 Network Function Manager:  Primary Source 

The NetworkMonitoring application always considers the Network Function Manager as 
the primary source and the OpenNMS inventory as a secondary.  A synchronization 
process applies for inventory as well as users and groups. 

The application synchronizes Network Function Manager inventory changes using the 
OpenNMS RESTful interface and synchronizes the Network Function Manager user and 
group changes to the relevant OpenNMS files that drive OpenNMS user definitions.  The 
nmController container also generates several OpenNMS configuration files related to 
data collection, graphs, and reports.  Typically, the configuration files are distinct from the 
default OpenNMS files and can therefore be dedicated to Cisco BroadWorks-specific 
configurations. 

3.4 Single Sign-On 

When accessing the Network Monitoring Console, the authentication step is seamless by 
integrating the Cisco BroadWorks realm into the OpenNMS Spring Security framework. 
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In particular, the Cisco BroadWorks realm generates an authentication token from the 
Network Function Manager (NFM) Portal that is validated by the OpenNMS Spring 
Security framework where a Network Monitoring component is embedded. 

NOTE:  For this seamless integration to work, the Network Monitoring application must be 
collocated with the NFInterface.  When the Network Function Manager is in a clustered 
configuration, the Network Monitoring application must be activated and deployed on a node 
where the NFInterface is also deployed.  For high availability, the NFInterface must be deployed 
on all nodes where the Network Monitoring application is deployed. 

The authentication token is stored in the Network Function Manager database and must 
be validated within 30 seconds.  A token is removed upon validation.  When validation 
does not occur within 30 seconds, a token is removed by an audit process that runs at 
regular intervals. 

The use of a token in the Network Function Manager database allows support for SSO in 
a Network Function Manager cluster configuration where the Network Function Manager 
(NFM) Portal is located on a distinct server than the Network Monitoring application. 

3.5 High Availability Concepts 

The HA functionality provides redundancy and reliability for the Network Monitoring 
application.  This is achieved by configuring a second Network Function Manager (NFM) 
node as a hot-standby, which is synchronized using PostgreSQL streaming replication 
and file replication for all metrics and configuration files.  This means that any events 
received on the primary or any modifications made on the server are transferred to the 
standby node. 

 

Figure 2  High Availability State 
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3.5.1 Deployment 

By default, the Network Monitoring application is configured as a primary and can exist as 
a single independent instance.  In other words, there is no concept of a stand-alone node. 

When configuring an instance as a standby, it automatically synchronizes itself with the 
selected primary, by importing the PostgreSQL database and all required files found 
directly on disk; OpenNMS configuration files and jrb files used for data collection. 

On the standby instance, the PostgreSQL database is in read-only mode and OpenNMS 
is not operational, even though the OpenNMS process is active. 

3.5.2 Failover 

The standby node is constantly monitoring the health and state of the primary node and 
reports it through various metrics and alarms.  The reachability and health of the primary is 
determined by monitoring the state of the Network Monitoring application. 

In the event where the primary node is in maintenance, meaning it stopped gracefully 
using a manual command, the standby is able to detect the new state and ignore any 
errors that follow.  For example, if the standby node is not able to reach the primary 
because it was shut down, the standby will continue monitoring the primary and not 
promote itself.  If the Network Monitoring functionality is required during the primary 
instance maintenance, then the standby instance can be converted into a primary. 

In the case where the standby detects a failure on the primary, a failover timer is started 
giving a chance for the primary node to recover.  A failure consists of the standby instance 
not being able to reach the primary instance or that the NetworkMonitoring application on 
the primary instance is in a “Dead” or “InTrouble” state.  When the fail over timer elapses, 
and the primary is still down, the standby validates that it is still in Network Function 
Manager (NFM) quorum prior to promoting itself and raising an alarm 
(bwNMReplicationPrimaryFailure). 

In the case where the standby is not within the Network Function Manager (NFM) quorum, 
meaning that it has been isolated from its peers, it raises an alarm indicating the standby 
state (bwNMReplicationStandbyFailure).  The standby instance will continue to monitor 
the primary, so that if it is brought back in the quorum, it will be able to resynchronize itself 
with the primary. 

If ever the primary fails and then comes back online after the standby got promoted, the 
primary node will not be used as all the traffic have been redirected to the standby node.  
The primary node is not restored automatically; rather it must be manually converted to a 
standby node or reinstated to the primary, which requires multiple operations.  For more 
information, see section 5.11 High Availability Integration 

3.5.3 Network Monitoring Proxy 

When the high availability deployment is used, the Network Monitoring proxy is updated 
automatically to allow the processing to access the right target.  For more information 
about the Network Monitoring proxy, see section 5.2 Network Monitoring Proxy. 
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4 Architecture 

The Network Monitoring functionality is provided on the Network Function Manager by a 
set of applications.  The following figure shows the applications and their relationships with 
one another. 

 

Figure 3  Network Function Manager Components Including Network Monitoring Application and Console 

By default, on the Network Function Manager, the Network Monitoring application is 
packaged in the installed state.  That is, it must be activated and deployed prior to being 
controlled as a standard application from the Cisco BroadWorks platform.  As long as an 
application is in the installed state, its functionality remains unreachable. 

OpenNMS uses its own database engine to provide the database functionality and the 
required management tools.  This functionality is provided by the postgres daemon and its 
underlying database engine (PostgreSQL).  The database state is not impacted by the 
Cisco BroadWorks state or by the stopbw and startbw commands.  The database is 
automatically started when the Network Monitoring application is deployed and on 
subsequent server start-up.  The database is managed using the pgctl script. 

The Network Monitoring application has dependencies against the following other 
applications of the Network Function Manager.  All dependencies must be deployed for 
the Network Monitoring application to function properly. 

◼ NodeController 

◼ NFInterface 
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In particular, the NFInterface must be collocated on the same Network Function Manager 
as the Network Monitoring application. 

The Network Function Manager hosts these other applications on which the Network 
Monitoring application is independent. 

◼ MDBManagement 

◼ WebContainer 

◼ NFMPortal (web application) 

Applications are automatically started in the proper order when Cisco BroadWorks is 
started (startbw) and stopped in the proper order when Cisco BroadWorks is stopped 
(stopbw).  Each application can be individually controlled, as necessary, using the startbw 
and stopbw commands. 

4.1 Network Monitoring 

The Network Monitoring application is a Cisco BroadWorks application that encapsulates 
the OpenNMS third-party software and provides all required integration points into the rest 
of the Cisco BroadWorks server where it is deployed.  It runs exclusively on the Network 
Function Manager (NFM) Server. 

The Network Monitoring application includes two main containers: the opennms container 
that integrates OpenNMS configuration requirements and the nmController container that 
provides a seamless integration between the other Network Function Manager 
components and the OpenNMS.  A third container named nmfrepctl is used for 
synchronizing the relevant files from disk.  Even though this container is always present, it 
is effective only on a standby node when high availability is configured. 

NOTE 1:  The Network Monitoring application does not integrate directly to the Network Function 
Manager clustering.  Instead, it provides its own high availability functionality.  That application is 
to be deployed on a maximum of two instances of the Network Function Manager cluster.  
Nonetheless, the Network Monitoring Console is available from all servers within a Network 
Function Manager cluster by leveraging automatically the Network Monitoring proxy. 

NOTE 2:  The Network Monitoring application must be collocated with the NFInterface.  When 
the Network Function Manager is in a clustered configuration, the Network Monitoring application 
must be activated and deployed on a node where the NFInterface is also deployed.  For high 
availability, the NFInterface must be deployed on all nodes where the Network Monitoring 
application is deployed. 

4.2 Node Controller 

The Network Monitoring application has a functional dependency against the Node 
Controller application. 

The Node Controller application (NodeController) manages the Node Inventory stored in 
the database. 

4.3 Network Function Interface 

The Network Monitoring application has a functional dependency against the Network 
Function Interface (NFInterface). 

The NFInterface is a RESTful interface running inside the WebContainer, allowing third-
party systems to perform node and license management on the Network Function 
Manager. 
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4.4 MDBManagement 

The MDBManagement application provides the database functionality and the required 
management tools for the Network Function Manager.  The database functionality is 
provided by the MariaDB daemon and its underlying database engine (MariaDB).  The 
database state is not impacted by the Cisco BroadWorks state or by the stopbw and 
startbw commands.  The database is automatically started on server start-up and is 
managed using the mdbctl script. 

4.5 Network Function Manager Portal 

The Network Function Manager Portal (NFMPortal) is a user interface running inside the 
WebContainer accessible through a web browser, allowing node management on the 
Network Function Manager.  By default, it is deployed on the /nfmPortal context path. 

When properly configured, the Network Monitoring Console is available from the Network 
Function Manager (NFM) Portal. 
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5 Network Monitoring Operations 

This section provides a detailed description of the different Network Monitoring operations 
that can be performed or that are automatically performed, namely: 

◼ Automatic Network Function Manager Synchronization 

◼ Network Monitoring Proxy 

◼ Cisco BroadWorks Traps to OpenNMS Events and Alarms 

◼ Cisco BroadWorks Data Collection and Graphs 

◼ Jasper-based Cisco BroadWorks Reports 

◼ Cisco BroadWorks Maps 

◼ Northbound Interface 

◼ HA Integration 

Most of these operations are performed automatically, the result of which is visible from 
the Network Monitoring Console available from the Network Function Manager (NFM) 
Portal.  For a complete description of the console capabilities, see section 6 Network 
Monitoring Console. 

5.1 Automatic Network Function Manager Synchronization 

5.1.1 Synchronize Node Inventory 

The Network Monitoring application automatically synchronizes the Network Function 
Manager inventory using the OpenNMS RESTful interface.  This mechanism ensures that 
the OpenNMS inventory reflect the actual list of Network Function Manager nodes.  That 
is, any modification to the Network Function Manager inventory (bind or unbind) triggers 
the Network Monitoring resynchronization mechanism.  This Node Inventory 
synchronization is the responsibility of the Network Monitoring Controller (nmController) 
process. 

Upon a successful bind, the synchronization mechanism creates a corresponding node in 
OpenNMS. 

Upon every restart, the Network Monitoring application resynchronizes automatically the 
complete OpenNMS inventory.  The aim is to keep the OpenNMS inventory as a reflection 
of the Network Function Manager inventory.  The only purpose of the synchronization is to 
fulfill the OpenNMS functionality.  In other words, the OpenNMS inventory is a secondary 
of the Network Function Manager inventory. 

NOTE:  Even if a network element is removed from the Network Function Manager, the 
corresponding jrb files – where the data collection accumulates – remain on disk. 

The nmController sets the foreign source to “BroadWorks” upon synchronizing the 
Network Function Manager inventory to the OpenNMS inventory. 
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5.1.1.1 Virtual Nodes 

The synchronization mechanism creates a virtual network element (NE) for every distinct 
Cisco BroadWorks server type.  Conversely, the synchronization removes a virtual node 
whenever there is no node left associated with a given server type. 

The Network Monitoring application uses the virtual node as wrappers for network-wide 
data collection and graphs.  They are a convenient means to navigate to the resource 
graphs.  Upon synchronizing the virtual nodes, this mechanism recreates the network-
wide statistics and network-wide graphs. 

The virtual nodes exclude any interface definition to ensure that OpenNMS does not 
associate any service monitoring to them.  As a result, an outage cannot be associated 
with a virtual node. 

A virtual node is a pure Network Monitoring concept.  In particular, it is distinct from the 
concept of a Network Function Manager (NFM) orchestrated node.  That is, from an 
FCAPS perspective, the Network Monitoring application does not distinguish a Network 
Function Manager (NFM) physical node and a Network Function Manager (NFM) 
orchestrated node.  Both types are synchronized as a regular OpenNMS node when they 
are in the bound state. 

5.1.1.2 Manual Synchronization 

The Network Monitoring command line interface (CLI) includes an explicit synchronization 
command to rectify any inventory discrepancies.  The command is located in the Network 
Monitoring Controller level of the CLI. 

Prior to running a manual synchronization, you must ensure the patch level is up to date 
on all managed nodes.  In particular, the following platform patch must be active on the 
remote node.  The following table lists the patches per Cisco BroadWorks release. 

Network Element Release Patch ID 

20.sp1 AP.platform.20.sp1.606.ap346064 

21.sp1 AP.platform.21.sp1.551.ap346064 

 

For subsequent Cisco BroadWorks releases including Release 21.sp2, the existing 
functionality is appropriate.  Hence, there is no patch required. 

If the Network Function Manager adds an NE that runs an older Cisco BroadWorks 
release with one of the platform patches in the previous table, the access list and trap 
table on the NE are automatically populated without any manual intervention. For more 
information about node binding and access list configuration, refer to Cisco BroadWorks 
Network Function Manager Configuration Guide [4].   

If the Network Function Manager adds an NE that runs an older Cisco BroadWorks 
release without any of the platform patches in the previous table, the access list and trap 
table must be populated manually on that NE prior to binding the node in the Network 
Function Manager. 

Adding an older NE before populating its Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) 
access list results in an empty data collection since OpenNMS is denied access to SNMP. 

A manual synchronization may be required in the following cases: 

◼ The Network Function Manager inventory already contains NEs prior to deploying the 
Network Monitoring application. 

◼ A transaction sent to the OpenNMS RESTful interface failed. 
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The following figure shows an example of the manual resynchronization. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/NMController/Inventory> syncInventory 

Synchronizing the inventory, this may remove multiple items in the OpenNMS 

inventory. 

 Do you wish to continue? 

Please confirm (Yes, Y, No, N): y 

...Done 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/NMController/Inventory> 

Figure 4  Manual Resynchronization of OpenNMS Inventory 

A manual synchronization includes a review of the virtual nodes since a virtual node exists 
only if the inventory includes at least one NE of a given Cisco BroadWorks server type. 

A manual synchronization also includes synchronization of Network Function Manager 
users. 

5.1.2 Synchronize Network Function Manager Users and Groups 

The Network Monitoring application automatically synchronizes Network Function 
Manager users by regenerating the relevant OpenNMS files.  This mechanism ensures 
that the OpenNMS users reflect the actual list of Network Function Manager users.  That 
is, any modification to the Network Function Manager users and groups (add, remove, or 
modify) triggers the Network Monitoring resynchronization mechanism.  This 
synchronization is the responsibility of the Network Monitoring Controller (nmController) 
process. 

Upon a successful user or group action in the Cisco BroadWorks CLI, the synchronization 
mechanism reflects the corresponding users and groups in OpenNMS.  The OpenNMS 
user inherits the same role as the Network Function Manager user. 

All Network Function Manager groups assigned with at least one Network Monitoring role 
(for example, “nfmAdmin”, “nfmUser”, and so on) are automatically synchronized with the 
Network Monitoring groups.  Consequently, users who are members of these groups are 
also mapped to Network Monitoring users. 

The password associated with a user is always left blank in OpenNMS.  This approach 
ensures that no autonomous login can occur from the OpenNMS realm authenticator.  For 
more information about the authentication process upon accessing the Network 
Monitoring Console from the Network Function Manager (NFM) Portal, see section 5.2 
Network Monitoring Proxy. 

Upon every restart, the Network Monitoring application automatically resynchronizes all 
OpenNMS users and groups.  The aim is to keep the OpenNMS users and groups as a 
reflection of the content of the Network Function Manager.  The only purpose of the 
synchronization is to fulfill the OpenNMS functionality.  In other words, the list of 
OpenNMS users is a slave of the list of Network Function Manager users and the list of 
OpenNMS groups is a subset of the list of Network Function Manager groups. 

From the Network Monitoring Console, the list of users is viewable from the following 
menu location: 

Main Menu → Admin → Configure OpenNMS → Configure Users, Groups, and On-Call 
Roles → Configure Users 
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Note that from this menu, OpenNMS users are viewable only.  Any user addition must be 
made from the Cisco BroadWorks CLI as described in the following examples, which 
provide examples for the creation of an administrator group, role, and user from various 
levels of the Network Function Manager (NFM) CLI. 

Creating a Network Function Manager Group: 

NFM_CLI/System/UserManagement/Groups>add admin 

...Done 

 

NFM_CLI/System/UserManagement/Groups> get 

         Name 

============= 

        admin 

 

 

Creating a Network Function Manager Role: 

NFM_CLI/System/UserManagement/Roles>add admin nfmAdmin 

...Done 

 

NFM_CLI/System/UserManagement/Roles> get admin 

Role 

============= 

nfmAdmin 

 

 

Creating a Network Function Manager User: 

NFM_CLI/System/UserManagement>add jdoe Doe John admin 

Password: 

Re-type Password: 

...Done 

 

NFM_CLI/System/UserManagement> 

 

Upon its creation, this user can log in to the Network Function Manager (NFM) Portal as 
well as to OpenNMS. 

From the Network Monitoring Console, the list of groups is viewable from the following 
menu location: 

Main Menu → Admin → Configure OpenNMS → Configure Users, Groups, and On-Call 
Roles → Configure Groups 

Similar to users, it is not possible to add or delete groups from the Network Monitoring 
interface.  However, groups that exist can be edited for supporting other OpenNMS 
features such as Scheduling. 

5.1.2.1 Optional User Parameters 

Optionally, a Network Function Manager user can be configured with parameters used by 
OpenNMS for notification purposes.  The following table describes the available 
parameters and their corresponding usage in OpenNMS. 

NFM Parameter OpenNMS Parameter Example 

email email jdoe@mycompany.com 

email xmpp jdoe@mycompany.com 

Phone workPhone 5678 
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NFM Parameter OpenNMS Parameter Example 

Mobile mobilePhone 888-555-1245 

 

The following shows an example where the email parameter is configured.  In addition, the 
Network Monitoring application maps the email parameter to the Extensible Messaging 
and Presence Protocol (XMPP) address parameter in OpenNMS. 

Configuring an Email Parameter (available for OpenNMS notification purposes): 

NFM_CLI/System/UserManagement>set jdoe emailjdoe@mycompany.com 

 

NFM_CLI/System/UserManagement> get  

  Username  LastName  FirstName   Role  Locked  PasswordExpired  Description  Email Mobile  Phone 

================================================================================================= 

      jdoe       Doe       John  ADMIN   false            false               jdoe@mycompany.com 

1 entry found. 

 

NFM_CLI/System/UserManagement> 

 

5.1.2.2 Cisco BroadWorks Synchronization User 

The Network Function Manager requires a dedicated user for accessing the OpenNMS 
ReST interface, which is used to synchronize the Node Inventory from the Network 
Function Manager to OpenNMS. 

This dedicated user is named bwSyncAdmin and is part of the rest group.  This level of 
privilege is required for performing modifications (POST or PUT) through the OpenNMS 
ReST interface. 

This bwSyncAdmin user exists only in OpenNMS and is excluded from the user set of the 
Network Function Manager. 

5.1.2.3 Manual Synchronization 

The inventory synchronization command located in the Network Monitoring Controller 
level also includes synchronization of users and groups.  For an example of the CLI level, 
see section 5.1.1.2 Manual Synchronization. 

5.2 Network Monitoring Proxy 

The Network Function Manager (NFM) Portal proxies transparently the Network 
Monitoring Console – a wrapper over the OpenNMS console – by using an additional link 
in the left navigation pane named Network Monitoring.  That is, relevant users provisioned 
on the Network Function Manager have access to the OpenNMS functionality without the 
need for accessing a distinct URL. 

The following figure shows the link in the left navigation pane named Network Monitoring 
that appears when the Network Monitoring application is deployed and the Network 
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Function Manager (NFM) user has the appropriate privileges to access the Network 
Monitoring Console. 

 

Figure 5  NetworkMonitoring Link and Open Console Button 

5.2.1 URL Prefix 

From the Network Function Manager (NFM) Portal, the navigation within OpenNMS is 
encapsulated using a proxy address prefixed by networkmonitoring in the URL definition.  
For example, the URL for the OpenNMS dashboard appears as follows: 

http[s]://<hostname>/<nfmPortalContextPath>/networkmonitoring/dashboard.jsp 

The following figure shows an example of the URL when using the Network Monitoring 
Console. 

 

Figure 6  Proxying to OpenNMS (URL Is Prefixed with Networkmonitoring in its Link) 
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5.2.2 Network Function Manager Clustering 

The proxying of the Network Monitoring supports a Network Function Manager (NFM) 
cluster configuration by accessing the application located on the Network Function 
Manager (NFM) instance where the Network Monitoring application is deployed.  For 
example, even when accessing the Network Function Manager (NFM) Portal from a 
different instance than that of the Network Monitoring, the proxy allows a transparent 
navigation. 

For this example, the Network Function Manager (NFM) cluster includes three nodes: 
nfm1, nfm2, and nfm3.  The Network Monitoring application is deployed on nfm3.  The 
Network Function Manager (NFM) Portal is available from all instances of the cluster. 

When accessing any of the NFMPortals, the link to the Network Monitoring application is 
always available.  Using the Open Console button, requests are proxied transparently to 
the node where the Network Monitoring application runs.  For example, the Network 
Monitoring requests are proxied from the NFMPortal running on nfm1 to the Network 
Monitoring running on nfm3.  Similarly, the Network Monitoring requests are proxied from 
the NFMPortal running on nfm2 to the Network Monitoring running on nfm3.  Note that the 
URL always shows the hostname of the NFMPortal. 

5.2.3 High Availability 

When the high availability deployment is used, the URL used by the Network Monitoring 
proxy functionality is updated automatically to allow the processing to access the right 
target. 

The URL for the Network Monitoring proxy is updated on a configurable interval.  When 
updating the proxy URL, the Network Monitoring iterates on all peers to find the best 
Network Monitoring instance at which to proxy.  The decision making is based on the 
replication state and Network Monitoring application state. 

When evaluating a peer, the promoted state takes precedence over a primary instance.  
This ensures that if ever the failed primary comes back online after the standby promoted 
itself, it will never serve any requests.  In the case where there is more the one primary in 
the cluster, the proxy will take the first one that it finds. 

If the proxy is not able to find a peer with an active Network Monitoring application, the 
Network Monitoring link will be hidden. 

5.2.4 SSL Support 

By default, the navigation within OpenNMS uses an SSL link.  This default behavior is 
associated to the HttpServer level of the NetworkMonitoring application where the option 
“secure” is set to “true”.  The following shows an example of the HttpServer level from the 
NetworkMonitoring application. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/HttpServer> get 

  hostname = 10.9.34.134 

  ip = 10.9.34.134 

  port = 8443 

  secure = true 

  connectionTimeout = 30 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/HttpServer> 

 

If the option “secure” is set to “false”, then the navigation within OpenNMS uses a non-
secure link. 
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5.2.5 Failure Cases 

Under specific circumstances, the proxy may not be able to fulfill the HTTP requests.  In 
such cases, the proxy returns an HTTP status based on the error condition that it 
encountered. 

For example, if only OpenNMS is restarted, the proxy is no longer able to connect.  
Hence, the proxy returns an HTTP 500 failure because it was unable to connect to 
OpenNMS.  The following figure shows an example of such a situation. 

 

Figure 7  Network Monitoring Proxy Cannot Connect While OpenNMS Restarts 

In some cases, OpenNMS can take a long time to process a request.  This happens most 
often when a very large report is generated.  When these requests take longer to process 
than the proxy’s time-out value, the proxy returns an HTTP 500 failure. 

To avoid this error, it is possible to tune the proxy time-out value through the CLI. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NFMPortal/NetworkMonitoring/HTTPProxy/Link>get 

connectionPoolSize = 1 

connectionTimeout = 30 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NFMPortal/NetworkMonitoring/HTTPProxy/Link>set 

connectionTimeout 120 

...Done 

Figure 8  HTTPProxy Link Context from NFMPortal Application 
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5.3 Cisco BroadWorks Trap to OpenNMS Event and Alarm 

All Cisco BroadWorks servers have SNMP traps defined to reflect activities occurring 
during their execution. 

Upon configuring the trap table with a specific destination, a Cisco BroadWorks server 
starts sending all its traps to the specified destination.  When the specified destination 
includes the Network Monitoring application, the processing converts these traps into 
OpenNMS events that are stored in its database.  In addition to the OpenNMS event, for 
all Cisco BroadWorks traps whose severity has any value other than Informational, the 
application also generates an OpenNMS alarm, which is stored in its database.  Every 
individual trap generates a distinct event but updates the same alarm whose reduction key 
is determined by the presence of the correlation parameter in the trap. 

For cases where a managed node generates a state full trap with a severity set to 
“Informational”, the processing generates an alarm of severity “normal” when receiving 
such trap with the alarmState set to “on” and an alarm of severity “cleared” when receiving 
such a trap with the alarmState set to “off”.  Note that this behavior is specific to state full 
traps.  The default behavior described in the previous paragraph still applies for notification 
traps with a severity set to “Informational” where only an event is generated without any 
corresponding alarm. 

By definition, an OpenNMS alarm reflects the severity and timestamp of the latest event 
associated with it.  The alarm fields also include a reduction key whose content includes a 
unique identifier for the node and the trap name.  When a correlation parameter is present 
in a trap, the reduction key field of the corresponding alarm is enhanced with that data.  
This flexibility allows having multiple alarms from a single node when a single node 
generates several traps for different correlation data.  This approach ensures a single 
match for the automatic clearing of the alarm. 

The mapping of Cisco BroadWorks traps to OpenNMS events encompasses all Cisco 
BroadWorks servers and their associated applications.  The events and alarms include a 
mapping of the SNMP sub-component – specified in a Cisco BroadWorks trap – from their 
SNMP object identifier (OID) to their string representation. 

For all Cisco BroadWorks traps defined with an alarm state, the processing automatically 
clears the corresponding alarm upon receiving a trap where the alarmState is set to “off”.  
Conversely, the processing creates an alarm whose severity reflects the severity of the 
trap when the alarmState is present and set to “on”. 

Furthermore, all Cisco BroadWorks traps – whose alarm state does not exist – force a 
manual clear of the associated alarm from an Operator.  This condition is specified in the 
Description field of the alarm.  Note that a button at the bottom of the page allows for 
manually clearing the alarm. 

5.3.1 Regenerate Trap to Event and Alarm Mappings 

Under special circumstances, such as when new traps are introduced in a feature patch, 
there is a need for OpenNMS to align the trap to event and alarm mapping for recognizing 
the new traps. 

To address such cases, the CLI level for the Network Monitoring application includes a 
CLI command for regenerating the trap to event and alarm mappings.  This command 
requires a parameter to indicate the file path to the updated list of MIBs.  The Operator is 
expected to fetch the latest MIBs from Cisco.com before running this new command. 

The following shows the location of this CLI command and an example. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/TrapMapping> regenerate 

/usr/local/broadworks/apps/active/NetworkMonitoring/conf/BW-Mibs.zip 
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Done. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/TrapMapping> 

 

5.3.2 Default Cisco BroadWorks Events 

If none of the Cisco BroadWorks mappings triggers a match upon receiving a Cisco 
BroadWorks trap, OpenNMS generates an event named unformatted enterprise events. 

To avoid the generation of unformatted enterprise events and ease the maintenance 
process to explain such an occurrence, the Network Monitoring application includes the 
following list of default Cisco BroadWorks events. 

Event Name Behavior Explanation and Root Cause 

Severity Mismatch An event and an alarm are 
generated with the severity 
Unknown. 

The severity specified in the MIB 
definition differs from the severity used 
when generating the trap. 

The MIB definition must be modified to 
reflect the severity used when 
generating the trap. 

Shared Mode An event and an alarm are 
generated with a non-unique 
event identifier (UEI) and non-
unique reduction key. 

The trap table of the managed node 
that generated the trap is configured 
using the shared mode. 

This configuration prevents OpenNMS 
from generating the appropriate unique 
identifiers. 

The trap table on the managed node 
must be changed to use the unique 
mode or deleted if the remote node is 
outside the Span of Control of the 
OpenNMS that received the trap. 

Wrong Alarm State An event and an alarm are 
generated with the severity 
Unknown. 

The alarmState field of the Cisco 
BroadWorks trap is set to “2” (cleared). 

The generation of the trap must be 
modified to set the alarmState of the 
Cisco BroadWorks trap to “0” (off). 

 

5.4 Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) Management 

From a global Cisco BroadWorks perspective, all Cisco BroadWorks servers have SNMP 
performance measurements (PMs) defined to report statistics about their processing.  The 
Network Monitoring application includes a set of default KPIs for targeting a subset of the 
entire PMs.  These KPIs are automatically polled at five-minute intervals for all nodes in 
the Network Monitoring Span of Control (SOC). 

To address the needs for customization, the KPI management functionality allows 
comprehensive configuration for the following items: 

◼ Any Cisco BroadWorks KPIs available to the Network Monitoring application 

◼ The other parameters related to KPIs such as their polling intervals 

◼ The graphs associated with the polled KPIs 

Using the Cisco BroadWorks CLI, the dedicated subcontext, KPIManagement, provides 
the current configuration and allows an administrator to make modifications, additions, and 
removals. 
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5.4.1 Default Cisco BroadWorks Data Collection 

The Network Monitoring application includes a list of key PMs identified by Cisco experts.  
These PMs are automatically created upon adding a node.  The list of default PMs are 
based on the Cisco BroadWorks server type.  In addition, OpenNMS creates a set of 
default data collection for key MIB-2 and UCD PMs for all nodes. 

By default, all the data collection uses a five-minute interval. 

5.4.1.1 Relationship with Network Elements 

All Cisco BroadWorks servers have SNMP PMs defined to report statistics about their 
processing. 

Upon configuring the SNMP access list with a specific manager, a Cisco BroadWorks 
server authorizes the specific source to collect SNMP PMs.  When the specified source 
includes the Network Monitoring application and the remote node is present in its SOC, 
the processing starts requesting a list of predefined PMs to the NEs and stores them 
locally. 

5.4.1.2 Data Definitions 

This section lists all the PMs that the Network Function Manager Network Monitoring 
application collects.  The following subsections present the PMs per Cisco BroadWorks 
server type.  For details about a specific polling object name, see the BroadWorks 
Network Function Manager Performance Measurement Interface Specification [9]. 

The creation of the relevant data collection relies on categorization of the nodes.  Before 
any data collection can be associated with a node, there must be a category associated 
with the node.  The value of the category follows specific constraints.  Typically, the 
constraints are based on the Cisco BroadWorks server type.  The synchronization process 
performed by the nmController automatically assigns the relevant categories to a node 
upon addition to the OpenNMS inventory. 

For all data collection automatically created, it is possible to change the period manually 
from the web portal.  However, any changes made do not survive a resynchronization of 
data collection from the CLI. 

The Cisco BroadWorks Network Monitoring application does not include any thresholds by 
default.  It is possible for an Operator to configure a threshold manually from the web 
portal.  For more information, see section 6.7.5.5 Manage Thresholds. 

5.4.1.2.1 Cisco BroadWorks Application Server 

This section provides the list of PMs collected from all Cisco BroadWorks Application 
Servers. 

Polling Object Name OIDs 

Execution 

bwCallpUserTerminationsAnswered .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.7.1.6 

bwSipStatsSubscribeIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.35 

bwSipStatsOtherIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.20 

bwSipStatsCancelIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.8 

bwSipStatsSubscribeOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.36 

bwSipStatsNotifyOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.17 
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Polling Object Name OIDs 

bwSipStatsCancelOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.9 

bwSipStatsAckOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.5 

bwCallpUserOriginationAttempts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.7.1.4 

bwOverloadDelayAvg .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.16.3.16.1.4 

bwCallpUserTerminationAttempts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.7.1.5 

bwCallpNetworkTerminationAttempts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.7.1.2 

bwSipStatsOtherOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.21 

bwSipStatsOptionsOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.11 

bwSipStatsInviteOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.3 

bwSipStatsAnswerSignalDelay .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.47 

bwOverloadSampledDataName .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.16.3.16.1.2 

bwNumberOfUsers .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.16.1.2 

bwSipStatsUdpIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.58 

bwSipStatsTcpIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.55 

bwSipStatsRegisterOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.13 

bwSipStatsByeOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.7 

bwSipStatsPrackOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.19 

bwCallpActiveCalls .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.7.1.10 

bwSipStatsAckIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.4 

bwSipStatsInfoIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.14 

bwSipStatsRegisterIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.12 

bwCallpNetworkTerminationsAnswered .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.7.1.3 

bwSipStatsUdpOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.59 

bwCallpCallsPerSecond .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.7.1.12 

bwSipStatsByeIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.6 

bwSipStatsNotifyIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.16 

bwSipStatsInviteIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.2 

nbOfMigratedUsers .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.18.1.1 

bwSipStatsPrackIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.18 

bwOverloadDelayMax .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.16.3.16.1.5 

bwSipStatsOptionsIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.10 

bwSipStatsInfoOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.15 

bwSipStatsMaxSetupSignalDelay .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.46 

bwSipStatsSetupSignalDelay .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.44 

bwNumberOfLicensedUsers .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.16.1.14 
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Polling Object Name OIDs 

bwNumberOfNonVirtualUsers .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.16.1.13 

bwSipStatsMaxAnswerSignalDelay .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.50 

bwCallpNetworkOriginationAttempts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.7.1.1 

bwSipStatsTcpOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.2.9.1.56 

Provisioning 

psOciStatsMaxUserRequestResponseTime .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.6.8.1.28 

psOciStatsServiceProviderRequestResponseTime .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.6.8.1.16 

psOciStatsUserRequestResponseTime .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.6.8.1.26 

psOciStatsMaxGroupRequestResponseTime .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.6.8.1.23 

psOciStatsNbAuthorizationRequestFailures .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.6.8.1.6 

psOciStatsNbUpdateRequestFailures .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.6.8.1.2 

psOciStatsRequestsPerHour .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.6.8.1.30 

psOciStatsGroupRequestsPerHour .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.6.8.1.20 

psOciStatsNbAuthorizationRequests .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.6.8.1.5 

psOciStatsMaxServiceProviderRequestResponseTime .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.6.8.1.18 

psOciStatsGroupRequestResponseTime .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.6.8.1.21 

psOciStatsNbUpdateRequests .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.6.8.1.1 

psOciStatsRequestResponseTime .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.6.8.1.31 

psOciStatsNbQueryRequestFailures .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.6.8.1.4 

psOciStatsServiceProviderRequestsPerHour .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.6.8.1.15 

psOciStatsUserRequestsPerHour .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.6.8.1.25 

psOciStatsActiveSessions .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.6.8.1.9 

psOciStatsMaxRequestResponseTime .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.6.8.1.33 

psOciStatsNbQueryRequests .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.6.8.1.3 

WebContainer 

bwHttpAccesses .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.1.6.1.1 

bwProcessMetricsHeapUsed .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.7.1.1.3 

bwProcessMetricsGCMajorCollectionsCount .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.7.1.3.2 

bwProcessMetricsHeapLastPostCollectionSize .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.7.1.1.6 

bwHttpWorkersBusy .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.1.6.1.7 

bwProcessMetricsGCMinorCollectionsCount .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.7.1.3.1 

bwHttpWorkersIdle .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.1.6.1.8 

bwHttpWorkerThreadsBusyMax .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.1.6.1.14.6 
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5.4.1.2.2 Cisco BroadWorks Database Server 

This section provides the list of PMs collected from all Cisco BroadWorks Database 
Servers. 

Polling Object Name OIDs 

bwTableFetchContinuedRow .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.27.2.5.9 

bwDBWRCheckpoints .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.27.2.4.9 

bwConsistentGets .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.27.2.4.3 

bwIndexFastFullScansFull .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.27.2.5.10 

bwParseCountTotal .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.27.2.5.5 

bwPhysicalWrites .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.27.2.4.7 

bwDbBlockChanges .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.27.2.4.6 

bwPhysicalReads .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.27.2.4.4 

bwDbBlockGets .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.27.2.4.2 

bwSQLNetRoundtripsToFromClient .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.27.2.1.2 

bwEnqueueDeadlocks .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.27.2.3.3 

bwTableScansLongTables .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.27.2.5.12 

bwSortsRows .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.27.2.5.8 

bwPhysicalReadIORequests .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.27.2.4.5 

bwTableScansShortTables .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.27.2.5.11 

bwSortsDisk .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.27.2.5.7 

bwSortsMemory .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.27.2.5.6 

bwDBWRCheckpointBuffersWritten .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.27.2.4.8 

bwEnqueueWaits .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.27.2.3.2 

 

5.4.1.2.3 Cisco BroadWorks Media Server 

This section provides the list of PMs collected from all Cisco BroadWorks Media Servers. 

Polling Object Name OIDs 

msSipStatsReferOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.7.13 

msRtpTransmitJitter .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.2.3.6 

msRtpPacketsSent .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.2.3.4 

msVideoConferencingPortsInUse .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.1.17 

msNotEnoughVideoTranscodingPortFailures .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.10.12 

msMscMixerJoin .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.14.2.7 

msMrcpAsrSessionsCount .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.14.1.1 

msRtpSessionsInUse .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.2.4 

msG722PortsInUse .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.1.12 
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Polling Object Name OIDs 

msMrcpTtsSessionsCount .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.14.1.3 

msNoPortAvailableErrors .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.1.6 

msCallControlXMLSessionCount .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.13.1 

msSipStatsAckIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.7.2 

msAMRPortsInUse .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.1.11 

msRtpSessionsCount .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.2.1 

msSipStatsInfoOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.7.6 

msSipStatsOthersOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.7.8 

msRtpPacketsReceived .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.2.2.3 

msAmrWBPortsInUse .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.1.15 

msRtpSsrc .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.2.2.7 

msMscMixerCreateConference .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.14.2.1 

msG729PortsInUse .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.1.10 

msNumH263TranscodingPortsInUse .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.10.11 

msRtpFramesSkipped .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.2.3.5 

msMP3EncoderPortsInUse .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.1.13 

msVideoConferencingNoPortAvailableErrors .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.1.18 

msSipStatsOthersIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.7.7 

msSipStatsByeOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.7.4 

msSipStatsResponsesOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.7.10 

msRtpPacketsExpected .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.2.2.2 

msNumLicensedPorts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.4.5 

msSipStatsRequestRetransmittedIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.7.12 

msRtpCumulativePacketsLost .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.2.3.1 

msMP3DecoderPortsInUse .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.1.14 

msNotEnoughVideoTranscodingUnitFailures .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.10.13 

msSipStatsByeIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.7.3 

msNumH264TranscodingPortsInUse .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.10.10 

msIvrSessionCount .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.1.4.16 

msSipStatsInfoIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.7.5 

msRtpReceivedPacketJitter .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.2.2.8 

msPortsInUse .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.1.5 

msEVRCAPortsInUse .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.1.16 

msSipStatsInvite200OKRetransmitsOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.7.11 

msConferenceCount .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.1.3.8 
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Polling Object Name OIDs 

msMaxCapacityInPorts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.4.4 

msCurrentIVRResourcesRatio .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.4.7 

msSipStatsInviteIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.7.1 

msSipStatsResponsesIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.3.7.9 

 

5.4.1.2.4 Cisco BroadWorks Network Database Server 

This section provides the list of PMs collected from all Cisco BroadWorks Network 
Database Servers. 

Polling Object Name OIDs 

BW-MDBManagement 

bwMdbUserRowsRead .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.55.2.1.1.5 

bwMdbUserCommitTransactions .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.55.2.1.1.13 

bwMdbUserRowsDeleted .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.55.2.1.1.7 

bwMdbUserRollbackTransactions .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.55.2.1.1.14 

bwMdbUserOtherCommands .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.55.2.1.1.12 

bwMdbUserSelectCommands .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.55.2.1.1.10 

bwMdbUserRowsInserted .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.55.2.1.1.8 

bwMdbUserName .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.55.2.1.1.2 

bwMdbUserRowsUpdated .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.55.2.1.1.9 

bwMdbUserConcurrentConnections .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.55.2.1.1.4 

bwMdbUserRowsSent  .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.55.2.1.1.6 

bwMdbUserUpdateCommands .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.55.2.1.1.11 

 

5.4.1.2.5 Cisco BroadWorks Network Server 

This section provides the list of PMs collected from all Cisco BroadWorks Network 
Servers. 

Polling Object Name OIDs 

Execution 

bwNSSipStatsUdpOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.5.3.1.23 

bwNSSipStatsTcpIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.5.3.1.19 

bwNSSipStatsUdpIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.5.3.1.22 

bwNSCallpCallsPerSecond .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.5.2.6 

bwNSSipStatsAckIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.5.3.1.2 

bwNSSipStatsInfoIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.5.3.1.9 

bwNSSipStatsTcpOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.5.3.1.20 

bwNSSipStatsOptionsIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.5.3.1.10 
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Polling Object Name OIDs 

bwNSSipStatsNotifyIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.5.3.1.6 

bwNSSipStatsCancelIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.5.3.1.4 

bwNSSipStatsRegisterIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.5.3.1.5 

bwNSSipStatsInviteIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.5.3.1.1 

bwNSSipStatsSetupSignalDelay .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.5.3.1.26 

bwNSSipStatsMaxSetupSignalDelay .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.5.3.1.28 

NSPortal 

bwUserLocationRequestFailures .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.19.1.4 

bwUserLocationRequestUnknownUser .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.19.1.3 

bwUserLocationRequestSuccess .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.19.1.2 

bwUserLocationRequests .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.19.1.1 

WebContainer 

bwHttpAccesses .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.1.6.1.1 

bwProcessMetricsHeapUsed .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.7.1.1.3 

bwProcessMetricsGCMajorCollectionsCount .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.7.1.3.2 

bwProcessMetricsHeapLastPostCollectionSize .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.7.1.1.6 

bwHttpWorkersBusy .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.1.6.1.7 

bwProcessMetricsGCMinorCollectionsCount .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.7.1.3.1 

bwHttpWorkersIdle .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.1.6.1.8 

bwHttpWorkerThreadsBusyMax .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.1.6.1.14.6 

 

5.4.1.2.6 Cisco BroadWorks Profile Server 

This section provides the list of PMs collected from all Cisco BroadWorks Profile Servers. 

Polling Object Name OIDs 

bwFileReposCacheIndexedDirectories .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.35.1.1 

bwFileReposCacheEvictions .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.35.1.6 

bwFileReposReplicationPeer .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.35.2.1.1.2 

bwFileReposCacheSize .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.35.1.2 

bwFileReposReplicationRxSuccessful .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.35.2.1.1.3 

bwFileReposCacheCapacity .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.35.1.3 

bwFileReposCacheLookUpCount .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.35.1.4 

bwFileReposReplicationTxFailed .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.35.2.1.1.6 

bwFileReposCacheLookUpHits .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.35.1.5 

bwFileReposReplicationTxSuccessful .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.35.2.1.1.5 

bwFileReposReplicationRxFailed .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.35.2.1.1.4 
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Polling Object Name OIDs 

Device Management 

bwCacheWebAppStatsSize .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.3.1.1.4 

bwCacheWebAppStatsEvictions .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.3.1.1.5 

bwCacheWebAppStatsElements .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.3.1.1.3 

bwCacheWebAppStatsHits .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.3.1.1.6 

bwCacheWebAppStatsMisses .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.3.1.1.7 

Provisioning-XS-TAS 

bwProvOciStatsGroupRequestResponseTime .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.34.8.1.21 

bwProvOciStatsNbAuthorizationRequests .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.34.8.1.5 

bwProvOciStatsActiveSessions .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.34.8.1.9 

bwProvOciStatsNbUpdateRequestFailures .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.34.8.1.2 

bwProvOciStatsNbQueryRequestFailures .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.34.8.1.4 

bwProvOciStatsServiceProviderRequestResponseTime .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.34.8.1.16 

bwProvOciStatsMaxRequestResponseTime .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.34.8.1.33 

bwProvOciStatsNbAuthorizationRequestFailures .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.34.8.1.6 

bwProvOciStatsServiceProviderRequestsPerHour .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.34.8.1.15 

bwProvOciStatsUserRequestResponseTime .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.34.8.1.26 

bwProvOciStatsUserRequestsPerHour .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.34.8.1.25 

bwProvOciStatsNbUpdateRequests .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.34.8.1.1 

bwProvOciStatsRequestsPerHour .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.34.8.1.30 

bwProvOciStatsMaxUserRequestResponseTime .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.34.8.1.28 

bwProvOciStatsMaxServiceProviderRequestResponseTime .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.34.8.1.18 

bwProvOciStatsGroupRequestsPerHour .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.34.8.1.20 

bwProvOciStatsMaxGroupRequestResponseTime .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.34.8.1.23 

bwProvOciStatsNbQueryRequests .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.34.8.1.3 

bwProvOciStatsRequestResponseTime .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.34.8.1.31 

BW-Subscriber 

bwSubscriberDbQueryAverageTime .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.21.4.3 

bwSubscriberDbQueryMaxTime .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.21.4.2 

WebContainer 

bwHttpAccesses .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.1.6.1.1 

bwProcessMetricsHeapUsed .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.7.1.1.3 

bwProcessMetricsGCMajorCollectionsCount .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.7.1.3.2 

bwProcessMetricsHeapLastPostCollectionSize .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.7.1.1.6 

bwHttpWorkersBusy .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.1.6.1.7 
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Polling Object Name OIDs 

bwProcessMetricsGCMinorCollectionsCount .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.7.1.3.1 

bwHttpWorkersIdle .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.1.6.1.8 

bwHttpWorkerThreadsBusyMax .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.1.6.1.14.6 

 

5.4.1.2.7 Cisco BroadWorks Sharing Server 

This section provides the list of PMs collected from all Cisco BroadWorks Sharing Servers. 

Polling Object Name OIDs 

bwUSSRoomsNumCreationFailedServerCapacityExceeded .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.37.1.5 

bwUSSRoomsNumInUse .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.37.1.1 

bwUSSUsersMaxConnected .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.37.2.2 

bwUSSUsersNumConnected .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.37.2.1 

bwUSSUsersTotalConnectionFailedServerCapacityExceeded .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.37.2.4 

bwUSSRoomsMax .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.37.1.2 

WebContainer 

bwHttpAccesses .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.1.6.1.1 

bwProcessMetricsHeapUsed .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.7.1.1.3 

bwProcessMetricsGCMajorCollectionsCount .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.7.1.3.2 

bwProcessMetricsHeapLastPostCollectionSize .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.7.1.1.6 

bwHttpWorkersBusy .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.1.6.1.7 

bwProcessMetricsGCMinorCollectionsCount .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.7.1.3.1 

bwHttpWorkersIdle .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.1.6.1.8 

bwHttpWorkerThreadsBusyMax .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.17.1.6.1.14.6 

 

5.4.1.2.8 Cisco BroadWorks Execution Server 

This section provides the list of PMs collected from all Cisco BroadWorks Execution 
Servers. 

Polling Object Name OIDs 

ExecutionDataless 

bwDXSSipStatsNotifyIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.16 

bwDXSSipStatsNotifyOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.17 

bwDXSSipStatsOptionsIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.10 

bwDXSProfileLoadingNonCallMaxDelay .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.7.2.7 

bwDXSCallpCallsPerSecond .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.7.1.12 

bwDXSSipStatsUdpIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.58 

bwDXSCallpUserTerminationAttempts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.7.1.5 
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Polling Object Name OIDs 

bwDXSCallpActiveCalls .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.7.1.10 

bwDXSSipStatsCancelIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.8 

bwDXSProfileLoadingCallPoolMaxThreads .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.7.2.13 

bwDXSCallpUserTerminationsAnswered .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.7.1.6 

bwDXSSipStatsInviteOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.3 

bwDXSSipStatsRegisterOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.13 

bwDXSCallpNetworkTerminationsAnswered .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.7.1.3 

bwDXSOfflineChargingQueued .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.31.1.10 

bwDXSCallpNetworkTerminationAttempts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.7.1.2 

bwDXSSipStatsInfoOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.15 

bwDXSProfileLoadingNonCallAvgDelay .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.7.2.8 

bwDXSSipStatsUdpOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.59 

bwDXSSipStatsPrackOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.19 

bwDXSSipStatsPrackIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.18 

bwDXSSipStatsByeOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.7 

bwDXSCallpUserOriginationAttempts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.7.1.4 

bwDXSProfileLoadingCallAvgDelay .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.7.2.4 

bwDXSProfileLoadingCallNumRequests .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.7.2.1 

bwDXSSipStatsMaxSetupSignalDelay .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.46 

bwDXSSipStatsAckOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.5 

bwDXSSipStatsInfoIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.14 

bwDXSSipStatsInviteIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.2 

bwDXSSipStatsRegisterIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.12 

bwDXSSipStatsAckIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.4 

bwDXSOfflineChargingServerUnreachable .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.31.1.7 

bwDXSProfileLoadingNonCallNumRequests .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.7.2.5 

bwDXSProfileLoadingCallPoolAvgThreads .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.7.2.14 

bwDXSSipStatsCancelOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.9 

bwDXSCallpNetworkOriginationAttempts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.7.1.1 

bwDXSSipStatsSubscribeIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.35 

bwDXSSipStatsByeIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.6 

bwDXSSipStatsOptionsOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.11 

bwDXSProfileLoadingCallMaxDelay .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.7.2.3 

bwDXSSipStatsTcpOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.56 

bwDXSSipStatsAnswerSignalDelay .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.47 
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Polling Object Name OIDs 

bwDXSSipStatsSetupSignalDelay .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.44 

bwDXSSipStatsTcpIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.55 

bwDXSSipStatsOtherIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.20 

bwDXSSipStatsMaxAnswerSignalDelay .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.50 

bwDXSSipStatsOtherOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.22.9.1.21 

BW-Subscriber 

bwSubscriberCacheMiss .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.21.1.2 

bwSubscriberDbQueryAverageTime .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.21.4.3 

bwSubscriberCacheEntriesInMemory .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.21.1.4 

bwSubscriberShOperations .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.21.3.4 

bwSubscriberCacheHits .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.21.1.1 

bwSubscriberShOperationAverageTime .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.21.3.3 

bwSubscriberDbQueryMaxTime .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.21.4.2 

SIPLocation 

bwSIPLocationCallpCallsPerSecond .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.63.2.1.2 

bwSIPLocationSipStatsTcpIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.63.3.1.55 

bwSIPLocationSipStatsTcpOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.63.3.1.56 

bwSIPLocationSipStatsUdpIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.63.3.1.58 

bwSIPLocationSipStatsUdpOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.63.3.1.59 

bwSIPLocationSipStatsInviteIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.63.3.1.2 

bwSIPLocationSipStatsAckIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.63.3.1.4 

bwSIPLocationSipStatsCancelIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.63.3.1.8 

bwSIPLocationSipStatsOptionsIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.63.3.1.10 

bwSIPLocationSipStatsRegisterIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.63.3.1.12 

bwSIPLocationSipStatsInfoIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.63.3.1.14 

bwSIPLocationSipStatsNotifyIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.63.3.1.16 

 

5.4.1.2.9 Cisco BroadWorks Xtended Services Platform 

This section provides the list of PMs collected from all Cisco BroadWorks Xtended 
Services Platforms. 

Polling Object Name OIDs 

BW-BroadworksXtendedServicesPlatform 

bwXspOCIRequests .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.12.1.3.1 

bwXspOCIResponses .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.12.1.3.2 
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Polling Object Name OIDs 

OpenClientServer 

bwOCSOCIRequests .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.8.1.6.8 

bwOCSOCIResponses .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.8.1.6.10 

SIPLocation 

bwSIPLocationCallpCallsPerSecond .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.63.2.1.2 

bwSIPLocationSipStatsTcpIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.63.3.1.55 

bwSIPLocationSipStatsTcpOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.63.3.1.56 

bwSIPLocationSipStatsUdpIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.63.3.1.58 

bwSIPLocationSipStatsUdpOuts .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.63.3.1.59 

bwSIPLocationSipStatsInviteIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.63.3.1.2 

bwSIPLocationSipStatsAckIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.63.3.1.4 

bwSIPLocationSipStatsCancelIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.63.3.1.8 

bwSIPLocationSipStatsOptionsIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.63.3.1.10 

bwSIPLocationSipStatsRegisterIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.63.3.1.12 

bwSIPLocationSipStatsInfoIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.63.3.1.14 

bwSIPLocationSipStatsNotifyIns .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.63.3.1.16 

UserLocation 

bwUserLocationLocateUserRequests .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.64.1.1 

bwUserLocationLocateUserRequestSuccess .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.64.1.2 

bwUserLocationLocateUserRequestUnknownUser .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.64.1.3 

bwUserLocationLocateUserRequestFailures .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.64.1.4 

 

5.4.1.3 Network-wide Statistics 

The Network Monitoring application enhances the default OpenNMS behavior by creating 
individual aggregate statistics.  These statistics associate a set of an individual node and 
an individual statistic into a new dedicated network-wide statistic.  On disk, it creates only a 
soft-link to the relevant statistic.  Hence, it does not duplicate the queries to the NEs. 

When combined with the virtual nodes, these statistics allow for the creation of network-
wide graphs. 

5.4.1.4 Directory Structure 

OpenNMS stores the data collected from the remote nodes to the disk only.  That is, it is 
not persisted to the database.  All data is stored under /var/broadworks/rrd to keep it 
independent from the Cisco BroadWorks and OpenNMS releases. 

In particular, OpenNMS stores its data using the identifier from the foreign source.  That is, 
the unique identifier provided by the Network Function Manager upon synchronizing Node 
Inventory is used in the directory structure.  The directory structure includes the foreign 
source of the model-import and the foreign-id of the node. 
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The nmController sets the foreign source to “BroadWorks” upon synchronizing the 
Network Function Manager inventory to the OpenNMS inventory. 

The use of the foreign source allows a better data continuity in case a node is unbound 
and bound again from the Network Function Manager. 

For example, if foreign-id is set to “202EE676-6CD8-44AF-9BDD-B40925B2FA15”, then 
the directory structure is created as follows: 

/var/broadworks/rrd/snmp/fs/BroadWorks/202EE676-6CD8-44AF-9BDD-
B40925B2FA15 

5.4.1.5 Regenerate List of PMs 

Under special circumstances, such as when new PMs are introduced in a feature patch 
and that such PMs shall be collected from the Network Monitoring application, there is a 
need for OpenNMS to resynchronize the list of PMs that are automatically collected. 

To address such cases, the CLI level for the Network Monitoring application includes a 
CLI command for regenerating PMs.  This command requires a parameter to indicate the 
file path to the zip file that includes the updated list of MIBs. 

The Operator is expected to fetch the latest MIBs from Cisco.com before running this 
command. 

5.4.2 Customized Cisco BroadWorks Data Collection 

The customization of the Cisco BroadWorks data collection allows the following 
operations: 

◼ Adding KPIs 

◼ Removing KPIs 

◼ Listing KPIs 

◼ Modifying the global polling period 

◼ Customizing the polling period for specific KPIs 

For a comprehensive example of the customized Cisco BroadWorks data collection, see 
subsection 0  

Customized Data Collection in Appendix:  Comprehensive Example − Customized KPIs 
and Report. 

5.4.2.1 Scalars 

The following example shows the Cisco BroadWorks CLI context where an administrator 
may review the current list of KPIs for the Network Monitoring application.  Optionally, the 
list obtained from a get command may be shortened by using filter conditions against any 
of the available parameters. 

The configuration requires only the statistic name since all individual leafs from any of the 
Cisco BroadWorks MIBs are unique.  The Network Monitoring application recreates the 
corresponding SNMP OID using the configured unique name.  Note that the SNMP OID is 
required for performing an SNMP get request. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Scalars> get 

                                             scalarName  pollingInterval 

======================================================================== 

                         bwCallpUserOriginationAttempts 

                      bwCallpNetworkOriginationAttempts 

                         bwCallpUserTerminationAttempts 
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                      bwCallpNetworkTerminationAttempts 

                        bwCallpUserTerminationsAnswered 

                     bwCallpNetworkTerminationsAnswered 

                                  bwCallpCallsPerSecond 

                                     bwCallpActiveCalls 

                                       bwSipStatsTcpIns 

                                      bwSipStatsTcpOuts 

                                       bwSipStatsUdpIns 

                                      bwSipStatsUdpOuts 

                                    bwSipStatsInviteIns 

                                       bwSipStatsAckIns 

                                       bwSipStatsByeIns 

                                    bwSipStatsCancelIns 

                                   bwSipStatsOptionsIns 

                                  bwSipStatsRegisterIns 

                                      bwSipStatsInfoIns 

                                        bwSipOptionsIns 

                                   bwSipStatsInviteOuts 

                                      bwSipStatsAckOuts 

                                      bwSipStatsByeOuts 

                                   bwSipStatsCancelOuts 

                                  bwSipStatsOptionsOuts 

                                 bwSipStatsRegisterOuts 

                                     bwSipStatsInfoOuts 

                                 bwSipStatsSubscribeIns 

                                bwSipStatsSubscribeOuts 

                                    bwSipStatsNotifyIns 

… 

256 entries found. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Scalars> 

 

As a result of adding a KPI, the Network Function Manager polls all the nodes to identify 
where the KPIs match.  Once a match is confirmed, the regular polling begins as per the 
polling interval specified.  On the Network Function Manager file system, the application 
creates a dedicated file whose file extension is *.jrb per statistic for storing the collected 
values. 

If a node is down at the time of a Network Function Manager polling for a KPI match, the 
existing rescan is reattempted again on a regular basis.  When the node is available 
again, a subsequent rescan provides the opportunity to confirm that the KPIs match. 

When adding a node to the Network Function Manager (NFM), the existing functionality 
includes the latest KPI configuration. 

5.4.2.1.1 Filtering 

Optionally, it is possible to filter the list of scalars using a string pattern matching based on 
the Java regular expression.  For more information, see the Java Regular Expression[10] 
and Java Pattern [11].  The following figure shows an example that filters on the scalar 
name. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Scalars> help get 

Parameters description: 

pollingIntervalInMinutes: This parameter specifies the interval at which the                           

statistics are collected (in minutes). 

scalarName              : This parameter specifies the name of the statistics 

to be collected. 

====================================================================== 

get 

    [<attribute>, Multiple Choice = {scalarName, pollingIntervalInMinutes}] 

<pollingIntervalInMinutes>, Integer {1 to 1440} 

<scalarName>, String {1 to 90 characters} 
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NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Scalars> get 

scalarName bwHttp.* 

                 Scalar Name  Polling Interval 

============================================== 

              bwHttpAccesses 

           bwHttpWorkersBusy 

           bwHttpWorkersIdle 

  bwHttpWorkerThreadsBusyMax 

 

4 entries found. 

 

5.4.2.1.2 Scalar Grouping 

Optionally, a number of scalars may be regrouped.  By default, all scalar KPIs are added 
to the nodeBroadWorks scalar group whose label is “BroadWorks Node”.  When creating 
a scalar group, a scalar label must be specified.  Both the scalar group and label must be 
unique.  The following figure shows an example of creating a scalar group.  Once a scalar 
group exists, it may be associated with any configured scalar.  For examples of the web 
pages, see subsection 5.4.6.1.2 Scalar Grouping from 5.4.6.1 Portal Impact − Scalars. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Scalars/Grou

ps> add myCustomKPIs “Custom KPIs”  

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Scalars/Grou

ps> 

 

5.4.2.2 SNMP Tables 

The custom KPIs may include PMs from any SNMP table.  In this specific context, the 
KPIs’ configuration in Network Monitoring requires additional information.  Since the PMs 
must be retrieved from a table, the Network Monitoring configuration needs to identify the 
following items: 

◼ The SNMP table name 

◼ The natural key index from the SNMP table 

◼ The list of statistics within the table, which corresponds to the columns within the 
SNMP table 

Optionally, it is possible to filter the list of rows collected from an SNMP table using a string 
pattern matching based on the Java regular expression.  For more information, see Java 
Regular Expression [10] and Java Pattern Error! Reference source not found.[11]. 
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For an SNMP table, the Network Monitoring configuration uses the table name and natural 
index name as keys.  This is possible because both of these (table name and the natural 
index) are unique across all Cisco BroadWorks MIBs.  The following example shows the 
list of table names and natural indexes that are part of the default KPIs in Network 
Monitoring.  Note that the Group Label field is used on the pages related to Resource 
Graphs from the Network Monitoring Console.  The Group Label must be unique to avoid 
having the same label for distinct tables.  For examples of the web pages, see section 
5.4.6.2 Portal Impact − Tables. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Tables> get 

            Table Name               Natural Index                  Group Label  Polling 

                                                                                Interval 

======================================================================================== 

  bwOverloadStatsTable   bwOverloadSampledDataName    BroadWorks Overload Stats 

bwFileReposReplicationStatsTable  bwFileReposReplicationPeer BroadWorks Replication Stats 

   bwMdbUserStatsTable               bwMdbUserName     BroadWorks MariaDB Stats 

 

3 entries found. 

 

The following example shows an example of the Replication Peer table from the File 
Repos MIB on a Provisioning Server (PS). 

PS_CLI/Monitoring/PM/FileRepos> pwd 

fileRepos/replication/ 

 

PS_CLI/Monitoring/PM/FileRepos> get bwFileReposReplicationStatsTable 

bwFileReposReplicationStatsTable: 

 

  (1) bwFileReposReplicationStatsIndex 

  (2) bwFileReposReplicationPeer 

  (3) bwFileReposReplicationRxSuccessful 

  (4) bwFileReposReplicationRxFailed 

  (5) bwFileReposReplicationTxSuccessful 

  (6) bwFileReposReplicationTxFailed 

 

(1)             (2)    (3)     (4)    (5)    (6) 

  1  192.168.12.163      0       0     32      0   

  2  192.168.12.16       0       0     22      0 

 

The following example shows the corresponding Network Monitoring configuration for 
collecting specific columns from the preceding SNMP table 
(bwFileReposReplicationStatsTable) from a Provisioning Server.  According to this table, 
all columns (except the index) are collected.  All columns specified must belong to the 
same table.  By default, if no column is specified, the data collection does not occur.  An 
explicit list of columns must be configured. 

For the table rows, the natural index name, bwFileReposReplicationPeer, is used as the 
key that serves in mapping the table rows to their respective indexes.  By default, the 
entire row set is collected.  Internally, the application uses the entries from the natural 
index name, bwFileReposReplicationPeer, to identify the index that corresponds to a 
given row (that is, a peer) and to maintain this mapping even if the index value changes.  
In this example, the configuration excludes any row filter.  Hence, the polling occurs for all 
rows (that is, peers) listed in the table. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Tables/Colum

ns> 

get bwFileReposReplicationStatsTable 
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                          columnName 

==================================== 

          bwFileReposReplicationPeer 

  bwFileReposReplicationRxSuccessful 

  bwFileReposReplicationTxSuccessful 

      bwFileReposReplicationRxFailed 

      bwFileReposReplicationTxFailed 

5 entries found. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Tables/Colum

ns> 

 

5.4.2.2.1 Multi-Fields Natural Index 

As described briefly in section 5.4.2.2 SNMP Tables, the natural index is used as the key 
that serves in mapping the table rows to their respective indexes.  However, there are 
cases where multiple fields are required to achieve this uniqueness.  The following shows 
an example of a SNMP table where multiple fields are required.  That is, for the table 
bwHttpOverallResponsesTable, the natural index requires both the HTTP method and the 
HTTP response code for uniquely identifying a row. 

NFM_CLI/Monitoring/PM/WebContainer> get bwHttpOverallResponsesTable 

bwHttpOverallResponsesTable: 

  (1) bwHttpOverallResponsesIndex 

  (2) bwHttpOverallResponsesMethod 

  (3) bwHttpOverallResponsesStatusCode 

  (4) bwHttpOverallResponsesNbOfResponses 

 

    (1)    (2)    (3)    (4) 

      1    GET    200  37699 

      2   POST    302     14 

      3    GET    304    140 

      4   POST    200    140 

      5    GET    302   8411 

      6    GET    204      2 

      7    GET    404      1 

      8    GET    400      2 

 

To enable data collection for an SNMP table where multiple fields are required, all the 
fields must be specified in a list using curly brackets and separated by a comma.  The 
following shows an example when adding data collection for the table 
bwHttpOverallResponsesTable associated with the Web Container.  The example also 
includes the addition of a column from the SNMP table and the definition of a graph for the 
corresponding data. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Tables> 

add bwHttpOverallResponsesTable 

{bwHttpOverallResponsesMethod,bwHttpOverallResponsesStatusCode} "HTTP 

Overall Responses" 

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take 

effect *** 
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NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Tables/

Columns> add bwHttpOverallResponsesTable 

bwHttpOverallResponsesNbOfResponses 

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take 

effect *** 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/Graphs> add 

bwHttpOverallResponses "HTTP Overall Responses"  "Number of Responses" 

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take 

effect *** 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/Graphs/Statistics> 

add bwHttpOverallResponses bwHttpOverallResponsesNbOfResponses "Number 

of Responses" LINE2 Avg Avg 

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take 

effect *** 

 

Note that as of the current set of default KPIs, the Cisco BroadWorks data collection does 
not have any default configuration that involves an SNMP table where a multi-field 
definition is required.  However, this may change over time as the default set of PMs 
collected is continuously being revised. 

5.4.2.2.2 Maintaining Mapping of OID Index to Natural Index 

As described briefly in section 5.4.2.2 SNMP Tables, the natural index is used as the key 
that serves in mapping the table rows to their respective indexes.  Internally, the 
application uses the entries from the natural index configured to identify the index that 
corresponds to a given row and to maintain this mapping even if the index value changes.  
Note that a change of index mapping may occur on a Cisco BroadWorks restart of the 
remote node. 

The following example uses the bwFileReposReplicationPeer natural index from the 
bwFileReposReplicationStatsTable table.  On disk, the Network Monitoring application 
always stores the jrb files under two distinct dedicated directories named 192.168.12.163 
and 192.168.12.16.  When polling the remote node for a specific peer, the application 
uses the current index.  That is, the current mapping associates OID index 1 with peer 
192.168.12.163 and OID index 2 with peer 192.168.12.16.  Upon a restart of the remote 
node, if the index mapping changes as described in the example, the same directory 
remains on disk on the Network Function Manager (NFM).  However, when polling the 
remote node for a specific peer, it uses the updated index. 

-- BEFORE A BROADWORKS RESTART -- 

PS_CLI/Monitoring/PM/FileRepos> get bwFileReposReplicationStatsTable 

bwFileReposReplicationStatsTable: 
 

  (1) bwFileReposReplicationStatsIndex 

  (2) bwFileReposReplicationPeer 

  (3) bwFileReposReplicationRxSuccessful 

  (4) bwFileReposReplicationRxFailed 

  (5) bwFileReposReplicationTxSuccessful 

  (6) bwFileReposReplicationTxFailed 

 

(1)             (2)    (3)     (4)    (5)    (6) 

  1  192.168.12.163      0       0     32      0   

  2  192.168.12.16       0       0     22      0 

-- AFTER A BROADWORKS RESTART – 
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PS_CLI/Monitoring/PM/FileRepos> get bwFileReposReplicationStatsTable 

bwFileReposReplicationStatsTable: 

 

  (1) bwFileReposReplicationStatsIndex 

  (2) bwFileReposReplicationPeer 

  (3) bwFileReposReplicationRxSuccessful 

  (4) bwFileReposReplicationRxFailed 

  (5) bwFileReposReplicationTxSuccessful 

  (6) bwFileReposReplicationTxFailed 

 

(1)             (2)    (3)     (4)    (5)    (6) 

  1  192.168.12.16       0       0     24      0   

  2  192.168.12.163      0       0     34      0 

 

5.4.2.2.3 Row Filters 

Optionally, when polling the entire row set is not desired, it is possible to filter the list using 
a string pattern matching.  When a row filter is configured, its value is applied against the 
natural index specified. 

The following are detailed examples for KPIs related to the overload statistics.  The first is 
an example of the CLI for the Overload Statistics table from the Execution MIB on an 
Application Server (AS). 

AS_CLI/Monitoring/PM/Execution> pwd 

executionServer/systemModule/overloadStats/ 

 

AS_CLI/Monitoring/PM/Execution> get bwOverloadStatsTable 

bwOverloadStatsTable: 

 

  (1) bwOverloadSampledDataIndex 

  (2) bwOverloadSampledDataName 

  (3) bwOverloadSampledDelayMin 

  (4) bwOverloadSampledDelayAvg 

  (5) bwOverloadSampledDelayMax 

  (6) bwOverloadSampledDelayMaxTimeMSB 

  (7) bwOverloadSampledDelayMaxTimeLSB 

  (8) bwOverloadNumSamples 

 

(1)                               (2)    (3)    (4)    (5)    (6)         (7)    (8) 

 1              CallP Aggregate Queue      0      0      0      0           0      0 

 2          Non-CallP Aggregate Queue      0      0      0      0           0      0 

 3             SIP CallP Decode Queue      0      0      0      0           0      0 

 4 SIP CallP Decode Queue (for Non-CallP Overload)      0      0      0      0           0      0 
 5         SIP Non-CallP Decode Queue      0     22      0    347  3154332052  49313 

 6                  MGCP Decode Queue      0      0      0      0           0      0 

AS_CLI/Monitoring/PM/Execution> 

 

The second example shows the corresponding Network Monitoring configuration for 
collecting specific columns from the preceding SNMP table (bwOverloadStatsTable).  
According to the preceding table, Network Monitoring collects only the following columns:  
(2), (4), and (5). 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Tables/Columns> get 

bwOverloadStatsTable 

                 Column Name 

============================ 

   bwOverloadSampledDataName 

   bwOverloadSampledDelayAvg 

   bwOverloadSampledDelayMax 

 

3 entries found. 
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The following example shows the Network Monitoring configuration for applying a row filter 
to the list of rows collected.  In this example, only the CallP Aggregate Queue and Non-
CallP Aggregate Queue are being collected.  In other words, from the preceding example, 
the data collection excludes the rows, SIP CallP Decode Queue, SIP CallP Decode 
Queue (for Non-CallP Overload), SIP Non-CallP Decode Queue, and MGCP Decode 
Queue. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Tables/RowFilters> get 

bwOverloadSampledDataName 

                   Index Value 

============================== 

         CallP Aggregate Queue 

     Non-CallP Aggregate Queue 

2 entries found. 

 

5.4.2.3 Polling Interval 

The KPI management adds the ability to modify the polling interval for data collection.  
This can be done either by modifying the global polling interval that affects all statistics or 
by setting the polling interval of individual statistics.  For polling of SNMP tables, the same 
polling interval applies for all columns. 

The following shows an example for configuring the global polling period to one minute. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement> set 

pollingIntervalInMinutes 1 

 

By changing the global polling interval, you will lose all historical values. 

 

Do you wish to continue? 

 

Please confirm (Yes, Y, No, N): y 

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement> get 

  pollingIntervalInMinutes = 1 

 

Similarly, it is also possible to configure a specific polling interval to any individual statistic. 

5.4.2.4 RRD Storage and Rolled-up Data 

The storage strategy used for historical PMs is based on a Java version of the Round-
Robin Database (RRD) tool (for more information, see About RRDtool [12]).  As a result, 
the application stores historical data for all PMs collected in individual dedicated files 
whose structure is based on the RRD storage.  All these files use the extension, *.jrb, and 
are stored under the global centralized directory, /var/broadworks/rrd. 

5.4.2.4.1 Consolidation Functions 

The storage includes a fixed number of archives, which allows the file size to remain 
constant.  The storage also defines a list of consolidation archives where all samples from 
a lower consolidation are combined into a single archive using a higher sample rate. 
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This strategy uses a time-rolling window:  As data is being collected, the oldest values 
from a consolidation level are discarded.  However, a higher level of data storage 
preserves a consolidated value for a longer period.  Note that data consolidation inevitably 
leads to loss of precision and information.  The idea is to balance data storage with a time 
period archive. 

A consolidation archive is driven by a consolidation function that determines the arithmetic 
involved at the time of storing a value.  The Network Monitoring application defines the 
following consolidation functions: 

◼ AVG:  The application computes the average of all samples. 

◼ MAX:  The application computes the maximum of all samples. 

From the perspective of a graph, the application always uses the most precise data 
available based on the time period requested. 

5.4.2.4.2 Archive 

The application always stores three levels of archives.  Each level stores consolidated 
data on both an average and a maximum values basis. 

The following table provides the full details about the archived historical information. 

Archive Level Time Span Number of 
Samples 

Consolidation 
Function 

Time-Rolling 
Window 

Discreet As per Polling 
Interval 

1 AVG 14 days (defaults for 
five-minute polling 
interval) 

Discreet As per Polling 
Interval 

1 MAX 14 days (defaults for 
five-minute polling 
interval) 

First level of 
consolidation 

Hourly 12 (defaults for five-
minute polling 
interval) 

AVG 66 days (defaults for 
five-minute polling 
interval) 

First level of 
consolidation 

Hourly 12 (defaults for five-
minute polling 
interval) 

MAX 66 days (defaults for 
five-minute polling 
interval) 

Second level of 
consolidation 

Daily 288 AVG 366 days (defaults 
for five-minute 
polling interval) 

Second level of 
consolidation 

Daily 288 MAX 366 days (defaults 
for five-minute 
polling interval) 

 

At the discreet archive level, every individual value collected is stored.  This first archive 
has a 14-day rolling window for the default polling interval value (five minutes).  While the 
minimum 14-day rolling window is guaranteed, depending on the polling interval, the 
rolling window increases. 

At the first level of consolidation on an hourly basis, the last 12 samples of five-minute 
intervals are consolidated as a single value.  The consolidation stores the average values 
and the maximum values in two distinct archives, which both have a 66-day rolling window 
for the default polling interval.  As the polling interval increases, the number of samples for 
every interval decreases, and due to a requirement to keep a minimum sample size for 
this level of consolidation, the rolling window increases. 
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At the second level of consolidation on a daily basis, the last 288 samples of five-minute 
intervals are consolidated as a single value.  The consolidation stores the average values 
and the maximum values in two distinct archives, which both have a 366-day rolling 
window.  As the polling interval increases, the rolling window for the second level of 
consolidation increases. 

5.4.2.4.3 Changed Polling Interval Impact 

A change to the default polling interval impacts the consolidation levels on an hourly basis 
and on a daily basis.  The application updates the number of samples required to preserve 
both the time span and the time-rolling window.  For example, if the polling interval is set to 
“1 minute”, the number of samples is increased to 60 for the first level of consolidation.  
Similarly, if the polling interval is set to “15 minutes”, the number of samples is decreased 
to four for the first level of consolidation.  If the polling interval is set to more than “1 hour”, 
the number of samples is set to the minimum of one sample.  The same logic applies to 
the second level of consolidation (on a daily basis). 

WARNING:  The historical data for a specific statistic is lost when changing the polling interval 
for an existing KPI.  That is, there is no attempt to match any previous data to historical 
timestamps. 

In addition, since the time span and time-rolling window are constant, the file size changes 
for a specific jrb file upon changing its polling period.  That is, if the polling is more 
frequent, the file size increases; if the polling is less frequent, the file size decreases.  
Once a change of polling interval has completed, the file size remains constant over time. 

The disk space consumption varies based on the polling interval.  However, the variation 
is limited since the time-rolling window is constant.  The disk space variation is expected to 
be less than linear:  When increasing the polling period, only the number of entries for the 
discreet archive level varies.  However, the first and second level of consolidation remains 
constant.  As a result, the variation of the overall disk space consumption is limited. 

5.4.2.5 Common Statistics 

The KPI management applies only to Cisco BroadWorks PMs.  The set of common PMs 
automatically polled by OpenNMS remains the same and cannot be configured.  The 
common PMs include a number of PMs from the MIB-2 and UCD MIBs. 

5.4.2.5.1 Polling Interval 

Even though the list of common PMs is not configurable from the Cisco BroadWorks CLI, 
the global polling interval configured in Cisco BroadWorks applies to all data collection 
including the common PMs.  Upon changing the global polling interval, the updated 
archive as documented in section 5.4.2.4.2 Archive also applies to the common PMs. 

This alignment in polling intervals allows for the ability to keep data collection synchronized 
for all PMs.  However, as documented in section 5.4.2.4.3 Changed Polling Interval 
Impact, it means that any change in the global polling interval triggers a loss of the 
historical data for the common PMs as well. 
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5.4.3 Graph Colors 

When generating graphs, the Network Monitoring application assigns colors from a global 
color palette to individual statistics.  That is, the list of colors specified in the color palette is 
assigned in a sequential order to the statistics specified in a graph.  Once the last color 
from the color palette has been associated with a statistic on a graph, the color 
assignment wraps back to the first color and continues with the following colors as 
required.  Such a condition may arise when a graph includes more statistics than the 
number of colors from the color palette.  If no graph color is defined, then the black color is 
used as the default color for all statistics on all graphs. 

The color value is configured in hexadecimal format expressed as a hex triplet, that is, a 
six-digit, three-byte hexadecimal number that represents the red, green, and blue 
components of the color.  (For more information, see About RRDtool [12].)  The hex triplet 
is formed by concatenating three bytes in hexadecimal notation, in the following order: 

◼ Byte 1:  red value (color type red) 

◼ Byte 2:  green value (color type green) 

◼ Byte 3:  blue value (color type blue) 

The value is always preceded by a number sign (#).  Several tools are available for 
mapping a desired color to its corresponding hexadecimal format.  To ease color 
association, an optional description field is available.  The description associated with the 
default colors are based on HTML Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) colors.  For more 
information, see HTML CSS Color Picker [13]. 

This context provides command reorder (with a parameter up or down) for ordering the 
colors. 

The following example shows the CLI context where it is possible to manage the color 
palette. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/GraphColors> get 

    Color          Description 

============================== 

  #00FFFF                 Cyan 

  #4C0099               Indigo 

  #FF7F24              Pumpkin 

  #1874CD                Denim 

  #CD8162         Burning Sand 

  #00FC64         Spring Green 

  #A3CC28         Yellow Green 

  #8E2323     Mandarian Orange 

  #104E8B        Dark Cerulean 

  #FFA54F             Sunshade 

  #009999        Persian Green 

  #006666               Mosque 

  #00FF00                 Lime 

  #458B00            La Palma 

  #008000               Green 

  #CC99FF               Mauve 

  #9933FF         Blue Violet 

  #FF6666         Bittersweet 

  #EE9572         Dark Salmon 

  #990000            Dark Red 

  #C0C0C0              Silver 

  #808080                Gray 

  #606060             Zambezi 
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  #66FF66      Screamin Green 

  #009900       Islamic Green 

  #000080                Navy 

  #7B68EE     MediumSlateBlue 

  #4169E1           RoyalBlue 

  #00CED1       DarkTurquoise 

  #F08080          LightCoral 

  #7AC5CD               Spray 

  #8B5742                Rope 

  #8EE5EE       Blizzard Blue 

  #FFA07A        Light Salmon 

  #96CDCD       Morning Glory 

  #CD6600         Tenne Tawny 

  #B2DFEE          Light Blue 

  #FF7F00         Dark Orange 

  #FF0000                 Red 

  #CD8500      Dark GoldenRod 

  #0000FF                Blue 

  #FFA500              Orange 

42 entries found. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/GraphColors> 

 

5.4.4 Default Cisco BroadWorks Graphs 

The Network Monitoring application includes a list of key graphs identified by Cisco 
(formerly BroadSoft) experts.  These graphs are automatically created upon adding a 
node.  The readily available graphs are part of the superior experience and tuned 
monitoring for Cisco BroadWorks that the Network Monitoring application provides. 

The availability of the graphs relies on the existence of the associated PMs.  Therefore, 
the graphs may display an empty view while OpenNMS cumulates the initial PM content. 

The OpenNMS Graphs are available from the following menu: 

Main Menu → Reports → Resource Graphs →<from Standard Resource Performance 
Reports, select desired Resource> → <select desired data> → Graph Selection 

5.4.4.1 Relocation of SNMP Interface Data Graphs Starting with Release 2020.04 

As of Release 2020.04, the SNMP Interface data files have been relocated.  As a result, 
the Resource graphs for SNMP Interfaces can be found under “Interfaces (SNMP MIB-2 
IF-MIB)” resource name (instead of “SNMP Interface Data”). 

 

Figure 9  SNMP Interface Data Files 
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An attempt to migrate the historical data to the new location is made during the upgrade to 
Release 2020.08.  If the migration completes successfully, the old file is deleted and all the 
data may be viewed from the new location.  In case of an incompatibility in the data file 
size or format, the migration is not performed, and the original data file is kept.  In that 
case, the old data may be viewed from the old location (SNMP Interface Data) by 
selecting a custom date matching before the upgrade as follows. 

 

Figure 10  SNMP Interface Original Data File 

 

Figure 11  SNMP Interface Data Graph 

If the migration is not performed and the old data is not needed any more, the old data 
files and graphs may be cleaned up by deleting the following directories on NFM disk: 

/var/broadworks/rrd/snmp/fs/BroadWorks/<UUID>/<ifIndex> 

For example, /var/broadworks/rrd/snmp/fs/BroadWorks/0C58DE55-1C79-42F5-BCAF-
681E1C416752/enp0s3-080027ec6917. 
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5.4.5 Thresholds 

OpenNMS allows configuring thresholds which allow events to be created when a 
performance metric exceeds a certain value.  This can be used to create events when, for 
example, the response time for a monitored service is too high or when available disk 
space falls under a threshold. 

OpenNMS thresholds may be configured for tables and scalars through the CLI.  Note that 
any statistic listed in a threshold must be collected. 

The following kind of thresholds can be configured: 

◼ High threshold 

A high threshold triggers when the arm value of the data source exceeds the specified 
arm value, and re-arms when it equals or drops below the re-arm value. 

◼ Low threshold 

A low threshold triggers when the arm value of the data source falls below the 
specified arm value, and re-arms when it equals or comes back up to the re-arm 
value. 

◼ Relative change threshold 

A relative change threshold is used to detect changes between samples when the 
size of the change relative to the other sample is important instead of the absolute 
size.  When the relative threshold arm value is less than 1.0, it triggers when the 
sample goes down at least the specified percentage, and when the value is greater 
than 1.0, it is triggered when the sample goes up at least the specified percentage.  
For example, if the threshold value is 1.05, the threshold is triggered when the sample 
value increases at least 5% and if it is 0.95, the threshold is triggered when the 
sample value decreases at least 5% from the previous sample (for example, it will 
trigger at -5%, -10% but not at -4% or +5%).  Every time the relative threshold is 
exceeded, a new threshold event is sent. 

Note that the relative thresholds only use the arm value.  OpenNMS does not have 
support for triggering a threshold crossing only after a certain number of individual 
exceeded thresholds or disabling further events from being sent until the threshold 
rearm is reached. 

If a positive and negative threshold are required on a data source, two thresholds are 
required to be configured. 

◼ Absolute change threshold 

Absolute change threshold is used to detect changes between samples when the 
absolute value change between the samples are important.  For example, if the arm 
value is “5”, the event is triggered when the data source value increases by at least 5 
from one sample to the other. 

◼ Formula based threshold 

For information about the Formula parameter, see section 5.4.6.4 Arithmetic 
Operation. 

When defining a threshold, the following parameters are also required: 

◼ The arm value is the targeted value for a threshold crossing to occur. 

◼ The re-arm value is the targeted value for a threshold reset to occur.  Upon a 
threshold reset, a threshold even is generated.  Note that this parameter is not 
supported and ignored for relative and absolute change thresholds. 
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◼ trigger value is required which specifies the number of consecutive polls for which the 
data source value triggers a threshold crossing before a threshold event is generated.  
Note that this parameter is not supported and ignored for relative and absolute 
change thresholds. 

Optionally, a severity (minor, major, critical) may be configured for each threshold.  Every 
threshold configured with severity raises a new alarm and cleared when the rearm value is 
reached. 

Optionally, a description may be configured for each threshold which is used as 
event/alarm description. 

An administrator can configure thresholds at the following BroadWorks CLI level: 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/Thresholding/Thresho

lds 

 

The maximum number of threads used for thresholding can also be configured at the 
BroadWorks CLI at the following level: 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/Thresholding 

 

For a comprehensive example of the customized BroadWorks threshold configuration, see 
section 9.3 Customized Thresholds in Appendix:  Comprehensive Example − Customized 
KPIs and Report. 

5.4.6 Customized Cisco BroadWorks Graphs 

The Network Monitoring application provides a list of default graphs that allow a visual 
presentation of the collected KPIs.  The resulting definitions are visible from the Resource 
Graphs page of the Network Monitoring Console.  For more information, see section6.4.2 
Resource Graphs. 

The management of graphs allows the following operations: 

◼ Adding graphs 

◼ Removing graphs 

◼ Listing existing graphs (globally or using a filter) 

◼ Modifying specific parameters of a graph 

◼ Managing static lines 

For a comprehensive example of the customized Cisco BroadWorks data collection, see 
section 0  

Customized Data Collection in Appendix:  Comprehensive Example − Customized KPIs 
and Report. 

The following examples show the Cisco BroadWorks CLI level where an administrator can 
review the current list of graphs for the Network Monitoring application.  Optionally, the list 
obtained from a get command may be shortened by using filter conditions against any of 
the available parameters.  Each entry from this context includes the graph title, the label 
that appears on the vertical axis (y axis, which represents the values) and whether SI 
(International System of Units) notation should be used showing the y axis values.  The 
label for the horizontal axis (x axis) is not configurable as it always represents timestamps, 
which are automatically adjusted based on the requested time period. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/Graphs> get 

                         Graph Name                                   Title                    Y Axis Label  SINotation Used 

============================================================================================================================ 

                         psOciStats            OCI Update and Query Request                Requests per Sec                  
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                      psOciStatsMax        OCI Max Update and Query Request                Requests per Sec                  

                             ociMax          OCI Request Max Response Times           Response time in msec                  

                    ociResponseTime          OCI Request Avg Response Times           Response time in msec                  

                 ociRequestFailures                    OCI Request Failures                Requests per Sec                  

              ociRequestFailuresMax                OCI Max Request Failures                Requests per Sec                  

                  ociActiveSessions                     OCI Active Sessions                 Active Sessions                  

                               bhca                 Busy Hour Call Attempts                  Calls per Hour                  

                   asCallsPerSecond                        Calls per Second                Calls per Second                  

                        activeCalls                            Active Calls               Calls in Progress                  

                         origByType                    Originations by Type                Calls per Second                  

                      origByTypeMax                Max Originations by Type                Calls per Second                  

                         termByType                    Terminations by Type                Calls per Second                  

                       answerByType                         Answers by Type                Calls per Second                  

             sipIncomingByTransport      SIP Incoming Messages by transport                     Msg per Sec                  

             sipOutgoingByTransport      SIP Outgoing Messages by transport                     Msg per Sec                  

                 sipOutgoingMethods             SIP Outgoing Method Summary                     Msg per Sec                  

                       sipRegisters                SIP Registers per Second                    Regs per Sec                  

                     sipSubscribers               SIP Subscribes per Second                    Subs per Sec                  

                 sipIncomingMethods             SIP Incoming Method Summary                     Msg per Sec                  

                      sipSetupDelay                SIP Avg Call Setup Delay                            Msec                  

                   sipMaxSetupDelay                SIP Max Call Setup Delay                            Msec                  

                     sipAnswerDelay               SIP Avg Call Answer Delay                            Msec                  

                  sipMaxAnswerDelay               SIP Max Call Answer Delay                            Msec                  

                         bwOverload                          Overload Stats                            Msec                  

                         userGrowth                             User Growth                 number of users                  

             ociUpdateReqsPerSecond              OCI Update Reqs per Second                 Updates per Sec                  

         ociUpdateFailuresPerSecond          OCI Update Failures per Second                Failures per Sec                  

              ociQueryReqsPerSecond               OCI Query Reqs per Second                 Queries per Sec                  

          ociQueryFailuresPerSecond           OCI Query Failures per Second                Failures per Sec                  

      ociAuthorizationReqsPerSecond       OCI Authorization Reqs per Second                Requests per Sec                  

   ociAutorizationFailuresPerSecond    OCI Autorization Failures per Second                Failures per Sec                  

                 ociRequestsPerhour                   OCI Requests per Hour               Requests per Hour                  

                 ociMaxResponseTime                   OCI Max Response Time                           Msecs                  

  ociServiceProviderRequestsPerHour  OCI Service Provider Requests per Hour               Requests per Hour                  

     ociServiceProviderResponseTime      OCI Service Provider Response Time                           Msecs                  

… 

142 entries found. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Customization/Graphs> 

 

 

A dedicated CLI context allows the manipulation of the list of statistics to include in a 
specific graph. 

When specifying statistics within a graph, the configuration requires only the statistic name 
in a similar manner as it requires for configuring a custom KPI.  This approach is possible 
because all individual leafs from any of the Cisco BroadWorks MIBs are unique.  Note that 
any statistic listed in a graph must be collected. 

A graph may include any number of statistics.  For each of the configured statistics, a 
graph type must be specified as a line or an area.  As expected, a graph type line just 
draws a basic line that reflects the PM values, whereas a graph type area colors the graph 
fully from the horizontal axis up to the PM value.  A graph may include any number of lines 
and/or areas.  When a graph includes several statistics whose graph types are configured 
as area, the statistics for which an area is specified are automatically stacked one statistic 
on top of the others on the graph.  Note that the same graph may also include several 
statistics whose graph types are configured as line.  When a graph includes several 
statistics whose graph types are configured as line, the statistics for which a line is 
specified are never stacked.  However, if multiple lines have the same values, only the 
color of the last statistic appears on the graph.  Optionally, for each of the configured 
statistics, the SINotationUsed parameter can be used to control whether or not to show 
the statistics values in SI Notation. 

For information about the consolidation function parameter, see section 5.4.6.3 
Consolidation Function.  For information about the Formula parameter, see section 5.4.6.4 
Arithmetic Operation.  For information about managing static lines, see section 5.4.6.5 
Static Lines.  For information about the Aggregation Function parameter, see section 
5.4.7.2 Stacked View. 

The following example shows a graph definition with multiple statistics that mix graph 
types. 
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NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/Graphs/Statistics> get heapUsage 

                     Scalar Name            Label Graph Consolidation Aggregation … 

                                                   Type      Function    Function         

================================================================================= 

        bwProcessMetricsHeapUsed        Heap Used  AREA           Avg         Avg 

bwProcessMetricsHeapLastPostCollectionSize Last Collection Size LINE2           Avg         Avg 

2 entries found. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/Graphs/Statistics> 

 

The following example shows a graph definition with multiple statistics that all use a graph 
type value of area.  Section 5.4.6.1.1 Graph Example shows a graph example from the 
portal for the graph definition that follows (sipOutgoingMethods). 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/Graphs/Statistics> get sipOutgoingMethods 

          Statistic Name                Label  Graph  Consolidation  Aggregation Formula SINotation 

                                                Type       Function     Function               Used 

=================================================================================================== 

    bwSipStatsInviteOuts          SIP Invites   AREA            Avg          Avg               

       bwSipStatsAckOuts  SIP Acknowledgments   AREA            Avg          Avg                           

       bwSipStatsByeOuts              SIP Bye   AREA            Avg          Avg                           

    bwSipStatsCancelOuts           SIP Cancel   AREA            Avg          Avg                           

   bwSipStatsOptionsOuts           SIP Option   AREA            Avg          Avg                           

  bwSipStatsRegisterOuts         SIP Register   AREA            Avg          Avg                           

      bwSipStatsInfoOuts             SIP Info   AREA            Avg          Avg                           

    bwSipStatsNotifyOuts           SIP Notify   AREA            Avg          Avg                           

     bwSipStatsPrackOuts            SIP Prack   AREA            Avg          Avg                           

     bwSipStatsOtherOuts            SIP Other   AREA            Avg          Avg                           

 

10 entries found. 

 NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/Graphs/Statistics> 

 

5.4.6.1 Portal Impact − Scalars 

By default, the impact on the Resource Graphs from the portal is transparent.  All added 
graphs based on added scalars are automatically folded under the existing Performance 
Data option from the existing BroadWorks Node subheader of the Resource Graph page. 

From the portal, this page can be accessed from the following menus: 

Reports → Resource Graphs → < Select any Node > 
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Figure 12  Individual Node | SNMP Scalar | Default BroadWorks Node Subheader 
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5.4.6.1.1 Graph Example 

The following figure shows an example of a customized Cisco BroadWorks graph. 

 

Figure 13  Example of Graph 

5.4.6.1.2 Scalar Grouping 

When an optional scalar group is configured, it is reflected as a specific subheader on the 
Resource Graphs page.  The following figure shows an example of the Custom KPIs 
group listed. 

 

Figure 14  Individual Node | SNMP Scalar | Customized Group Subheader 
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5.4.6.2 Portal Impact − Tables 

The Resource Graphs from the portal automatically adds a dedicated subheader for each 
new data collection of SNMP tables.  All added graphs based on added tables are 
automatically folded under the new subheader, which is identified by the configured group 
label. 

5.4.6.2.1 Full Table 

An example of the resulting pages for the Resource Graphs from the Network Monitoring 
Console follows. 

From the Network Monitoring Console, the Resource Graphs page shows the rows 
associated with the natural index.  The following figure shows an example of the entries of 
bwCallpNSRespTable. 

From the portal, this page can be accessed from the following menus: 

Reports → Resource Graphs → < Select any Application Server (AS) Node > 

In the figure, the CallP measurements for NS response time subheader corresponds to 
the label configured for the bwCallpNSIPAddress entry from the 
NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Tables CLI 
context.  Note that if the list includes more Network Servers, the full list of Network Servers 
would appear under this subheader. 

 

Figure 15  Individual Node | SNMP Table | Default CallP Measurement for NS Response Time Subheader 
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Once the peer row is selected and the Graph Selection button is clicked, the resulting 
graphs appear as shown in the following figure.  Note that only the graphs related to the 
first peer are shown. 

 

Figure 16  Resulting Graphs 

5.4.6.2.2 Row Filter 

From the Network Monitoring Console, the Resource Graphs page shows the rows 
associated with the natural index.  The following figure shows an example of the entries of 
bwOverloadStatsTable. 

From the portal, this page can be accessed from the following menus: 

Reports → Resource Graphs → < Select any Application Server (AS) Node > 
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In the figure, the BroadWorks Overload Stats subheader corresponds to the label 
configured for the bwOverloadSampledDataName entry from the 
NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Tables CLI 
context. 

 

Figure 17  Individual Node | SNMP Table | Default BroadWorks Overload Stats Subheader (Filtered) 
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Once all rows are selected and the Graph Selection button is clicked, the resulting graphs 
appear as shown in the following figure. 

 

Figure 18  Resulting Graphs − Overload Statistics 
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5.4.6.2.3 Multi-Field Natural Index 

The following example shows the resulting graphs about SNMP tables where a multi-field 
natural index is required to uniquely defined every row.  In this case, the subheader shows 
the list of row values that results from the concatenation of all fields specified for the 
natural index.  In the example, the method name is “GET” and the response code is “503”.  
Hence, the value shown is “GET503”. 

 

Figure 19  Individual Node | SNMP Table | Customized HTTP Overall Responses Subheader (Multi-Field) 
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Once the “GET503” row is selected and the Graph Selection button is clicked, the 
resulting graphs appear as shown in the following figure. 

 

Figure 20  Individual Node – SNMP Table Graph (Multi-Field) 

5.4.6.3 Consolidation Function 

When configuring a statistic in a graph, an administrator must specify a consolidation 
function parameter.  This parameter applies to all graphs.  It refers to the consolidation 
function within the RRD storage, as documented in section 5.4.2.4 RRD Storage and 
Rolled-up Data.  Furthermore, this parameter indicates only which archive to use when 
generating the graph.  That is, there is no computation required at the time of drawing 
since the computed data is already stored in the RRD files. 

For example, if “max” is specified, the graph fetches the data from the MAX archive within 
the RRD storage. 

In addition, when the time period for a graph is within 14 days of the present time, it uses 
the values from the discreet archive.  When the time period for a graph is older, it 
automatically uses the values from the most precise level of consolidation.  It also adapts 
the timestamps on the horizontal axis automatically. 

Note that this approach has the effect that rendering a graph for a time period that is within 
the last 14 days shows the exact same graph regardless of the selected consolidation 
function.  This behavior is expected since at the most discreet consolidation level the 
number of samples is only one for both consolidation functions (that is, AVG and MAX).  
Hence, the result from an average or maximum of one sample is the same. 
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5.4.6.4 Arithmetic Operation 

The optional Formula parameter specifies an arithmetic operation for graphs where the 
value involves statistics that need to be calculated.  In such a case, the statistic names are 
imbedded in the formula and the scalar name may be any of the scalars from the formula.  
In particular, when a formula is present, the graph draws only that value resulting from the 
formula.  If the graph requires the stand-alone statistic in addition to the value resulting 
from a formula, the individual statistic must be configured in another graph entry. 

This parameter supports the following basic arithmetic operations: 

◼ addition ( + ) 

◼ subtraction ( - ) 

◼ multiplication ( * ) 

◼ division ( / ) 

In addition to the preceding arithmetic operations, a formula may include parentheses  
( “(” and “)” ), which supersedes the normal priority of operations. 

5.4.6.4.1 Example 

When defining a graph, it is possible to substitute the value presented on a graph by using 
an arithmetic operation.  The following is an example for computing the call hold time 
duration.  Note that since the KPIs are already being collected by default, only an 
additional graph needs to be defined. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/Graphs> add callHoldTimeDuration "Call 

Hold Time Duration" "Number of Calls" 

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect 

***NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/Graphs> statistics 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/Graphs/Statistics> add 

callHoldTimeDuration "callsPerSecond * bwCallpActiveCalls" "Hold Time" LINE2 Avg Avg 

 

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/Graphs/Statistics> get 

callHoldTimeDuration 

                       Computed Value      Label  Graph Type  Consolidation Function  

Aggregation Function  SINotation Used 

=============================================================================================

============================== 

  callsPerSecond * bwCallpActiveCalls  Hold Time       LINE2                     Avg                   

Avg                  

 

1 entry found. 

 

 

5.4.6.5 Static Lines 

Any graph definition may include a list of static lines.  Each of these lines includes the 
following information: 

◼ A specific value 

◼ A dedicated color 

◼ A description (used in the legend) 
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The graph shows the resulting static line horizontally on the graph.  However, the line 
appears only if the value is within the visible portion of the graph.  The graph scale does 
not adapt to include the value specified by the static lines.  As a result, only a subset of the 
lines may be visible on a graph when multiple lines are defined. 

The following example shows how to configure a static line for an existing graph. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/Graphs/StaticLines> h 

This level is used to add, remove or modify static lines. 

Commands: 

    0)         get : show StaticLines-related attributes 

    1)         add : add a new StaticLines 

    2)         set : modify StaticLines-related attributes 

    3)      delete : delete an existing StaticLines 

 

  h (help),  e (exit),  q (quit),  r (read),  w (write),  t (tree), 

  c (config),  cd (cd),  a (alias),  hi (history),  p (pause),  re (repeat), 

  k (keyboardHelp) 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/Graphs/StaticLines> help add 

This command is used to add static lines. 

Parameters description: 

graphName: This parameter specifies the unique name of the graph. 

value    : This parameter specifies the value of the horizontal static line. 

color    : This parameter specifies the hex code value for the color. 

label    : This parameter specifies a legend corresponding to this statistic. 

 

====================================================================== 

add 

<graphName>, String {1 to 90 characters} 

<value>, Integer {1 to 2147483647} 

<color>, String {7 characters} 

<label>, String {1 to 100 characters} 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/Graphs/StaticLines>add 

gcCollections 0.0010  #ffa500 "Orange Threshold" 

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/Graphs/StaticLines> add 

gcCollections 0.0015  #ff0000 "Red Threshold" 

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/Graphs/StaticLines> get 

gcCollections 

  Value    Color             Label 

================================== 

  0.0010  #ffa500  Orange Threshold 

  0.0015  #ff0000     Red Threshold 

2 entries found. 

 

5.4.7 Network-wide Graphs 

When the virtual nodes and network-wide statistics are combined, it opens support for 
network-wide graphs. 

A network-wide graph automatically applies to all basic Cisco BroadWorks graph 
definitions.  These graphs present a view for all nodes of the same Cisco BroadWorks 
server type.  All graphs associated with individual nodes are available for network-wide 
graphs.  However, the meaning of certain graphs is limited when taken in the context of 
multiple servers.  Such graphs are still defined but can be ignored. 
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5.4.7.1 Colors 

The same logic applies when generating a network-wide graph as for generating a basic 
graph:  The application assigns colors from a global color palette to individual items of the 
network-wide graph.  That is, the colors specified in the color palette are assigned in a 
sequential order to the items specified in a graph. 

5.4.7.2 Stacked View 

By default, a network-wide graph shows all individual elements each of which represent a 
combination of an individual node and a specific statistic. 

However, when the number of elements to display on the graph creates a long list to 
generate, the Network Monitoring application cumulates the values from all individual 
nodes in a single statistic.  This approach allows providing a detailed view when the 
number of elements is not too high while limiting the real estate required when the number 
of elements becomes too important.  As such, the function used for cumulating all the 
nodes in a single value is the Aggregation Function.  It is possible to use either a 
maximum, average, or summation. 

For network-wide graphs from the Resource Graphs menu of the Network Monitoring 
Console, the title includes the graph type:  a “Discreet View” refers to a detailed view; an 
“Aggregate View” refers to a stacked view. 

By default, the minimum number of elements required to trigger a stacked view is 16.  This 
trigger point is configurable.  The number of elements is computed using the following 
formula: 

NumOfNodes * NumOfStats>MinStackedView 

Where 

NumOfNodes: Number of nodes for the graph 

NumOfStats: Number of statistics for the graph 

MinStackedView: Minimum number of elements for stacked view 

For example, a graph that includes five nodes and five statistics would trigger a stacked 
view whereas a graph that includes 10 nodes and one statistic would show all individual 
elements. 

The number of elements for stacked view is configurable from the Cisco BroadWorks CLI 
under the context Applications/NetworkMonitoring/ResourceGraphs. 

5.4.7.3 Static Lines – Network-wide Graphs Exclusion 

Static lines configured for a graph do not appear on the corresponding network-wide 
graph.  The rational is that a static line typically reflects a threshold.  Since a network-wide 
graph encompasses data from multiple nodes, a value configured for a single node does 
not generally make sense when applied to all nodes. 

5.4.7.4 Values Represented on Graph Legend 

This section documents the differences seen on the graph and on the legend’s values for 
a network-wide graph when using the different views.  For simplicity, the explanation 
assumes the following configurations.  When using a different configuration, only the 
resulting values would differ.  The same logic applies. 

◼ The consolidation function is “Avg” 

◼ The aggregation function is “Sum” 
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An individual value on a network-wide graph using a discreet view represents the 
individual average value on a per-statistic/node basis.  The following table provides an 
example for a single statistic for which three data points were collected at a regular 
interval.  In this example, the three element values are shown on the graph and 
represented in the legend.  The sum (64) is embedded in the graph because it reflects the 
aggregated value of all individual elements (24, 18, and 22) but this sum is not 
represented directly in the legend. 

Node/Statistic Data Point 1 Data Point 2 Data Point 3 Legend 

Node 1 25 (shown) 27 (shown) 20 (shown) 24 (average – shown) 

Node 2 15 (shown) 18 (shown) 21 (shown) 18 (average – shown) 

Node 3 19 (shown) 25 (shown) 22 (shown) 22 (average – shown) 

Detailed-view 59 (sum/embedded) 70 (sum/embedded) 63 (sum/embedded) 64 (sum – embedded) 

 

An individual value on a network-wide graph using an aggregate view represents the sum 
of all individual average values on a per-statistic/node basis.  The following table provides 
an example for a single statistic for which three data points were collected at a regular 
interval.  In this example, the average (64) of the sums (59, 70, and 63) is shown as the 
only value represented on the legend.  All individual data points are embedded in the 
graph because they reflect the individual values of the sum element but these element 
values are not represented directly. 

Node/Statistic Data Point 1 Data Point 2 Data Point 3 Legend 

Node 1 25 (embedded) 27 (embedded) 20 (embedded) 24 (N/A) 

Node 2 15 (embedded) 18 (embedded) 21 (embedded) 18 (N/A) 

Node 3 19 (embedded) 25 (embedded) 22 (embedded) 22 (N/A) 

Stacked-view 59 (sum/shown) 70 (sum/shown) 63 (sum/shown) 64 (average of the sums 
– shown) 
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5.4.7.5 Examples – SNMP Scalars 

The following figure shows network-wide statistics for an OCI Update Query Request (avg 
values).  The graph shows the individual node and statistic elements. 

 

Figure 21  Network-wide Graphs (Individual Elements – Discreet View) 
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The following figure shows a graph for a stacked view of network-wide statistics about SIP 
Incoming Messages by Transport.  The graph shows the stacked elements that represent 
the cumulated value for all Network Servers (NSs) on a per-statistic basis, included in the 
OpenNMS inventory. 

 

Figure 22  Stacked View of Network-wide Graph (Stacked Elements – Aggregate View) 
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5.4.7.6 Examples – SNMP Tables 

The following figure shows network-wide statistics associated with an SNMP table (avg 
values) that requires a multi-field natural index. 

 

Figure 23  Virtual Node | SNMP Table | Customized Group Subheader 

Once the “GET503” row is selected and the Graph Selection button is clicked, the 
resulting graphs appear as shown in the following figure which shows the individual node 
and statistic elements (Discreet View). 
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Figure 24  HTTP Overall Responses (Discreet View) Network-Wide Graph 

5.4.7.7 SNMP Node Data − Virtual Nodes Exclusion 

This subsection describes the exclusion of the network-wide graphs associated with the 
common statistics for the virtual nodes. 

The virtual nodes provide navigation to the network-wide graphs.  However, they include 
only the Cisco BroadWorks graphs for both SNMP scalars and SNMP tables.  That is, 
they exclude the graphs associated with the common statistics that are listed under the 
SNMP Node Data subheader. 

5.4.7.7.1 Individual Nodes 

The individual nodes include the default graphs associated with the SNMP Node Data 
subheader in addition to the graphs associated with Cisco BroadWorks statistics such as 
for the BroadWorks Node subheader.  The SNMP Node Data subheader is associated 
with the common statistics related to MIB-2 and UCD MIBs.  They are defined directly by 
OpenNMS. 

The following example shows the list of node resources for an individual node followed by 
the resulting list of graphs when selecting the SNMP Node Data or the Broadworks Node 
subheaders.  Note that for simplicity, only a subset of the graphs is shown.  A red arrow 
helps to indicate the node type as an individual node or a virtual node. 
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Figure 25  Node Resources for Individual Node 

 

Figure 26  TCP Open Connections Graph 
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Figure 27  Node Resources for Individual Node 
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Figure 28  Calls per Second Graph 

5.4.7.7.2 Virtual Nodes 

The virtual nodes provide navigation to the network-wide graphs.  However, they include 
only the Cisco BroadWorks graphs.  They exclude the graphs associated with the 
common statistics that are listed under the SNMP Node Data subheader. 

The Cisco BroadWorks graphs include all the graphs defined based on SNMP scalars and 
SNMP tables.  For SNMP scalars, it includes all the graphs associated with optional scalar 
groups.  For details about scalar groups, see section 5.4.2.1.2 Scalar Grouping.  For 
SNMP tables, a dedicated subheader is present per table. 
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The following example shows the list of node resources for a virtual node followed by the 
resulting list of graphs.  Note that for simplicity, only a subset of the BroadWorks graphs is 
shown.  As described, the list of network-wide graphs for a virtual node is empty.  A red 
arrow helps to indicate the node type as an individual node or a virtual node. 

 

Figure 29  Virtual Node | SNMP Common Stats | Default SNMP Node Data Subheader 

 

Figure 30  No Data for Resource 
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Figure 31  Virtual Node | SNMP Scalar | Default BroadWorks Node Subheader 

 

Figure 32  Calls per Second (Discreet View) Network-Wide Graph 
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5.4.8 Validation – Customized KPIs 

The top-level CLI context for KPI management provides a dedicated command named 
validate for validating the overall configuration.  The command takes no parameter and 
reports any configuration error.  The command validates the following: 

◼ All statistics (both scalars and columns) must belong to a Cisco BroadWorks MIB. 

◼ All columns must belong to the same SNMP table. 

◼ All statistics specified in a formula must belong to a Cisco BroadWorks MIB. 

◼ Any formula that contains a parenthesis must have a balanced number of 
parentheses. 

◼ Any formula that contains arithmetic operations must be conveyed in a valid 
expression. 

When configuring custom KPIs, the use of the validate command is very important since it 
ensures that the configuration does not contain any typographic errors or any other similar 
errors. 

WARNING:  Configuration errors may lead to errors such as preventing data collection from 
occurring or preventing graph generation.  In the worst-case scenario, it may prevent OpenNMS 
as a whole from starting correctly. 

5.5 Jasper-based Cisco BroadWorks Reports 

OpenNMS provides support for Jasper-based reports.  As defined in Jasper Reports[7], a 
Jasper Report can write to a variety of targets such as screen, Portable Document Format 
(PDF), HTML, and so on.  Typically, these reports are static and aim at generating 
information about recent trends. 

The Network Monitoring application customizes the default OpenNMS reports to associate 
the report delivery with Cisco BroadWorks nodes.  That is, the default category is set to 
“BWORKS” for all reports.  Furthermore, the list of available reports focuses on availability 
and outages. 

The OpenNMS Jasper Reports are available from the following menu: 

Main Menu → Reports → Database Reports → Report Templates → <select from the list 
of reports> 

The Jasper-based report can also be saved or emailed.  The saved reports are available 
from the following menu: 

Main Menu → Reports → Database Reports → Persisted Reports 

From that same menu, it is possible to view the saved reports in the different supported 
formats and delete unwanted reports. 

In addition to the default OpenNMS reports, the Network Monitoring application provides 
the following specialized Cisco BroadWorks reports: 

◼ BroadWorks Unified Detailed Report 

◼ BroadWorks Detailed Statistics 

5.5.1 Example – BroadWorks Early Morning Report 

The following figures show examples of the BroadWorks Early Morning Report. 
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This report provides a short form with key operational data that highlights outage overview 
and timeline and a numerical summary of events.  It is aimed at a daily usage for quick 
review and ongoing assessment of operational issues. 

 

Figure 33  BroadWorks Early Morning Report – Page 1 
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Figure 34  BroadWorks Early Morning Report – Page 2 

5.5.2 BroadWorks Unified Detailed Report 

The Cisco BroadWorks reports include a specialized unified detailed report that allows 
fetching any of the individual statistics that are collected by OpenNMS.  The Report 
Parameter page of this report allows the selection of the following information: 

◼ A set of all managed objects and a set of common statistics related to MIB-2 and UCD 
MIBs that are available for all servers. 

◼ A set of managed objects and a list of Cisco BroadWorks statistics both of which are 
sorted by Cisco BroadWorks server types. 

◼ A date interval. 
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◼ A report format that specifies how to generate the output.  The report may be 
generated as PDF, comma-separated value (CSV), or directly in a graph file format 
Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG). 

Since not all Cisco BroadWorks server types include statistics to collect, the Report 
Parameter page shows only the relevant data dynamically.  The statistics include the 
default set and any set of custom statistics, all of which are for the managed objects in the 
current inventory. 

The following figure shows the first tab of the Database Report where the report named 
BroadWorks Unified Detailed Report is highlighted in yellow.  This page is available from 
the following menu: 

Main Menu → Reports → Database → Report Templates 

 

Figure 35  BroadWorks Unified Detailed Report 

For a comprehensive example of the BroadWorks Unified Detailed Report, see section 9.4 
Unified Cisco BroadWorks Report in Appendix:  Comprehensive Example − Customized 
KPIs and Report. 
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5.5.2.1 Output Format 

In addition to the graph file format, a Network Function Manager user may generate the 
BroadWorks Unified Detailed Report in the PDF or CSV format, which outputs a tabular 
format of data points (set of {timestamp, value}).  The report fetches the individual values 
collected using the intervals directly from the jrb files. 

For the PDF format, the data points are listed vertically to ease the readability.  For the 
CSV format, the data points are listed horizontally.  The CSV format reflects the 
presentation that is available for the custom reports on the Cisco BroadWorks Element 
Management System (EMS). 

5.5.2.2 Dual Axes 

The report allows the spreading of the selected statistics over two distinct value axes.  
That is, the same time period applies to the graph.  However, the value axis (often known 
as the y axis) includes distinct left and right axes.  Such an approach is desirable when 
there is a requirement to include statistics that have very different scales on the same 
graph.  Each axis includes its own set of thresholds. 

The parameter selection page provides the full set of statistics for both axes.  When a 
report is configured with two distinct axes, the left and right axes show distinct scales 
based on their respective selected statistics.  In addition, the lines associated with the 
second axis, which are drawn using the right axis, include shapes.  Similarly, any 
configured threshold configured for the second axis includes a shape when drawn on the 
graph. 

When a report is configured with only one axis, the left and right axes show the same 
scale based on the selected statistics of the first axis. 

5.5.2.3 Static Lines 

The BroadWorks Unified Detailed Report may include up to three thresholds per axis.  
Each of these thresholds includes the following information: 

◼ A specific value 

◼ A label (used in the legend) 

The report graph shows the resulting threshold horizontally.  However, the line appears 
only if the value is within the visible portion of the graph.  The graph scale does not adapt 
to include the value specified by the thresholds.  As a result, only a subset of the threshold 
lines may be visible. 

When a graph includes dual axes, the thresholds are visible only based on the scale of 
their respective axis. 

5.5.2.4 Report Start Date Time Deviation 

The report start date listed in a report may have a time deviation from the requested report 
start date.  This arises when a custom polling interval is configured for a specific statistic.  
The report start date for the corresponding report has a time deviation that corresponds to 
the time difference between the custom polling interval and the global polling interval. 

The following example shows the CLI context used for configuring the global data polling. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement> get 

  pollingIntervalInMinutes = 5 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement> 
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A custom polling interval may be specified for any individual statistic.  The following 
example shows the CLI context used for configuring a specific polling interval for the 
statistic, bwDXSSipStatsUdpOuts. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Scalars> 

setbwDXSSipStatsUdpOuts pollingIntervalInMinutes 1 

By changing the polling interval, you will lose all historical values for this 

scalar. 

Do you wish to continue? 

Please confirm (Yes, Y, No, N): y 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Scalars> 

 

Based on the configuration used in the previous example, the starting date for a report 
generated for the bwDXSSipStatsUdpOuts statistic that uses a one-minute polling interval 
has a time deviation of minus four minutes.  The time deviation corresponds to the 
difference between the custom polling interval of one minute and the global polling interval 
of five minutes.  If the requested start date is 11:04 A.M., the report start date is 11:00 A.M. 

5.5.2.5 Impact on Detailed Statistics Reports 

The BroadWorks Unified Detailed Report eliminates the need for listing individual reports 
for detailed statistics on a per-server type basis since the Report Parameter page includes 
the NEs for all Cisco BroadWorks server types that exist in the current inventory. 

However, these Detailed Statistics reports are kept to preserve the existing set of reports 
already configured by customers.  Such an approach allows a smoother transition from 
this set of reports to the BroadWorks Unified Detailed Report. 

5.5.3 Detailed Statistics 

Cisco BroadWorks reports include specialized individual reports that allow fetching any of 
the individual statistics that are collected automatically.  These reports include a date 
interval, the selection of a list of statistics and a list of nodes on a per-Cisco BroadWorks 
server-type basis.  These reports are available only for Cisco BroadWorks server types 
that include statistics to collect. 

The report fetches the individual values collected using the default intervals directly from 
the jrb files. 

A Network Function Manager (NFM) user can generate a report in the PDF or CSV 
formats.  For the PDF format, the data points are listed vertically to ease readability.  For 
the CSV format, the data points are listed horizontally.  The CSV format reflects the 
presentation that is available for the custom reports on the Cisco BroadWorks EMS. 

5.5.3.1 BWORKS Detailed Statistics 

The report allows user to select of a list of statistics and a list of nodes for which the 
statistics need to be collected. 

The report limits the maximum number of nodes for creating an instant report. The default 
value is 5. The limit can be increased using the following CLI Option: 
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NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/JasperReports/DetailedStatisticsReports> 

set maxNumberOfNodesForCreateReport 10 

When setting maxNumberOfNodesForCreateReport, you may run into problems if your 

system configuration is not high enough to run instant reports. 

Do you wish to continue? 

Please confirm (Yes, Y, No, N): y 

...Done 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/JasperReports/DetailedStatisticsReports> 

 

NOTE: Please be careful while modifying the maxNumberOfNodesForCreateReport to a 
higher value. You may run into problem if the system configuration is not high enough to 
run instant reports. In such cases try Delivering/Scheduling the report since the limit does 
not apply while delivering the reports. 

Here are a few recommendations for instant reports: 
 

maxNumberOfNodesForCreateReport Memory (in Gigabytes) Cpu Count 

5 7.5 2 

10 15 4 

15 30 8 

 

5.5.4 Regenerate Specialized Cisco BroadWorks Report 

The default OpenNMS reports can be regenerated using any format.  However, because 
the output of the specialized Cisco BroadWorks reports depends on the selected format 
(PDF, CSV, or SVG), their regeneration works correctly only when selecting the same 
format. 

For example, if a report that was scheduled using the CSV format where the data points 
are listed horizontally is regenerated using the PDF format, the resulting document 
includes horizontal rows. 

5.6 Service Monitoring 

The Network Monitoring application enhances the default services from the OpenNMS 
service monitoring functionality by supporting Cisco BroadWorks services. 

In general, the OpenNMS service monitoring functionality provides response times that 
accumulate in jrb files using the same functionality as data collection. 

The OpenNMS service monitoring functionality integrates the following Cisco BroadWorks 
services: 

◼ Open Client Server (OCS) 

◼ Open Client Interface-Provisioning (OCI-P) 

◼ SIP User Datagram Protocol (UDP) 

◼ SIP Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) 
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Upon addition of a node, OpenNMS attempts to detect all services.  A service must first be 
detected in order to begin polling.  For all services detected, the service monitoring begins 
in the form of polling at a regular interval.  At a longer interval, OpenNMS re-attempts to 
detect any missing services. 

5.6.1 OCS 

The OCS service is TCP based.  The service sends an AuthenticationRequest message.  
A node has the service as long as an OCS response is received.  That is, even if the OCS 
response is an ErrorResponse, the service is identified as detected. 

5.6.2 OCI-P 

The current solution for OCI-P is a pure socket-based monitoring that reports failure from 
accessing the OCI-P port.  This implementation reuses the default OpenNMS 
implementation for detecting a TCP-based service. 

5.6.3 SIP (UDP and TCP) 

The SIP service is UDP based.  The SIPTCP service is TCP based.  Both services send a 
SIP OPTION packet using the relevant transport layer. 

A node has the service as long as a SIP response is received.  That is, even if the SIP 
response is SIP FORBIDDEN, the service is identified as detected. 

5.6.3.1 Application Server (AS) Impact 

By default, on the Application Server (AS), the service detection and monitoring for 
SIPTCP trigger the generation of a trap on the Network Element upon every monitoring 
cycle.  This behavior is caused by the default configuration for the trap named 
bwSipTcpSocketError. 

The following container option may be configured on the Application Server to eliminate 
the generation of this trap. 

◼ Container name:  execution 

◼ Container option name:  bw.tcp.disablenonerrortcpnotification 

◼ Container option value:  true 

The following shows an example about how to enable the container option on an 
Application Server. 

AS_CLI/Maintenance/ContainerOptions> add execution 

bw.tcp.disablenonerrortcpnotification true 

*** Warning: Broadworks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

 

AS_CLI/Maintenance/ContainerOptions> get 

  Container                                   Name  Value 

========================================================= 

  execution  bw.tcp.disablenonerrortcpnotification   true 

1 entry found. 

AS_CLI/Maintenance/ContainerOptions> 
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5.6.3.1.1 Network Server (NS) Impact 

By default on the Network Server (NS), the service detection and monitoring for SIPTCP 
trigger the generation of two traps on the Network Element upon every monitoring cycle.  
This behavior is caused by the default configuration for the traps named 
bwSipTcpSocketError and bwNSCallGotTreatment. 

For the trap bwSipTcpSocketError, the following container option may be configured on 
the Network Server to eliminate the generation of this trap. 

◼ Container name:  nsExecution 

◼ Container option name:  bw.tcp.disablenonerrortcpnotification 

◼ Container option value:  true 

The following shows an example about how to enable the container option on a Network 
Server. 

NS_CLI/Maintenance/ContainerOptions> add nsExecution 

bw.tcp.disablenonerrortcpnotification true 

*** Warning: Broadworks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

 

NS_CLI/Maintenance/ContainerOptions> get 

    Container                                   Name  Value 

=========================================================== 

  nsExecution  bw.tcp.disablenonerrortcpnotification  true 

1 entry found. 

NS_CLI/Maintenance/ContainerOptions> 

 

The trap bwNSCallGotTreatment is due to the NFM being perceived as gateway by the 
Network Server because of the SIP OPTION requests generated by the NFM.  As a result, 
the Network Server generates a trap to report an Unknown Gateway. 

The following configuration change on the Network Server eliminates the generation of 
this trap.  However, this change prevents the Network Server from reporting any unknown 
gateway. 

NS_CLI> lo 

Password:<password entered> 

Administrator,Administrator logging in... 

NS_CLI> system; callp; treatment 

NS_CLI/System/CallP/Treatment> set unkgw SIPcode 403 trapEnabled false 

...Done 

 

Alternatively, the NFM can also be added as an offLine RoutingNE on the Network Server.  
This RoutingNE must have the InboundOnly signaling attribute so that is not selected by 
dynamic routing.  All addresses corresponding to all NFM servers must be associated with 
that RoutingNE. 

NS_CLI/System/Device/RoutingNE> add NFMs 1999999 1 99 NIL_PROFILE false 

OffLine InboundOnly 

[Warning 10703] 999999 is not a valid entry the current NNACL file for 

country: 1 (North America). 

...Done 
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NS_CLI/System/Device/RoutingNE> get ne NFMs 

 

Network Element  NFMs 

   Location      =  1999999 

   Static Cost   =  1 

   Static Weight =  99 

   Poll          =  false 

   OpState       =  enabled 

   State         =  OffLine 

   Profile       =  NIL_PROFILE 

   Signaling Attributes=  InboundOnly 

 

NS_CLI/System/Device/RoutingNE/Address> add NFMs 67.178.41.124 1 99 

...Done 

 

NS_CLI/System/Device/RoutingNE/Address> get ne NFMs 

  Routing NE            Address  Cost  Weight  Port    Transport  Route 

================================================== 

           NFMs  67.178.41.124       1         99         -    

unspecified 

 

5.6.4 StrafePing Integration 

The Network Monitoring application integrates the configuration for the OpenNMS 
StrafePing service monitoring using the Cisco BroadWorks CLI. 

The OpenNMS StrafePing service is used to monitor packet delay variation to a specific 
endpoint using the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP).  The main use case 
monitors a wide area network (WAN) endpoint and visualizes packet loss and ICMP 
packet round-trip time deviation.  The StrafePing monitor performs multiple ICMP echo 
requests (ping) and stores the response time of each as well as the packet loss, in an 
RRD file. 

This service is disabled by default because it is input/output (I/O) intensive. 

Using the Cisco BroadWorks CLI, the Network Monitoring application allows the 
configuration of StrafePing monitoring parameters.  A dedicated subcontext provides the 
current configuration and allows an administrator to make modifications, additions, and 
removals. 

The following example shows the top-level Cisco BroadWorks CLI context where these 
commands are available.  The following subsections describe these functionalities in 
detail. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/ServiceMonitoring/strafeping> h 

This level is used to view and modify the service monitoring StrafePing 

configuration. 

 

Commands: 

    0)                 get : show strafeping-related attributes 

    1)                 set : modify strafeping-related attributes 

    2)       IpAddressList : go to level IpAddressList 

    3)  IpAddressRangeList : go to level IpAddressRangeList 

 

  h (help),  e (exit),  q (quit),  r (read),  w (write),  t (tree), 

  c (config),  cd (cd),  a (alias),  hi (history),  p (pause),  re (repeat), 

  k (keyboardHelp) 
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5.6.4.1 StrafePing Parameters 

The following example shows the Cisco BroadWorks CLI context where an administrator 
may review the default values for StrafePing parameters. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/ServiceMonitoring/strafeping> get 

  interval = 5 

  attempts = 0 

  timeout = 3 

  pingCount = 20 

  failurePingCount = 20 

  waitInterval = 50 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/ServiceMonitoring/strafeping> 

 

A Cisco BroadWorks restart is required upon modification of these parameters.  When a 
user modifies the pingCount parameter, all previous StrafePing historical data is lost upon 
restart. 

Administrators may enable StrafePing Monitoring services on a list of servers by adding 
individual IP addresses or by specifying a range of IP addresses using the CLI contexts 
that follow.  If required, both of these options may be used together. 

5.6.4.1.1 IP Address List 

The following example shows the Cisco BroadWorks CLI context where an administrator 
may add IP addresses to enable this service.  Optionally, a description can be added to 
identify this IP address. 

The following example enables the monitoring for the StrafePing service only on the 
10.9.57.12, 10.9.57.15, and 10.9.57.27 IP interfaces.  Additionally, the servers must be in 
a bound state in the nfmPortal. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/ServiceMonitoring/strafeping/IpAddressList> get 

     Address  Description 

========================= 

  10.9.57.12 

  10.9.57.15          XSP 

  10.9.57.27         myPS 

 

3 entries found. 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/ServiceMonitoring/strafeping> 

 

5.6.4.1.2 IP Address Range List 

The following example shows the Cisco BroadWorks CLI context where an administrator 
may add a range of IP addresses to enable this service.  Optionally, a description can be 
added to identify this IP address range. 

The following example enables the monitoring for the StrafePing service on IP interfaces 
in the range of 10.9.57.25 until 10.9.57.35 and 10.9.57.90 until 10.9.57.99.  Additionally, 
the servers must be in a bound state in nfmPortal. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/ServiceMonitoring/strafeping/IpAddressRangeList> add 

10.9.57.25 10.9.57.35 

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/ServiceMonitoring/strafeping/IpAddressRangeList> add 

10.9.57.90 10.9.57.99 

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/ServiceMonitoring/strafeping/IpAddressRangeList> get 

       Begin         End  Description 

===================================== 
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  10.9.57.25  10.9.57.35 

  10.9.57.90  10.9.57.99 

 

2 entries found. 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/ServiceMonitoring/strafeping/IpAddressRangeList> 

 

5.7 Cisco BroadWorks Maps 

The Network Monitoring application customizes the maps functionality provided by 
OpenNMS.  By default, these customizations are available immediately when accessing 
the Maps option from the Main Menu. 

The topology map gives an immediate representation of the Cisco BroadWorks 
deployment, by exposing each Cisco BroadWorks server status, severity, and availability.  
An individual link represents an association between a specific NE and either a Cisco 
BroadWorks server type or a Virtual Network Function (VNF). 

The topology map is available from the following menu: 

Main Menu → Maps → Topology 

The Topology Map enables a quick view of all the Cisco BroadWorks nodes configured in 
the Network Function Manager. 

 

Figure 36  Cisco BroadWorks Topology Map 
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The Cisco BroadWorks topology provider generates a map of the Cisco BroadWorks 
deployment, offers multiple layout options, and the possibility to show Alarm Status and 
Link Status. 

 

Figure 37  Cisco BroadWorks Topology Map Menu 
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The representation of every Cisco BroadWorks server includes a right-click submenu that 
offers multiple actions such as viewing the Node information, executing a Ping, or viewing 
the resource graphs.  The following figure shows an example. 

 

Figure 38  Cisco BroadWorks Topology Map Element Submenu 

5.8 Dashboards 

5.8.1 Surveillance View (Dashboard) 

The Network Monitoring application customizes the OpenNMS Dashboard to tailor the 
content toward Cisco BroadWorks nodes.  The goal is to provide information relevant for 
Cisco BroadWorks NEs.  The page summarizes the number of outages on a per-server-
type basis. 

The OpenNMS Surveillance View is available from the following menu: 

Main Menu → Dashboards → Dashboard → Surveillance View: BroadWorks Servers 

The following figure shows an example of the customized page. 
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Figure 39  Cisco BroadWorks Customized Surveillance View 

5.8.2 Ops Board 

The Network Monitoring application customizes the Ops Board to tailor the content toward 
the Cisco BroadWorks node.  The goal is to provide information relevant for Cisco 
BroadWorks NEs.  The Network Monitoring application provides the content of the default 
Ops Board. 

The Ops Board includes the following graphs: 

◼ Outstanding BroadWorks Alarms (by Severity) 

◼ Alarm Details 

◼ Service Monitoring 

The OpenNMS Ops Board is available from the following menu: 

Main Menu → Dashboards → Ops board → <Ops Panel or Ops Board> 
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The following figure shows an example of the customized page for the Ops Panel.  The 
Ops Board has the same content as the Ops Panel but shows only one graph at the time.  
The page toggles between the following graphs on a regular interval.  A refresh occurs on 
every toggle. 

 

Figure 40  Dashboards – Ops Panel 

An administrator may further customize the Ops Board with an additional board.  The 
configuration page is available from the following menu: 

Main Menu → <username> → Configure OpenNMS → Ops Board Configuration 

5.9 Northbound Interface 

The current support for Northbound Interface includes only trap forwarding.  This 
functionality includes two types:  basic traps and OpenNMS events. 

The Network Monitoring application supports the forwarding of the Cisco BroadWorks 
traps received from the NEs contained in its SOC. 

In such case, the Network Monitoring application is used as a proxy that forwards the 
basic trap received without any modification. 

In addition, the Network Monitoring application supports forwarding of key events 
generated by OpenNMS.  This functionality includes the following UEIs: 

◼ uei.opennms.org/nodes/nodeLostService 
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◼ uei.opennms.org/nodes/nodeRegainedService 

In such case, the NetworkMonitoring application wraps these events in a SNMPv2 trap 
using the Enterprise OID for OpenNMS (.1.3.6.1.4.1.5813.1.1).  The trapCommunity value 
configured for the Network Function Manager where the NetworkMonitoring application 
resides, is used when sending the trap. 

5.9.1 Enable Source Agent’s Address 

The Northbound interface may include the source agent’s address when forwarding traps.  
This is accomplished by adding the variable bind labelled snmpTrapAddress whose OID is 
1.3.6.1.6.3.18.1.3.0 to the forwarded trap.  The definition of this variable bind originates 
from proxying traps originally generated by an SNMPv1 agent [14].  However, there is a 
common industry practice to use the snmpTrapAddress to carry that information even 
when no conversion is performed. 

This functionality is optional.  It can be enabled by setting the Boolean addTrapAddress to 
“true” when configuring a destination for trap forwarding. 

Note that the source agent’s address is also available from the OID 
.1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.1.1.1.4 which is always present within the forwarded trap. 

5.9.2 SNMPv3 Users Configuration 

The version 3 of SNMP includes a user-based security model ([15]). 

The Northbound interface may use a configured SNMPv3 user when forwarding a trap. 

This functionality is optional.  It can be enabled by specifying a SNMPv3 user when adding 
a destination for trap forwarding.  The SNMPv3 user must already exist when configuring 
a destination. 

Applications/NetworkMonitoring/NorthboundInterface/V3Users is the specific level where a 
list of users can be specified.  The authentication protocol and the privacy protocol are 
optional and defaults to “MD5” and “DES”.  When using the security NoAuthNoPriv, the 
authentication protocol and the privacy protocol are irrelevant and ignored when specified.  
When using the security AuthNoPriv, the privacy protocol is irrelevant and ignored when 
specified. 

The following provides an example for configuring an SNMPv3 user.  Note that a restart is 
required to enable any change. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/NorthboundInterface/V3Users> 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/NorthboundInterface/ V3Users> add northuser 
AuthPriv authenticationKey privacyKey 

Enter Authentication Key: 

Re-type Authentication Key: 

Enter Privacy Key: 

Re-type Privacy Key: 

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/NorthboundInterface/V3Users> get 

     User      Security  Authentication Key  Privacy Key  Auth Protocol  Priv Protocol 

====================================================================================== 

northuser      AuthPriv            ********     ******** 

1 entry found. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/NorthboundInterface/V3Users> 
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5.9.3 SNMP Traps Configuration – Destinations, EventsToForward, and 

TrapsToForward 

To enable the Northbound Interface, it must be configured.  The Network Monitoring 
supports configuring a list of destinations to receive the traps.  Optionally, the configuration 
can include a list of Cisco BroadWorks traps to forward and a list of OpenNMS events to 
forward. 

The Cisco BroadWorks CLI is used to enable trap forwarding. 

Applications/NetworkMonitoring/NorthboundInterface/SNMPTraps/Destinations is the 
specific level where a list of addresses and ports can be specified.  No trap forwarding 
occurs when the list of destination is empty. 

Applications/NetworkMonitoring/NorthboundInterface/SNMPTraps/TrapsToForward is the 
specific level where a list of Cisco BroadWorks traps can be specified.  As soon as a 
specific trap is specified, the list is limited to the ones listed under this specific level. 

The list can include any valid Cisco BroadWorks trap as specified in any of the Cisco 
BroadWorks MIBs.  The corresponding UEI for a Cisco BroadWorks trap can also be 
specified. 

Applications/NetworkMonitoring/NorthboundInterface/SNMPTraps/EventsToForward is 
the specific level where a list of OpenNMS events can be specified.  The list can include 
any valid UEI for a specific OpenNMS event.  By default, the list includes only the following 
UEIs: 

◼ uei.opennms.org/nodes/nodeLostService 

◼ uei.opennms.org/nodes/nodeRegainedService 

The following provides an example for configuring a destination.  Note that a restart is 
required to enable any change. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/NorthboundInterface/SNMPTraps/Destinations> 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/NorthboundInterface/SNMPTraps/Destinations> add 

10.9.34.134 8001 false 

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/NorthboundInterface/SNMPTraps/Destinations> add 

10.9.34.172 8001 false northuser 

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/NorthboundInterface/SNMPTraps/Destinations> get 

      Address  Port  Add Trap Address      V3User 

================================================= 

  10.9.34.134  8001             false             

  10.9.34.172  8001             false   northuser 

 

2 entry found. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/NorthboundInterface/SNMPTraps/Destinations> 

 

The following provides an example for customizing a list of specific Cisco BroadWorks 
traps.  Note that a restart is required to enable any change. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/NorthboundInterface/SNMPTraps/TrapsToForward> 
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NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/NorthboundInterface/SNMPTraps/TrapsToForward> add 

bwSystemHealthReport 

*** Warning: Broadworks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/NorthboundInterface/SNMPTraps/TrapsToForward> get 

Trap Name 

=================== 

bwSystemHealthReport 

 

1 entry found. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/NorthboundInterface/SNMPTraps/TrapsToForward> 

 

The following provides an example for customizing a list of specific OpenNMS events.  
Note that a restart is required to enable any change. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/NorthboundInterface/SNMPTraps/EventsToForward> 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/NorthboundInterface/SNMPTraps/EventsToForward> 

get 

                                 Event Name 

=========================================== 

      uei.opennms.org/nodes/nodeLostService 

  uei.opennms.org/nodes/nodeRegainedService 

 

2 entries found. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/NorthboundInterface/SNMPTraps/EventsToForward> 

add uei.opennms.org/nodes/nodeUp 

*** Warning: Broadworks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/NorthboundInterface/SNMPTraps/EventsToForward> 

get 

Event Name 

=================== 

      uei.opennms.org/nodes/nodeLostService 

  uei.opennms.org/nodes/nodeRegainedService 

               uei.opennms.org/nodes/nodeUp 

 

3 entries found. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/NorthboundInterface/SNMPTraps/EventsToForward> 

 

5.9.4 Logging of Forwarded Traps 

When northbound forwarding is enabled on the Network Monitoring application for 
BroadWorks traps, it is possible to log all raw BroadWorks traps that are being forwarded. 

A specific input channel named “Northbound” is used to control the logging where the 
severity must be set to “FieldDebug” (or lower). 
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The following shows an example of the configured input channel. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/OpenNMS/Logging/InputChannels> get 

        Name  Enabled   Severity 

================================ 

     Generic     true       Info 

      Config     true 

        Ping     true 

      Report     true       Info 

       GcLog     true       Info 

  Northbound     true FieldDebug 

6 entries found. 

 

Once the logging is enabled, all traps being forwarded are logged.  This configuration 
should be temporary as the log may grow significantly and trigger quick log file rotation.  
The following shows an example of a log for a forwarded trap.  The log is included in a file 
under /var/broadworks/logs/opennms/opennms<date>.txt. 

2019.11.27 11:42:11:483 EST | FieldDebug | Northbound | Scriptd-Executor 

 

  Snmp trap being forwarded [northbound] - Detailed data begins 

  .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.1.1.1.1        : 3465                            [type/encoding Counter32/text] 

  .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.1.1.1.2        : B+MMCgsJJwQtBQA=                [type/encoding OctetString/base64] 

  .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.1.1.1.3        : bwSystemHealthReport            [type/encoding OctetString/text] 

  .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.1.1.1.4        : eross1700vatr24nfm175           [type/encoding OctetString/text] 

  .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.1.1.1.5        : 0                               [type/encoding Int32/text] 

  .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.1.1.1.7        : 27                              [type/encoding Int32/text] 

  .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.1.1.1.8        : 1                               [type/encoding Int32/text] 

  .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.1.1.1.9        : No abnormal condition detected. [type/encoding OctetString/text] 

  .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.1.1.1.10       : .          None..               [type/encoding OctetString/text] 

  .1.3.6.1.4.1.6431.1.1.1.1.12.106.0 : No abnormal condition detected. [type/encoding OctetString/text] 

  End of detailed data for snmp trap 

 

5.10 Steps to configure SNMPv3 traps 

To configure SNMPv3 traps for a BroadWorks Node, the following steps must be followed 
in the respective node server which can be AS, NS, ADP etc. The examples provided are 
for AS node. 

 
1. To enable/disable a node for SNMPv3 polling we should set the value as follows in the 

node server. 
 

AS_CLI/Interface/SNMP/Agent>set disableV2 true 

...Done 

AS_CLI/Interface/SNMP/Agent> get 

port = 8001 

encoding = ISO-8859-1 

readCommunity = public 

writeCommunity = public 

trapCommunity = public 

trapSourceAddress = 10.243.73.46 

disableV2 = true 

hostMibII=false 
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2. To add a V3 user in the node server for example, for AuthPriv Security Level, the 
following command should be used. 

 
AS_CLI/Interface/SNMP/V3Users> add southuser true true AuthPriv authenticationKey 

privacyKey authProtocol SHA privProtocol AES 

Enter Authentication Key: 

Re-type Authentication Key: 

Enter Privacy Key: 

Re-type Privacy Key: 

*** Warning: The SNMP Agent needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect 

(snmpdctl restart) *** 

 

AS_CLI/Interface/SNMP/V3Users> get 

User  Read  Write      Security  Authentication Key  Privacy Key          Group  

Authentication Protocol  Priv Protocol 

=====================================================================================

========================================= 

bwems  true   true  NoAuthNoPriv                                   

allPermission 

 southuser  true   true      AuthPriv            ********     ********                                     

SHA            AES 

2 entries found. 

 

 
3. The user created above should be added in the CLI context as follows. 

 
AS_CLI/Interface/SNMP/TrapTable> get 

IP Address  Port   Model  Use Alarms  V3User 

================================================= 

10.243.74.179  8001  unique        true 

1 entry found. 

AS_CLI/Interface/SNMP/TrapTable> set 10.243.74.179 8001 v3User southuser 

...Done 

 

AS_CLI/Interface/SNMP/TrapTable> get 

IP Address  Port   Model  Use Alarms     V3User 

==================================================== 

10.243.74.179  8001  unique        true  southuser 

1 entry found. 

 
4. To enable SNMPv3 polling in the NFM, the following SNMPv3 parameters must be 

modified in the Network Monitoring Console web page.  
Go to http://<NFM_IP>/nfmPortal/networkmonitoring/admin/snmpConfig and  
configure the details in Configure SNMP by IP menu for the specific node as per the V3 
settings above. 

 

Figure 41  SNMP By IP Page 
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Figure 42  v3 Specific Parameters 

5. To enable SNMPv3 traps, /usr/local/opennms/opennms_base/etc/trapd-configuration.xml 
file must be edited by adding the V3 user information to it as follows. 

 
<trapd-configuration xmlns="http://xmlns.opennms.org/xsd/config/trapd" snmp-trap-address="*" 

snmp-trap-port="8001" new-suspect-on-trap="false" include-raw-message="false" threads="0" 

queue-size="10000" batch-size="1000" batch-interval="500"> 

<snmpv3-user security-name="southuser" security-level="3" auth-passphrase="southuserauth" 

auth-protocol="SHA" privacy-passphrase="southuserpriv " privacy-protocol="AES"/> 

</trapd-configuration> 

 
Similarly, users for noAuthNoPriv and authNoPriv security levels can be added in trapd-
configuration.xml file. For example, security level 1 is for noAuthNoPriv and security level 
2 is for authNoPriv 

 
<trapd-configuration xmlns="http://xmlns.opennms.org/xsd/config/trapd" snmp-trap-address="*" 

snmp-trap-port="8001" new-suspect-on-trap="false" include-raw-message="false" threads="0" 

queue-size="10000" batch-size="1000" batch-interval="500"> 

<snmpv3-user security-name="opennms3" security-level="1"/> 

<snmpv3-user security-name="opennms1" auth-passphrase="pass-phrase!" auth-protocol="SHA" 

security-level="2"/> 

 
Note: (1) If replication is active, trapd-configuration.xml should be modified in both active 
and standby servers. 
(2) Restart is required for trapd-configuration.xml file modification to take effect. 
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5.11 High Availability Integration 

The high availability functionality is achieved by configuring a second Network Function 
Manager (NFM) node as a hot-standby.  For details about deployment configuration, see 
section 7.2 High Availability Optional Deployment.  For details about the concepts related 
to high availability in the context of the Network Monitoring application, see section 3.5 
High Availability Concepts. 

5.11.1 Monitoring 

The state of each Network Monitoring instance can be obtained by executing the status 
command found in the CLI, under the 
NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replicationlevel.  This command provides the 
state of each component used in the high availability deployment.  The following section 
shows examples of the status command for relevant scenarios based on the effective 
state. 

The following shows an example of the status command for a primary node (effective 
state is primary). 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> status 

  Admin state = primary 

  Effective state = primary 

 

              Name  Admin State  Effective State 

================================================ 

        PostgreSQL       Online           Online 

           OpenNMS       Online           Online 

  File replication      Offline          Offline 

        Monitoring      Offline          Offline 

 

4 entries found. 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> 
 

The following shows an example of the status command for a standby node under normal 
monitoring condition (effective state is standby). 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> status 

  Admin state = standby 

  Effective state = standby 

 

              Name  Admin State  Effective State 

================================================ 

        PostgreSQL       Online           Online 

           OpenNMS      Offline          Offline 

  File replication       Online           Online 

        Monitoring       Online           Online 

 

4 entries found. 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> 
 

The following shows an example of the status command for a standby node after a 
failover occurred (effective state is promoted). 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> status 

  Admin state = standby 

  Effective state = promoted 

 

              Name  Admin State  Effective State 

================================================ 

        PostgreSQL       Online           Online 
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           OpenNMS      Online            Online 

  File replication      Offline          Offline 

        Monitoring      Offline          Offline 

 

4 entries found. 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> 
 

5.11.2 Recovery 

When a primary node fails, there is no automatic recovery.  The node must be manually 
recovered.  The following options exist: 

1) Transform into a standby. 

When this option is selected, the configuration after the recovery for the primary and 
standby servers for the Network Monitoring application is the opposite from the 
configuration before the failover. 

For example, if the following configuration exists before the failover: 

− Primary Server for the Network Monitoring application 10.9.34.133 

− Standby Server for the Network Monitoring application 10.9.34.135 

Then the configuration becomes as follows after the recovery: 

− Primary Server for the Network Monitoring application 10.9.34.135 

− Standby Server for the Network Monitoring application 10.9.34.133 

2) Reinstate back as a primary. 

When this option is selected, the configuration after the recovery for the primary and 
standby servers for the Network Monitoring application is the same as the 
configuration before the failover. 

For example, if the following configuration exists before the failover: 

− Primary Server for the Network Monitoring application 10.9.34.133 

− Standby Server for the Network Monitoring application 10.9.34.135 

Then the configuration becomes as follows after the recovery: 

− Primary Server for the Network Monitoring application 10.9.34.133 

− Standby Server for the Network Monitoring application 10.9.34.135 

All actions related to high availability require access to the Network Function Manager 
(NFM) CLI under the NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication level.  The 
following shows the details about the set command which is used for configuring the high 
availability mode (primary or standby). 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> help set 

This command is used to modify the replication general properties. 

 

Parameters description: 

attribute         : The name of an attribute to modify. 

mode              : This parameter specifies the state of the replication. 

standby           : This parameter specifies the address of the primary server. 

primaryServer     : The address of the primary server. 

failOverCounter   : This parameter specifies the number of iteration before 

initiating the failover. 

monitoringInterval: This parameter specifies the monitoring interval of the 

primary node (in seconds). 
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====================================================================== 

set 

<attribute>, Choice = {mode, failOverCounter, monitoringInterval} 

        mode: 

<mode>, Choice = {primary, standby} 

                standby: 

<primaryServer>, IP address | host | domain (1 to 80 chars) 

        failOverCounter: 

<failOverCounter>, Integer {1 to 30} 

        monitoringInterval: 

<monitoringInterval>, Integer {5 to 500} 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> 
 

5.11.2.1 Convert Failed Primary to Standby Instance 

When the standby instance is in the promoted state, it is the equivalent of a primary, 
meaning it can act as a primary instance to a standby node.  By using the promoted node, 
the system administrator can configure the failed primary to a standby instance. 

1) Resolve the issue that caused the primary server to fail or re-install. 

2) On the promoted standby server, using the CLI, set the Network Monitoring state to 
“primary”. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> status 

Admin state = standby 

  Effective state = promoted 

 

              Name  Admin State  Effective State 

================================================ 

        PostgreSQL       Online           Online 

           OpenNMS      Online            Online 

  File replication      Offline          Offline 

        Monitoring      Offline          Offline 

 

4 entries found. 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> get  

  mode = standby 

  primaryServer = 10.9.34.133 

  failOverCounter = 5 

  monitoringInterval = 30 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication>set mode primary 

Stopping Replication Monitoring. 

Stopping OpenNMS. 

Stopping PostgreSQL. 

Stopping File replication. 

Cleaning up PostgreSQL configuration. 

Starting PostgreSQL. 

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> get 

  mode = primary 

  primaryServer = 

  failOverCounter = 5 

  monitoringInterval = 30 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> 
 

3) On the failed primary server, using the CLI, set the Network Monitoring replication 
mode to “standby”.  When configuring the standby mode, you must identify its primary 
server which corresponds to the promoted standby. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> status 

Admin state = primary 

  Effective state = primary 
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              Name  Admin State  Effective State 

================================================ 

        PostgreSQL       Online           Online 

           OpenNMS      Online           Offline 

  File replication      Offline          Offline 

        Monitoring      Offline          Offline 

 

4 entries found. 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> get 

  mode = primary 

  primaryServer = 

  failOverCounter = 5 

  monitoringInterval = 30 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication>set mode standby 10.9.34.135 

Stopping OpenNMS. 

Stopping PostgreSQL. 

Synchronizing files on disk. 

Starting DB replication. 

 [ 32584/32584 kB (100%), 1/1 tablespace ] 

Generating recovery.conf. 

Starting PostgreSQL. 

*** Warning: Broadworks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> get 

mode = standby 

  primaryServer = 10.9.34.135 

  failOverCounter = 5 

  monitoringInterval = 30 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> 

 

5.11.2.2 Re-instate Failed Primary Server 

In the case where the failed primary needs to stay as primary, the promoted instance can 
be demoted back to standby.  The procedure will generate down time, as both the primary 
and standby instance will be down at the same time. 

1) Resolve the issue that caused the primary server to fail or re-install. 

2) On the failed primary server, using the CLI, set the Network Monitoring state to 
“standby” to synchronize with the promoted node.  This action allows the primary to 
resync with the promoted standby server. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> status 

Admin state = primary 

  Effective state = primary 

 

              Name  Admin State  Effective State 

================================================ 

        PostgreSQL       Online           Online 

           OpenNMS      Online           Offline 

  File replication      Offline          Offline 

        Monitoring      Offline          Offline 

 

4 entries found. 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> get 

  mode = primary 

  primaryServer = 

  failOverCounter = 5 

  monitoringInterval = 30 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication>set mode standby 10.9.34.135 

Stopping OpenNMS. 

Stopping PostgreSQL. 
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Synchronizing files on disk. 

Starting DB replication. 

 [ 32584/32584 kB (100%), 1/1 tablespace ] 

Generating recovery.conf. 

Starting PostgreSQL. 

*** Warning: Broadworks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> get 

mode = standby 

  primaryServer = 10.9.34.135 

  failOverCounter = 5 

  monitoringInterval = 30 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> 

 

3) Still on the failed primary server – whose effective state is now standby – using the 
CLI, set the Network Monitoring state to “primary”.  This action reinstates the server as 
primary. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> status 

Admin state = standby 

  Effective state = standby 

 

              Name  Admin State  Effective State 

================================================ 

        PostgreSQL       Online           Online 

           OpenNMS      Online            Online 

  File replication      Offline          Offline 

        Monitoring      Offline          Offline 

 

4 entries found. 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> get  

  mode = standby 

  primaryServer = 10.9.34.133 

  failOverCounter = 5 

  monitoringInterval = 30 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication>set mode primary 

Stopping Replication Monitoring. 

Stopping OpenNMS. 

Stopping PostgreSQL. 

Stopping File replication. 

Cleaning up PostgreSQL configuration. 

Starting PostgreSQL. 

*** Warning: Broadworks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> get 

  mode = primary 

  primaryServer = 

  failOverCounter = 5 

  monitoringInterval = 30 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> 
 

4) On the promoted standby server, using the CLI, set the Network Monitoring state to 
“standby”.  When configuring the standby mode, you must identify its primary server 
which corresponds to the reinstated primary server. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> status 

Admin state = standby 

  Effective state = promoted 

 

              Name  Admin State  Effective State 

================================================ 

        PostgreSQL       Online           Online 

           OpenNMS      Online           Offline 

  File replication      Offline          Offline 

        Monitoring      Offline          Offline 
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4 entries found. 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> get 

  mode = standby 

  primaryServer = 10.9.34.133 

  failOverCounter = 5 

  monitoringInterval = 30 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication>set mode standby 10.9.34.133 

Stopping OpenNMS. 

Stopping PostgreSQL. 

Synchronizing files on disk. 

Starting DB replication. 

 [ 32584/32584 kB (100%), 1/1 tablespace ] 

Generating recovery.conf. 

Starting PostgreSQL. 

*** Warning: Broadworks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> get 

mode = standby 

  primaryServer = 10.9.34.133 

  failOverCounter = 5 

  monitoringInterval = 30 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> 

 

5.12 OpenNMS Vacuum 

OpenNMS allows the configuring of customized SQL statements for the database vacuum 
that runs on a regular basis.  The goal is to preserve the historical events based on their 
severity while maintaining the database size as constant as possible. 

The Network Monitoring application enhances the list of SQL statements to include the 
following criteria.  In all the following criteria specified, it excludes any event associated 
with an alarm or an outage. 

◼ Delete all cleared events older than one day. 

◼ Delete all normal events older than three days. 

◼ Delete all WARNING events older than two days. 

◼ Delete all MINOR events older than three days. 

◼ Delete all MAJOR events older than four days. 

◼ Delete all CRITICAL events older than seven days. 

Ultimately, the vacuum deletes as many oldest events as required to stay below the 
maximum number of historical events. 

A maximum number of events are established using the maximum size for the OpenNMS 
Postgres database based on the following criteria: 

◼ Each event and its relations consume about 2.5 KBs. 

◼ The database contains 80 percent of events. 

As a result, the default maximum database size of 10 GBs corresponds to approximately 
3.3 million events. 

5.12.1 Configurable Parameters 

The following shows an example of configuring parameters related to the enhanced 
OpenNMS vacuum. 
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The CLI context allows for specifying the following aspects: 

◼ The maximum size for the OpenNMS Postgres database.  By default, the maximum 
size is set to 10,240 MB (10 GB). 

◼ The interval at which the OpenNMS vacuum is invoked.  By default, the vacuum runs 
on a daily basis.  This parameter is expressed using hours. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Postgres/Vacuum> 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Postgres/Vacuum> set vacuumPeriodInHours 12 

 

*** Warning: Broadworks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Postgres/Vacuum> get 

maxDbSizeInMBytes = 10240 

vacuumPeriodInHours = 12 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Postgres/Vacuum> 

 

NOTES: 

The total database size may exceed the configured maximum between vacuum cycles. 

The size of the database as it existed before configuring the maximum database size remains as 
the minimum size for the OpenNMS Postgres database. 

This parameter may be used in conjunction with the prunePostgres command to ensure that the 
maximum database size specified here is effective on an existing system.  For more information, 
see section 5.12.2 Pruning Postgres. 

5.12.2 Pruning Postgres 

The disk space used by the Postgres database is kept within the database engine even if 
its content is reduced.  That is, once postgres has consumed a given amount of disk 
space, it is never returned to the Linux Operating System (OS) even if its content is 
reduced.  This behavior is by design from the third-party product. 

If a need arises to free up disk space, the Network Monitoring application provides a 
specific command from the CLI to prune postgres.  The following shows an example.  
Note that the Network Monitoring application must be stopped prior to running this 
command. 

This command may be used in conjunction with the parameters for the enhanced 
OpenNMS vacuum functionality to ensure that the maximum database size specified here 
is effective on an existing system.  For information, see section 5.12 OpenNMS Vacuum. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Postgres/StorageManagement> 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Postgres/StorageManagement> prunePostgres 1 

 

Warning: 

 This command requires exclusive access to the database used for the Network 

Monitoring application. 
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 The Network Monitoring application must be stopped before proceeding with this 

command. 

 This command may take a long time (as long as 30 minutes) and must be carried 

completely. 

 

Do you want to continue? 

 

Please confirm (Yes, Y, No, N): y 

Confirmed the Network Monitoring application is stopped, proceeding. 

 

Validating need for pruning... OK. 

Current database size ( 2045 MBs ) 

 

Proceeding. 

 Pruning postgres (to maximum number of 335544 events)... 

 Pruning started at Mon Feb 27 11:43:31 EST 2017. 

 

 Pruning ended at Mon Feb 27 11:44:49 EST 2017. 

Done. 

 

 Number of events reduced to 335544. 

Updated database size 826060564 (or 787 MBs)  

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Postgres/StorageManagement> get 

This command may take a long time (several minutes) to complete. 

 

Do you want to continue? 

 

Please confirm (Yes, Y, No, N): y 

 

 Postgres database size 829501204 (791 MBs) 

 

 Number of historical events 336215 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Postgres/StorageManagement> 
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6 Network Monitoring Console 

This section provides information on Network Monitoring Console operations and a 
detailed description of the console content and usage, namely: 

◼ Home 

◼ Node Operations 

◼ Network Status 

◼ Report Operations 

◼ Dashboards 

◼ Map Navigation 

◼ Administrative Functions 

The following figures show examples of the Network Function Manager home page and 
the Open Console button from the Network Monitoring tab. 

 

Figure 43  Network Function Manager (NFM) Portal – Home Page 

 

Figure 44  Network Monitoring – Open Console Button 

6.1 Home 

The Network Monitoring Console opens in its own dedicated tab that provides key aspects 
of the FCAPS functions that include the following information: 

◼ Nodes with Pending Problems 

◼ Nodes with Outages 
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◼ Availability Over the Past 24 Hours – This is for a list of relevant services.  The outage 
status is color-coded: green indicates that a service is up and red indicates that a 
service is down. 

◼ Notifications (outstanding notices) 

◼ Resource Graphs – eases quick searches on resource graphs 

◼ Key SNMP Customized (KSC) Reports – eases quick searches on reports 

◼ Quick Search – eases searches on nodes 

Each of the items in the previous list provides a link that enables direct access to the 
corresponding aspect of Network Monitoring. 

The following figure shows an example of the Network Monitoring Console Home page. 

 

Figure 45  Network Monitoring Console Home Page 

6.1.1 Availability 

The Network Monitoring Console Homepage includes a table named “Availability Over the 
Past 24 Hours” that includes the following columns: 

◼ Service Monitoring – a specific functionality being monitored using a specific means 
such as polling a dedicated port.  For example, OpenNMS polls port 2208 to detect 
and monitor the Provisioning (OCI-P) Service. 

◼ Outages – the total number of outages and the total number of nodes with the 
corresponding service.  For example, 0 of 2 means that no outage is currently 
observed out of a total of two nodes where the service has been detected. 

◼ Availability– The percentage of time in the last 24 hours when the service was actually 
available, expressed as a percentage. 
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6.2 Node Operations 

The following menu lists all Cisco BroadWorks nodes in your SOC and allows you to drill 
down into each of them.  The top level of the Node List page displays only the host name 
of each node. 

Main Menu → Info → Nodes 

The synchronization mechanism creates a virtual NE for every distinct Cisco BroadWorks 
server type.  The Network Monitoring application uses the virtual node as wrappers for 
network-wide data collection and graphs.  They are a convenient means to navigate to the 
resource graphs.  The virtual nodes exclude any interface definition to ensure that 
OpenNMS does not associate any service monitoring to them.  As a result, an outage 
cannot be associated with a virtual node. 

By selecting an individual node, OpenNMS brings you to the detailed node page where 
the following information becomes available: 

◼ SNMP Attributes 

◼ Availability 

◼ Node Interfaces – IP Interfaces and, if applicable, physical Interfaces 

◼ Surveillance Category Memberships – These categories are automatically populated 
by the synchronization process of the nmController container based on the Cisco 
BroadWorks server type of the Managed Node. 

◼ Notifications 

◼ Recent Events 

◼ Recent Outages 

Each of the items in the previous list provides a link that enables drilling deeper into the 
corresponding aspect of the node’s characteristics. 

The detailed node page includes a submenu of dynamic shortcut links that allow a quick 
navigation to a list of context-sensitive functionalities including events, alarms, outages, 
and so on. 
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The following figures show examples of the OpenNMS nodes and OpenNMS detailed 
node pages. 

 

Figure 46  OpenNMS List of Nodes (Host Name Only) 
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Figure 47  OpenNMS Detailed Node Page 

6.3 Network Status 

The following menu lists all sub-menus related to network status such as Events, Alarms, 
Notifications, and so on. 

Main Menu → Status → <Network Status Item> 

By selecting an individual item from this menu, OpenNMS opens the corresponding top-
level page. 

6.3.1 Events 

This is the top-level page for Main Menu → Status → Events. 

Events signal network or systems-related issues.  They can be acknowledged or removed 
from the view of other users by acknowledging the corresponding alarm.  Acknowledging 
an event gives users the ability to take personal responsibility for addressing a network or 
systems-related issue. 
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For a list of all events, select “All Events”.  Otherwise, use Advanced Search and fill in the 
relevant information in the required search fields.  If you have a specific event identifier for 
which you want a detailed event description, type the identifier into the Get details for 
Event ID box and click [Enter].  You then go to the appropriate details page. 

Any event that has not been acknowledged is active in all users’ browsers and is 
considered outstanding.  By default, the Events page displays outstanding events. 

If an event has been acknowledged in error, you can select the View all acknowledged 
events link, find the event, and unacknowledge it, making it available again to all users’ 
views. 

The following figure shows the OpenNMS Events page. 

 

Figure 48  OpenNMS Events Page 

6.3.1.1 Event List Page 

This is the OpenNMS page for listing multiple events at once and provides a brief 
overview of individual events.  When a large number of events are present, the list 
extends over multiple subpages.  The navigation is possible between the subpages using 
the First, Previous, and Next links at the top and bottom of each subpage.  On the bottom 
left is the number of events on the subpage and the number of results on the current 
subpage out of the total list. 

You can sort on each of the column headings by clicking on it. 
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The following figure shows the OpenNMS Event List page. 

 

Figure 49  OpenNMS Event List Page 
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6.3.1.2 Event Detail Page 

When selecting a specific event from the Event List page, OpenNMS displays the 
following items: 

◼ Severity – Severity of the event.  OpenNMS provides a color-coded severity based on 
the degrees of severity. 

◼ Time – The time at which the event occurred. 

◼ Node and Interface – Both of these values are clickable, targeting the Nodes section 
and the Nodes and their interfaces section respectively on the Search page. 

◼ Acknowledged By and Time Acknowledged – Acknowledger of event and the time of 
acknowledgment. 

◼ Service – Indicates if the event is service affected, where applicable. 

◼ UEI – Unique Event Identifier. 

◼ Log Message – The SNMP trap message or the full error message for events 
generated by OpenNMS internally. 

◼ Description – The full SNMP trap content including additional var bind parameters or 
the explanation for the log message for events generated by OpenNMS internally. 

◼ Operator Instructions – The SNMP recommended text or the instructions for resolving 
the issue that triggered the event, if available. 

The following figure shows the OpenNMS Event Detail page. 

 

Figure 50  OpenNMS Event Detail Page 

6.3.2 Alarms 

This is the top-level page for Main Menu → Status → Alarms. 

Alarms are the latest representation of a network issue as signaled by a list of events.  Any 
alarm that has not been acknowledged is active in the default alarms view of all users’ 
browsers and is considered outstanding. 

To view acknowledged alarms, go to the All Alarms Summary list and click the minus sign 
next to the alarm’s outstanding search constraint. 

If you have a specific alarm identifier for which you want a detailed alarm description, type 
the identifier into the Get details for Alarm ID box and click [Enter].  You then go to the 
appropriate details page. 
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The following figure shows the OpenNMS Alarms page. 

 

Figure 51  OpenNMS Alarms Page 

6.3.2.1 Alarm List Page 

This is the OpenNMS page for listing multiple alarms at once.  It provides a brief overview 
of individual alarms.  When a large number of alarms are present, the list extends over 
multiple subpages.  The navigation is possible between the subpages using the First, 
Previous, and Next links at the top and bottom of each subpage.  On the bottom left is the 
number of alarms on the subpage and the number of results on the current subpage out of 
the total list. 

You can sort on each of the column headings by clicking on it. 

The following figure shows the OpenNMS Alarm List page. 

 

Figure 52  OpenNMS Alarm List Page 

6.3.2.2 Alarm Detail Page 

When selecting a specific alarm from the Alarm List page, OpenNMS displays the 
following items: 

◼ Severity – Severity of the event.  OpenNMS provides a color-coded severity based on 
the degrees of severity. 

◼ Last Event – The time at which the last event occurred. 

◼ First Event – The time at which the first event occurred. 

◼ Count – The number of events that matches with this alarm. 

◼ Reduction Key – The unique identifier for the node and the trap name.  When a 
correlation parameter is present in a trap, the reduction key field of the corresponding 
alarm is enhanced with that data.  This flexibility allows having multiple alarms from a 
single node when a single node generates several traps for different correlation data. 

◼ Node and Interface. 

◼ Acknowledged By and Time Acknowledged – Acknowledger of event and the time of 
acknowledgment. 

◼ Service – Indicates if the event is service affected, where applicable. 
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◼ UEI – Unique Event Identifier. 

◼ Ticket State – The OpenNMS helpdesk integration is designed to provide a stateful, 
bidirectional relationship between an OpenNMS alarm and a trouble ticket in an 
external helpdesk system such as JIRA.  Although this functionality is not integrated 
and not supported by Cisco, it may be available for customer integration. 

◼ Log Message – The SNMP trap message or the full error message for alarms 
generated by OpenNMS internally. 

◼ Description – The full SNMP trap content including additional var bind parameters or 
the explanation for the log message for alarms generated by OpenNMS internally. 

◼ Sticky Memo – This field is used to annotate a particular instance of an alarm.  For 
example, there was a “link down” alarm due to a circuit being cut by a backhoe.  The 
Network Operations Center (NOC) engineer would be able to note that the repair was 
in process and maybe even include a case number.  Once the issue is resolved, the 
sticky memo goes away. 

◼ Journal Memo – This field is permanently associated with the alarm.  This is for notes 
that could be useful the next time the alarm happens, such as “Contact Jim – he 
knows how to fix this”. 

◼ Operator Instructions – The SNMP recommended text or the instructions for resolving 
the issue that triggered the event, if available. 

The following figure shows the OpenNMS Alarm Detail page. 

 

Figure 53  OpenNMS Alarm Detail Page 

6.3.2.3 Managing Alarms 

The following actions are possible against individual alarms.  These actions are available 
from both the Alarm List page and the Alarm Detail page.  A drop-down menu is located at 
the bottom of the page along with a Go button. 

◼ Acknowledge Alarms – Acknowledging an alarm gives users the ability to take 
responsibility for addressing a network or systems-related issue. 
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◼ Clear Alarms – Clearing an alarm moves its alarm severity to Clear.  Then, the Clear 
Alarms are automatically removed from the list of outstanding alarms on a regular 
basis. 

◼ Escalate Alarms – Escalating an alarm increases its alarm severity to the next higher 
level. 

◼ Unacknowledge Alarms – If an alarm has been acknowledged in error, it can be 
unacknowledged, making it available again to all users’ default alarm views. 

An alarm can be acknowledged or removed from the default view of all users, by selecting 
the alarm’s Ack check box and clicking Acknowledge Alarms at the bottom of the Alarm 
List page.  It can also be acknowledged from the Alarm Detail page by clicking the 
Acknowledge this alarm button. 

Once addressed, an alarm can be cleared by selecting the alarm’s Ack check box and 
selecting the Clear Alarms option from the drop-down menu at the bottom of the page and 
clicking the Go button from the Alarm List page.  The same option is also available from a 
drop-down menu at the bottom of the Alarm Detail page. 

If an alarm has been acknowledged in error, find the alarm and unacknowledge it, making 
it available again to all users’ default alarm views.  The Unacknowledge this alarm 
button is available from the Alarm Detail page of an acknowledged alarm. 

When you acknowledge, clear, escalate, or unacknowledge an alarm, this information is 
displayed in the alarm’s detailed view.  The information includes the following details: 

◼ Who acknowledged, cleared, escalated, or unacknowledged the alarm. 

◼ Acknowledgment type (acknowledge, clear, escalate, or unacknowledge). 

◼ Date and time the action was performed on the alarm. 

The following figure shows the location of the alarm actions from the Alarm List page. 

 

Figure 54  Location of Alarm Actions from Alarm List Page 

6.3.3 Notifications 

This is the top-level page for Main Menu → Status → Notifications. 

When important events are detected by OpenNMS, users may receive a notice, a 
descriptive message sent automatically to a pager, an email address, or both.  To receive 
notices, the user must have their notification information configured in their user profile, 
notices must be on (see the upper right corner of the Network Monitoring Console), and an 
important event must be received.  For configuring and enabling notification functions, see 
section 6.7.3 Operation:  Configure Notifications. 
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This page allows you to perform the following tasks: 

◼ Check your outstanding notices, which displays all unacknowledged notices sent to 
your user ID. 

◼ View all outstanding notices, which displays all unacknowledged notices for all users. 

◼ View all acknowledged notices, which provides a summary of all notices sent and 
acknowledged for all users. 

The following figure shows the OpenNMS Notifications page. 

 

Figure 55  OpenNMS Notifications Page 

6.4 Report Operations 

This is the top-level page for Main Menu → Reports. 

OpenNMS provides several types of reports such as Charts, Resource Graphs, KSC 
Reports, and so on. 

You can narrow your selection of resources by entering a search string in the Name 
contains field.  This invokes a case-insensitive substring match on resource names. 

You can narrow your selection of resources by entering a search string in the Name 
contains field.  This invokes a case-insensitive substring match on KSC Reports. 

The following figure shows the OpenNMS Reports page. 

 

Figure 56  OpenNMS Reports Page 
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6.4.1 Charts 

This page provides a list of charts tailored toward Cisco BroadWorks-specific content.  In 
particular, it provides information relevant for Cisco BroadWorks NEs.  The page includes 
the following graphs: 

◼ Outstanding BroadWorks Alarms (by Severity) – Since this count is for outstanding 
alarms, it excludes the acknowledged alarms. 

◼ Today’s Events (by Severity). 

◼ Daily Events Trending (for the last seven days). 

◼ Current and resolved outages (for the last seven days). 

◼ BroadWorks Inventory (by server types). 

The OpenNMS Charts are available from the following menu: 

Main Menu → Reports → Charts 

The following figure shows an example of customized charts. 

 

Figure 57  OpenNMS Charts 
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6.4.2 Resource Graphs 

The OpenNMS Resource Graphs page provides an easy way to visualize the critical 
SNMP data, response time, and other data collected from managed nodes throughout 
your network. 

The Standard Performance Reports provide a stock way to easily visualize the critical 
SNMP data collected from managed nodes and interfaces throughout your network. 

The Custom Performance Reports can be used to produce a single graph that contains 
the data of your choice from a single interface or node.  You can select the timeframe, line 
colors, line styles, and title of the graph. 

The following figures show the navigation path for generating all the graphs related to a 
given Media Server (MS).  Note that only one specific graph is shown from the list given 
the real estate that would have been required to show all Media Server graphs. 

 

Figure 58  Resource Graphs – List of Nodes Available 
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Figure 59  Graph Selection:  BroadWorks Nodes (from List of Data Types Available) 

 

Figure 60  BroadWorks Nodes Performance Data:  MS Incoming Data Method Summary Graph 

The following figure shows an example of a graph that includes the static lines.  Note that 
the thresholds are for illustration purposes only.  They do not reflect any recommended 
threshold values. 
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Figure 61  Graph Example − Static Lines 

6.4.2.1 Customized Cisco BroadWorks Graphs 

For information on customized Cisco BroadWorks graphs, see sections 5.4.6.1 Portal 
Impact − Scalars and 5.4.6.2 Portal Impact − Tables. 

6.4.2.2 StrafePing Service Monitoring 

When the StrafePing service monitoring is enabled from the Cisco BroadWorks CLI, the 
StrafePing Response Time graph becomes available from the portal for the corresponding 
nodes, from the following menus: 

Reports → Resource Graphs → < Select any Node > → Response Time → Select IP 
Address 

 

Figure 62  Foreign Source 

The following figure shows an example of a StrafePing Response Time graph that is 
monitored using the default parameters. 
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Figure 63  Example of StrafePing Response Time Graph 

Note that this service is disabled by default because it is input/output (I/O) intensive.  For 
information about configuring StrafePing, see section 5.6.1 OCS 

The OCS service is TCP based.  The service sends an AuthenticationRequest message.  
A node has the service as long as an OCS response is received.  That is, even if the OCS 
response is an ErrorResponse, the service is identified as detected. 

6.4.3 OCI-P 

The current solution for OCI-P is a pure socket-based monitoring that reports failure from 
accessing the OCI-P port.  This implementation reuses the default OpenNMS 
implementation for detecting a TCP-based service. 

6.4.4 SIP (UDP and TCP) 

The SIP service is UDP based.  The SIPTCP service is TCP based.  Both services send a 
SIP OPTION packet using the relevant transport layer. 

A node has the service as long as a SIP response is received.  That is, even if the SIP 
response is SIP FORBIDDEN, the service is identified as detected. 

6.4.4.1 Application Server (AS) Impact 

By default, on the Application Server (AS), the service detection and monitoring for 
SIPTCP trigger the generation of a trap on the Network Element upon every monitoring 
cycle.  This behavior is caused by the default configuration for the trap named 
bwSipTcpSocketError. 

The following container option may be configured on the Application Server to eliminate 
the generation of this trap. 

◼ Container name:  execution 

◼ Container option name:  bw.tcp.disablenonerrortcpnotification 

◼ Container option value:  true 

The following shows an example about how to enable the container option on an 
Application Server. 

AS_CLI/Maintenance/ContainerOptions> add execution 

bw.tcp.disablenonerrortcpnotification true 
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*** Warning: Broadworks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

 

AS_CLI/Maintenance/ContainerOptions> get 

  Container                                   Name  Value 

========================================================= 

  execution  bw.tcp.disablenonerrortcpnotification   true 

1 entry found. 

AS_CLI/Maintenance/ContainerOptions> 

 

6.4.4.1.1 Network Server (NS) Impact 

By default on the Network Server (NS), the service detection and monitoring for SIPTCP 
trigger the generation of two traps on the Network Element upon every monitoring cycle.  
This behavior is caused by the default configuration for the traps named 
bwSipTcpSocketError and bwNSCallGotTreatment. 

For the trap bwSipTcpSocketError, the following container option may be configured on 
the Network Server to eliminate the generation of this trap. 

◼ Container name:  nsExecution 

◼ Container option name:  bw.tcp.disablenonerrortcpnotification 

◼ Container option value:  true 

The following shows an example about how to enable the container option on a Network 
Server. 

NS_CLI/Maintenance/ContainerOptions> add nsExecution 

bw.tcp.disablenonerrortcpnotification true 

*** Warning: Broadworks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

 

NS_CLI/Maintenance/ContainerOptions> get 

    Container                                   Name  Value 

=========================================================== 

  nsExecution  bw.tcp.disablenonerrortcpnotification  true 

1 entry found. 

NS_CLI/Maintenance/ContainerOptions> 

 

The trap bwNSCallGotTreatment is due to the NFM being perceived as gateway by the 
Network Server because of the SIP OPTION requests generated by the NFM.  As a result, 
the Network Server generates a trap to report an Unknown Gateway. 

The following configuration change on the Network Server eliminates the generation of 
this trap.  However, this change prevents the Network Server from reporting any unknown 
gateway. 

NS_CLI> lo 

Password:<password entered> 

Administrator,Administrator logging in... 

NS_CLI> system; callp; treatment 

NS_CLI/System/CallP/Treatment> set unkgw SIPcode 403 trapEnabled false 

...Done 
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Alternatively, the NFM can also be added as an offLine RoutingNE on the Network Server.  
This RoutingNE must have the InboundOnly signaling attribute so that is not selected by 
dynamic routing.  All addresses corresponding to all NFM servers must be associated with 
that RoutingNE. 

NS_CLI/System/Device/RoutingNE> add NFMs 1999999 1 99 NIL_PROFILE false 

OffLine InboundOnly 

[Warning 10703] 999999 is not a valid entry the current NNACL file for 

country: 1 (North America). 

...Done 

NS_CLI/System/Device/RoutingNE> get ne NFMs 

 

Network Element  NFMs 

   Location      =  1999999 

   Static Cost   =  1 

   Static Weight =  99 

   Poll          =  false 

   OpState       =  enabled 

   State         =  OffLine 

   Profile       =  NIL_PROFILE 

   Signaling Attributes=  InboundOnly 

 

NS_CLI/System/Device/RoutingNE/Address> add NFMs 67.178.41.124 1 99 

...Done 

 

NS_CLI/System/Device/RoutingNE/Address> get ne NFMs 

  Routing NE            Address  Cost  Weight  Port    Transport  Route 

================================================== 

           NFMs  67.178.41.124       1         99         -    

unspecified 

 

StrafePing Integration. 

6.4.5 KSC Reports 

The OpenNMS KSC Reports allow the user to create and view SNMP performance data 
using prefabricated graph types.  The reports provide a great deal of flexibility in time 
spans and graph types.  KSC report configurations can be saved, allowing the user to 
define key reports that can be referred to on future dates.  Node reports show SNMP data 
for all SNMP interfaces on a node.  Domain reports show SNMP data for all SNMP 
interfaces in a domain.  Node reports and domain reports can be loaded into the 
customizer and saved as a KSC report. 

The following figure shows the top-level page for managing KSC Reports. 
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Figure 64  OpenNMS Top-level KSC Reports 

6.4.6 Database Reports (Jasper-based Reports) 

The OpenNMS Database Reports provide graphical or numeric view of your service level 
metrics for the current month-to-date, previous month, and last twelve months by 
categories. 

By default, the reports apply to all Cisco BroadWorks nodes by specifying the category 
“BWORKS”.  You can run or schedule a report for any of the categories defined.  You can 
have these reports mailed to you when they have been run.  You can also choose to save 
these reports on the OpenNMS server so that they can be viewed later. 

You can view saved reports as HTML, PDF, or PDF with embedded SVG graphics.  You 
can also delete saved reports that are no longer needed.  For an example of an 
OpenNMS report with Cisco BroadWorks-centric nodes, see section 5.5.1 Example. 

The Database Reports include the following specialized reports embedded by the Network 
Monitoring application: 

◼ A unified detailed report that allows for fetching any of the individual statistics that are 
collected by OpenNMS. 

◼ Individual reports for detailed statistics on a per-server-type basis. 

For an end-to-end example about the unified detailed report, see section 9.4 Unified Cisco 
BroadWorks Report. 
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The following figure shows the top-level page for managing Database Reports. 

 

Figure 65  OpenNMS Top-level Database Reports Page 

6.4.6.1 Detailed Statistics Walkthrough 

The following figure shows examples of a PDF report for the detailed statistics of a list of 
Cisco BroadWorks Application Servers (ASs).  The date interval and the list of statistics 
selected are shown on the first page of the report.  Note that the timestamp-value pairs are 
listed vertically. 

From the web portal, the reports can be run using the following menus: 

Report → Database Reports → List Reports 

 

Figure 66  Examples 

 

 

Figure 67  Report Parameters 
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Figure 68  Example PDF Report (a) 

 

 

Figure 69  Example PDF Report (b) 
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Figure 70  Example PDF Report (c) 

The following figure shows an example of a CSV report for the detailed statistics of a list of 
Cisco BroadWorks Application Servers.  The date interval and the list of statistics selected 
are shown in a dedicated block at the beginning of the report.  Note that the application 
Microsoft Excel is used to ease viewing of the report content.  However, the report is 
generated using the CSV format.  Note that the timestamp-value pairs are listed 
horizontally.  As a result, only the beginning of the series is visible in the figure. 
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Figure 71  Example CSV Report 
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6.4.7 Statistics 

The OpenNMS Statistics Reports provide regularly scheduled statistical reports on 
collected numerical data (response time, SNMP performance data, and so on).  
Statistics Report will run based on the configured schedule and is disabled by 
default. 
 
 To schedule and enable the statistics reports, the following steps should be followed.  
 

1. Navigate to the file /usr/local/opennms/opennms_base/etc/statsd-
configuration.xml. 

2. Change the status to be "on" (for the required reports) to enable the 
scheduling of that report.  
For example, to enable IOWAITReports, we make these changes. 

<package name="IOWAITReports"> 
<packageReport name="TopN_IOWait" description="Top 20 iowait 
across all nodes" 
schedule="0 17 10 * * ?" retainInterval="2592000000" 
status="on"> 
<parameter key="count" value="20"/> 
<parameter key="consolidationFunction" value="AVERAGE"/> 
<parameter key="relativeTime" value="YESTERDAY"/> 
<parameter key="resourceTypeMatch" value="nodeSnmp"/> 
<parameter key="attributeMatch" value="CpuRawWait"/> 
</packageReport> 
</package> 

3. After making the changes, the file should be saved. 
4. Reload the configuration using the following command: 

/usr/local/opennms/opennms_base/bin/send-
event.pl uei.opennms.org/internal/reloadDaemonConfig -p 'daemonName 
Statsd' 

5. The reports will start to run now based on the schedules we have configured 
in statsd-configuration.xml. 

6. The same can be seen in the UI Statistics Report List. The reports which are 
turned off, will not be run and will not be seen on the UI Statistics Report List.  

 

The following figure shows an example of the Statistics Report List. 

 

Figure 72  OpenNMS Statistics Report List Example 

https://uei.opennms.org/internal/reloadDaemonConfig
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6.5 Dashboards 

The following figure shows the top-level page for the dashboard.  OpenNMS provides two 
distinct boards:  a surveillance-focus dashboard and an operational dashboard. 

 

Figure 73  OpenNMS Dashboards Page 

6.5.1 OpenNMS Dashboard 

The OpenNMS Dashboard is available from the following menu: 

Main Menu → Dashboards → Dashboard 

The Dashboard page is a context-sensitive set of items that include a surveillance view, 
alarms, notifications, node status, and a graph from the list of available resource graphs.  
By default, the dashboard shows the items for all Cisco BroadWorks nodes within your 
SOC. 

Under the Show all nodes heading, each of the Cisco BroadWorks server types is a link.  
Click the item of interest to restrict the information about that specific server type in the 
lower section of the page.  Click the Server Types row to restore information about all 
Cisco BroadWorks nodes. 

For information about the Cisco BroadWorks customizations for the surveillance view, see 
section 5.8.1 Surveillance View (Dashboard). 
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The following figure shows an example of the OpenNMS Dashboard page where the 
information displayed includes all Cisco BroadWorks nodes. 

 

Figure 74  OpenNMS Dashboard Example 

6.5.2 Ops Board 

The OpenNMS Ops Board is available from the following menu: 

Main Menu → Dashboards → Ops Board → <Ops Panel or Ops Board> 
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For information about the Cisco BroadWorks customizations for the surveillance view, see 
section 5.8.2 Ops Board. 

The following figure shows an example of the customized page for the Ops Panel.  The 
Ops Board has the same content as the Ops Panel but shows only one graph at a time.  
The page toggles between the following graphs on a regular interval.  A refresh occurs on 
every toggle. 

 

Figure 75  OpenNMS Ops Panel – BroadWorks Default 

6.6 Map 

The Cisco BroadWorks Map summarizes the full Network Function Manager SOC on an 
easy to navigate view. 

For information about the Cisco BroadWorks customizations for maps, see section 5.7 
Cisco BroadWorks Maps. 

The following figure shows the top-level page for OpenNMS Maps where a link to the 
topology map is available. 

 

Figure 76  OpenNMS Top-level Map Page 

6.7 Administrative Functions 

The administrative functions allow for making an adjustment to the default configurations 
for OpenNMS. 
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The following figure shows the top-level page for the OpenNMS administrative functions. 

 

Figure 77  OpenNMS Administrative Functions 

NOTE:  The Cisco BroadWorks Network Monitoring application owns the configuration of several 
XML files which must not be modified by an administrator.  Furthermore, any manual 
modification may be overwritten by the Network Monitoring application at the next 
synchronization cycle. 

6.7.1 Files Owned by Network Monitoring 

The following lists the files that are owned by the Network Monitoring application.  
Although this list is considered complete, it may evolve over time and may include 
additional files not currently listed.  Typically, a file owned by the Network Monitoring 
application includes a comment about the Cisco ownership.  In the following list, when the 
†symbol follows a file name, it denotes that manual modifications are allowed even though 
the Network Monitoring application does apply automatic changes in the file. 

◼ categories.xml 

◼ chart-configuration.xml 

◼ dashboard-config.xml 

◼ database-reports.xml 

◼ datacollection-config.xml 

◼ default-foreign-source.xml 
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◼ groups.xml † 

◼ http-datacollection-config.xml † 

◼ jasper-reports.xml 

◼ log4j2.xml † 

◼ magic-users.properties 

◼ map.properties 

◼ notifications.xml 

◼ opennms-datasources.xml † 

◼ opennms.properties † 

◼ poller-configuration.xml 

◼ reportd-configuration.xml † 

◼ rrd-configuration.properties † 

◼ scriptd-configuration.xml † 

◼ service-configuration.xml 

◼ snmp-config.xml † 

◼ snmp-graph.properties 

◼ surveillance-views.xml 

◼ trapd-configuration.xml † 

◼ users.xml 

◼ viewsdisplay.xml 

◼ datacollection/ 

− 1-*.xml 

◼ events/broadworks/ 

− *.mib.opennms.xml 

◼ report-templates/ 

− BwCustomKPIsAllMOs.jrxml 

− BwDetailedStats*.jrxml 

− BworksAveragePeakTrafficRates.jrxml 

− BworksInterfaceAvailabilityReport.jrxml 

− BworksResponseTime.jrxml 

− BworksTotalBytesTransferredByInterface.jrxml 

− BworksAvailabilitySummary.jrxml 

− BworksEarly-Morning-Report.jrxml 

− BworksNodeAvailabilityReport.jrxml 

− BworksResponseTimeSummary.jrxml 

− subreports/ 
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− NodeForeignId_to_NodeLabel_subreport.jrxml 

− ResponseTimeSummary_Response_Offenders_subreport.jrxml 

◼ snmp-graph.properties.d/ 

− 1-*.properties 

6.7.2 OpenNMS System 

This section gathers the user management information.  A number of tasks are ready-only 
because users are automatically synchronized from the Network Function Manager users.  
For more information, see section 5.1.2 Synchronize Network Function Manager Users 
and Groups.  However, the OpenNMS groups can be configured to support the Groups 
and On-Call Roles features provided by OpenNMS. 

6.7.2.1 Configure Users, Groups, and On-Call Roles 

This page allows adding, modifying, or deleting On-Call roles.  Roles are built from groups 
and provide a mechanism to implement calendar-based on-call staff rotations.  For 
example, User = a person, Group = Administrators, Role = On Duty Staff. 

Users and Groups are automatically synchronized from the Network Function Manager 
users.  Cisco BroadWorks overwrites any manual modifications to users upon the next 
synchronization cycle.  Existing groups can be modified for association with roles.  
However, the Cisco BroadWorks CLI must be used for adding or deleting groups. 

6.7.2.2 System Configuration 

This is a read-only page that captures the current system configuration. 

6.7.3 Operation:  Configure Notifications 

When important events are detected by OpenNMS, users may receive a notice, a 
descriptive message sent automatically to a pager, an email address, or both. 

This section describes the steps required to configure and enable notifications. 

The first step is to confirm the list of events that generate a notification.  The second step 
is to confirm the destination address (that is, where to send a notification).  The third step 
is to configure the Short Message Peer-to-Peer Protocol (SMPP) server for generating 
email messages.  The fourth step is to enable the notifications themselves. 

6.7.3.1 List of Events 

The following figure shows the page used to configure the Event Notifications.  By default, 
the notifications are enabled for Cisco BroadWorks traps whose severities are Critical and 
Major.  If necessary, use this page to align the list of events with your notification 
requirements. 

The Configure Notification page is available from the following menu: 

Main Menu → < user > → Configure OpenNMS → Operations tab → Configure 
Notifications → Configure Event Notifications 
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Figure 78  Configure Event Notifications 
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6.7.3.2 Destination Paths 

A destination path describes what users or groups receive notifications, how the 
notifications are sent, and who to notify if escalation is needed.  The following page allows 
setting up a reusable list of whom to contact and how to contact them. 

The Configure Destination Path page is available from the following menu: 

Main Menu → < user > → Configure OpenNMS → Operations tab → Configure 
Notifications → Configure Destination Paths → <select new path> or <select existing 
destination path and click Edit button. 

 

Figure 79  Editing Destination Path 

6.7.3.3 Server Configuration 

Before the Network Monitoring application starts sending notifications, it must have 
information about the email and XMPP server. 

Depending on whether you want to configure email notification or XMPP notifications, you 
must edit the following files: 

◼ Email:  /usr/local/opennms/opennms_base/etc/javamail-configuration.properties 

◼ XMPP:  /usr/local/opennms/opennms_base/etc/xmpp-configuration.properties 

If email server configuration is not modified in javamail-configuration.properties, then it will 
use openNMS default mail address i.e root@localhost 
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6.7.3.4 Activate Notifications 

The final step is to activate the notifications as described on the following figure.  This 
configuration change is available from the main configuration page: 

Main Menu → < user > → Configure OpenNMS → Notification Status 

 

Figure 80  Activating Notifications 

6.7.4 Operation:  Configure Reports 

6.7.4.1 Database Reports 

The database reports refer to all Jasper-based reports available from the OpenNMS 
console. 

When sending these reports by email, the Network Monitoring application uses existing 
email server configurations from OpenNMS. 
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Any requirement for customizing email server configurations must be configured in the 
following file: 

◼ /usr/local/opennms/opennms_base/etc/javamail-configuration.properties 

Note that the email server configuration in the previous file is shared with other 
functionalities that have email server-related requirements.  For example, when 
Notifications are enabled and configured to use emails, it uses the email server 
configuration from the same file. 

If email server configuration is not modified in this file, then it will use openNMS default 
mail address i.e root@localhost 

6.7.4.2 Automated Reports 

The Network Monitoring application automatically generates 2 daily reports.  These 
reports are automatically configured in the OpenNMS reportd deamon. 

The reports are mailed to all recipents configured in a dedicated distribution list.  This 
distribution list can be configured from the following CLI context: 

◼ NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/JasperReports/SystemPerformanceMonito
ringReports/MailingList  

When sending automated reports by email, the Network Monitoring application uses the 
same email server configurations as for Database Reports.  The exact location of the file 
follows: 

◼ /usr/local/opennms/opennms_base/etc/javamail-configuration.properties 

However, if no specific email server configurations exist in OpenNMS, the Network 
Monitoring application uses the Cisco BroadWorks configurations.  The Cisco 
BroadWorks configuration can be configured from the following CLI context: 

◼ NFM_CLI/Interface/SMTP 

6.7.5 Other Operations 

This section describes the key administrative functions related to operations.  Since the 
OpenNMS SOC is controlled by the administrative functions of the Network Function 
Manager (NFM) Node Controller, a number of configuration options from this page must 
not be modified. 

6.7.5.1 Configure Discovery 

This configuration page is not applicable to the Cisco BroadWorks integration.  Cisco 
recommends keeping the default configuration. 

6.7.5.2 Configure SNMP Community Names by IP 

This page can be used for configuring non-default values for SNMP community. 

6.7.5.3 Configure SNMP Data Collection per Interface 

This configuration page is not applicable to the Cisco BroadWorks integration.  Cisco 
recommends keeping the default configuration. 
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6.7.5.4 Manage and Unmanage Interfaces and Services 

This page allows managing an interface or service that OpenNMS performs tests on.  If 
you want to explicitly enable or disable testing, you can set that up on this page.  A typical 
case is if a Web Server is listening on both an internal and an external interface.  If you 
manage the service on both interfaces, you receive two notifications if it fails.  If you want 
only one, unmanage the service on one of the interfaces. 

6.7.5.5 Manage Thresholds 

This page can be used for configuring thresholds. 

6.7.5.6 Send Event 

This page allows building a specific event and sending it to the system. 

6.7.5.7 Scheduled Outages 

This page allows adding and editing scheduled outages.  You can suspend notifications, 
polling, thresholding, and data collection (or any combination of the four) for any 
interface/node for any time. 

6.7.5.8 Manage Events Configuration 

This page allows adding and editing configuration files for event definitions.  Cisco 
recommends not modifying any event configuration associated with Cisco BroadWorks 
traps.  The other definitions can be freely modified. 

6.7.5.9 Manage SNMP Collections and Data Collection Groups 

Cisco recommends using the full support for customized data collection from the Cisco 
BroadWorks CLI. 

6.7.5.10 SNMP MIB Compiler 

This configuration page is not applicable to the Cisco BroadWorks integration.  Cisco 
recommends not modifying these configurations. 

6.7.5.11 Ops Board Configuration 

This page allows adding and configuring the Ops Board.  Any modifications are reflected 
under the following menu: 

Main Menu → Dashboards → Ops Board 

6.7.5.12 JMX Configuration Generator 

This configuration page is not applicable to the Cisco BroadWorks integration.  Cisco 
recommends not modifying these configurations. 
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7 Network Monitoring Deployment 

This section provides a step-by-step procedure for deploying a single Network Monitoring 
application. 

7.1 Prerequisite 

The Network Monitoring application must be installed with the proper patches.  For more 
information on the installation procedure, see the Cisco BroadWorks Software 
Management Guide[5].  The Network Function Manager must then be configured per the 
guidelines provided in the Cisco BroadWorks Network Function Manager Configuration 
Guide [4]. 

Once this is done, you use the Network Function Manager CLI to confirm that the Network 
Monitoring application has been installed on the Network Function Manager and is ready 
to be activated and deployed. 

NOTE:  The Network Monitoring application does not integrate directly to the Network Function 
Manager clustering.  Instead, it provides its own high availability functionality.  This feature is to 
be deployed on a maximum of two instances of the Network Function Manager cluster.  
Nonetheless, the Network Monitoring Console is available from all servers within a Network 
Function Manager cluster by automatically leveraging the Network Monitoring proxy. 

NFM_CLI/Maintenance/ManagedObjects> get versions all 

  Identity      Version  Install Date  Status 

============================================= 

NFM  22.0_1.1104  Oct 26, 2016  Active 

 

1 entry found. 

 

* Applications: 

                  Name      Version     Status 

============================================== 

FileTransfer  22.0_1.1104     Active 

LicenseController  22.0_1.1104     Active 

MDBManagement  22.0_1.1104     Active 

NFInterface  22.0_1.1104     Active 

NFMPortal  22.0_1.1104     Active 

NetworkMonitoring  22.0_1.1104  Installed 

NodeController  22.0_1.1104     Active 

NodeInterface  22.0_1.1104     Active 

NodeLifecycleManager  22.0_1.1104  Installed 

SoftwareManagement  22.0_1.1104  Installed 

WebContainer  22.0_1.1104     Active 

 

11 entries found. 

 

* Third Party Software: 

  Third Party       Version  Status 

=================================== 

perl        5.22.1  active 

java  jdk1.8.0_102  active 

openldap        2.4.42  active 

openssl        1.0.1t  active 

mariadb       10.1.10  active 

xtrabackup        2.2.11  active 

ruby         1.8.7  active 
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nginx        1.8.0a  active 

puppet         3.7.5  active 

opennms      2015.1.1  active 

postgresql         9.4.5  active 

 

11 entries found. 

 

SWManager Version: 615547 

 

NFM_CLI/Maintenance/ManagedObjects> 

 

Activate the Network Monitoring application on the selected Network Function Manager.  
When the Network Function Manager is in a clustered configuration, the selected server to 
host the Network Monitoring application can be any member of the cluster.  The rationale 
for identifying a specific server can be driven by several distinct factors driven within your 
organization.  The key is to have the application activated and deployed on only one 
server. 

NOTE:  The Network Monitoring application must be collocated with the NFInterface.  When the 
Network Function Manager is in a clustered configuration, the Network Monitoring application 
must be activated and deployed on a node where the NFInterface is also deployed. 

Activate: 

 

NFM_CLI/Maintenance/ManagedObjects> activate application 

NetworkMonitoring22.0_1.1104 

BroadWorks SW Manager activating...NetworkMonitoring version 22.0_1.1104 

...Done 

 

Deploy: 

 

NFM_CLI/Maintenance/ManagedObjects> deploy application NetworkMonitoring 

BroadWorks SW Manager deploying NetworkMonitoring... 

...Done 

 

Restart Cisco BroadWorks. 

 

bwadmin@nfmbc1$ restartbw 

BroadWorks control script version 22.0 

Stopping BroadWorks... 

…. 

 

Use the showrun command to verify that all the required processes are running. 

 

bwadmin@nfmbc1:~> showrun 

 

Currently running BroadWorks Application processes: 

 

licenseController process monitor (pid=28778) 

licenseController (pid=28843) 

mdbMonitor process monitor (pid=28694) 

mdbMonitor (pid=28731) 

nmController process monitor (pid=29032) 

nmController (pid=29157) 

nmfrepctl process monitor (pid=28905) 

nmfrepctl (pid=29645) 
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nodeController process monitor (pid=28743) 

nodeController (pid=28810) 

opennms process monitor (pid=29192) 

opennms (pid=29320) 

tomcat process monitor (pid=28860) 

tomcat (pid=29209) 

 

Currently running BroadWorks Platform processes: 

 

  BroadWorks Configuration Agent process monitor (pid=13494) 

  BroadWorks Configuration Agent (pid=13515) 

  BroadWorks License Manager process monitor (pid=14307) 

  BroadWorks License Manager (pid=14328) 

  BroadWorks Software Manager (pid=6178) 

  BroadWorks SNMP Agent process monitor (pid=14117) 

  BroadWorks SNMP Agent (pid=14138) 

bwadmin@nfmbc1:~> 

 

7.2 High Availability Optional Deployment 

For Network Monitoring deployment where high availability is a requirement, a second 
Network Function Manager (NFM) node must be configured as a hot-standby for Network 
Monitoring.  Both Network Function Managers must be a member of the same Network 
Function Manager (NFM) cluster.  The basic configuration for Network Function Manager 
replication and clustering must be addressed.  For more information, see the Cisco 
BroadWorks Network Function Manager Configuration Guide [4]. 

The Network Monitoring application must be activated and deployed, and its mode set to 
“standby”.  The activation and deployment are the same as for the primary Network 
Function Manager as described in the section 7.1 Prerequisite. 

The second Network Function Manager must also configure the mode associated with the 
Network Monitoring application to “standby” and point to the hostname of the primary 
server.  The following shows an example of the set command from the Replication level. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication>set mode standby mtl64lin01 

…Done 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> 
 

The following shows an example of the get command once a standby is configured. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> get 

  mode = standby 

  primaryServer = mtl64lin01 

  failOverCounter = 5 

  monitoringInterval = 30 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Replication> 
 

As far as high availability for Network Monitoring is concerned, there is no supplemental 
configuration required on the primary Network Function Manager since by default the 
mode is already set to “primary”. 
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7.3 Managed Nodes 

Determine the SOC of your Network Monitoring application.  As such, you must follow this 
procedure to enable FCAPS functions for your Network Monitoring application.  It is 
perfectly acceptable to use the Network Function Manager solely for Network Monitoring 
purposes.  Such a scenario arises when the need for virtualization and orchestration is not 
present. 

1) Make sure the patch level is up to date on all managed nodes.  In particular, the 
following platform patch must be active on the remote node before adding it to the 
Network Function Manager.  The following table lists the patch per Cisco BroadWorks 
release. 

Network Element Release Patch ID 

20.sp1 AP.platform.20.sp1.606.ap346064 

21.sp1 AP.platform.21.sp1.551.ap346064 

 

If the Network Function Manager adds an NE that runs an older Cisco BroadWorks 
release with one of the platform patches listed in the previous table, then the access 
list is automatically populated without any manual intervention. 

If the Network Function Manager adds an NE that runs an older Cisco BroadWorks 
release without any of the platform patches listed in the previous table, then the 
access list and trap table must be populated manually on that NE prior to binding the 
node in the Network Function Manager. 

2) Any Cisco BroadWorks servers to be monitored must be bound by the controlling 
Network Function Manager.  To bind a server, use the Network Function Manager 
(NFM) Portal, and follow the instructions provided in the Cisco BroadWorks Network 
Function Manager Node and License Management Guide[3].  Once a node is in the 
bound status, monitoring from the Network Monitoring begins. 
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8 Troubleshooting 

This section provides information on how to troubleshoot Network Monitoring application 
problems.  It describes the tools and resources available to investigate and provides a list 
of common problems and solutions. 

8.1 Tools and Resources 

8.1.1 Logs 

8.1.1.1 Log Resources 

The following logging resources are available to troubleshoot issues related to the 
Network Monitoring application on the Network Function Manager. 

Component nmController 

CLI Level NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/nmController/Logging 

Files /var/broadworks/logs/nmController/nmControllerLog<date-time>.txt 

 

Component Network Monitoring 

CLI Level NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/Logging 

Directory /var/broadworks/logs/opennms 

 

Component PostgreSQL 

CLI Level NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/PostgreSQL/Logging 

Directory /var/broadworks/logs/postgresql/ 

 

8.2 Common Problems 

This section lists some common issues with a description of their symptoms and 
troubleshooting tips to get them resolved. 

8.2.1 Missing NetworkMonitoring Link 

The Network Function Manager (NFM) Portal shows the NetworkMonitoring link only 
when the following configuration step is completed.  Otherwise, the link does not appear. 

The NetworkMonitoring application is deployed (see section 7.1 Prerequisite). 

8.2.2 Network Monitoring Console 

Under specific circumstances, the Network Monitoring proxy may not be able to fulfill the 
HTTP requests.  In such cases, the proxy returns an HTTP status based on the error 
condition that it encountered. 
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8.2.2.1 Initialization and Restart 

Upon a full Network Function Manager restart, the OpenNMS process may take longer to 
fully initialize.  During this interval, the proxy is unable to connect.  Under such 
circumstances, the proxy returns an HTTP 500 failure because it was unable to connect to 
OpenNMS.  The following figure shows an example.  The same behavior occurs if only 
OpenNMS is restarted. 

 

Figure 81  Network Monitoring Proxy Cannot Connect While OpenNMS Initializes 

8.2.2.2 Postgres Daemon Not Running 

If there is a problem connecting to the Network Monitoring Console, it can indicate that the 
access to the database engine for OpenNMS (postgres) is failing.  The following are 
examples of the pgctl status command that can help to confirm whether postgres daemon 
is running. 

bwadmin@nfmbc1$ pgctl status 

LOG:  skipping missing configuration file 

"/var/broadworks/database/postgresql/postgresql.auto.conf" 

pg_ctl: server is running (PID: 28366)                     <<<====== 

/usr/local/postgresql/9.4.5/bin/postgres "-D" 

"/usr/local/postgresql/postgresql_base/conf" 

bwadmin@nfmbc1$ 

 

bwadmin@nfmbc1$ pgctl status 

LOG:  skipping missing configuration file 

"/var/broadworks/database/postgresql/postgresql.auto.conf" 

pg_ctl: no server running                                  <<<====== 

bwadmin@nfmbc1$ 
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If postgres daemon is not running, it must be restarted.  However, before proceeding with 
postgres restart, you must ensure the proper definition is present for localhost.  For IPv4 
deployment, you must ensure that the localhost for IPv4 is defined in the local /etc/hosts 
file.  Similarly, for IPv6 deployment, you must ensure that localhost for both IPv4 and IPv6 
are defined.  These entries are required because OpenNMS communicates with postgres 
using localhost only.  The following shows an example where both IPv4 and IPv6 are 
defined for localhost.  For more information about localhost configuration, see the Cisco 
BroadWorks Software Management Guide[5]. 

bwadmin@nfmbc1$ cat /etc/hosts 

10.9.34.135 nfmbc1.broadsoft.com nfmbc1 loghost 

127.0.0.1   localhost 

::1         localhost6 

bwadmin@nfmbc1$ 

 

The following shows an example for the pgctl restart command. 

bwadmin@nfmbc1$ pgctl start 

Starting PostgreSQL: LOG:  skipping missing configuration file 

"/var/broadworks/database/postgresql/postgresql.auto.conf" 

waiting for server to start....LOG:  skipping missing configuration file 

"/var/broadworks/database/postgresql/postgresql.auto.conf" 

LOG:  redirecting log output to logging collector process 

HINT:  Future log output will appear in directory 

"/var/broadworks/logs/postgresql". 

done 

server started 

bwadmin@nfmbc1$ 

 

You can confirm that the postgres daemon is running by issuing the pgctl status command 
again. 

bwadmin@nfmbc1$ pgctl status 

LOG:  skipping missing configuration file 

"/var/broadworks/database/postgresql/postgresql.auto.conf" 

pg_ctl: server is running (PID: 31211)                     <<<====== 

/usr/local/postgresql/9.4.5/bin/postgres "-D" 

"/usr/local/postgresql/postgresql_base/conf" 

bwadmin@nfmbc1$ 

 

8.2.3 Missing Data Collection and Graphs 

Following a manual configuration of the access list on the remote node or following the 
restore of the SNMP agent to the running state, a restart of the Network Monitoring 
application allows creating the relevant data collection. 

8.3 Other Resources 

The OpenNMS Group maintains a wiki [8] that provides several additional help resources. 
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9 Appendix:  Comprehensive Example − Customized KPIs and Report 

The Network Monitoring application offers a flexible mechanism to customize KPIs.  This 
appendix provides a comprehensive step-by-step example for adding customized data 
collection and graphs. 

Based on the configuration achieved in the first two sections, the last section describes in 
detail the functionality provided by the BroadWorks Unified Detailed Report. 

9.1 Customized Data Collection 

This section provides an end-to-end example that covers the following steps: 

1) Adding a statistic to the list of data collection. 

2) Confirming the presence of the corresponding statistics on disk. 

9.1.1 Statistic 

The following shows an example for configuring KPIs for a subset of the table content from 
the system internal queues on a Cisco BroadWorks Network Server (NS). 

The first example shows the System Internal Queues table from the NSExecutionMIB on a 
Network Server (NS). 

NS_CLI/Monitoring/PM/NSExecution> get bwNSSystemInternalQueueTable 

bwNSSystemInternalQueueTable: 

  (1) bwNSSystemInternalQueueIndex 

  (2) bwNSSystemInternalQueueName 

  (3) bwNSSystemInternalQueueSize 

  (4) bwNSSystemInternalQueueTimeAvg 

  (5) bwNSSystemInternalQueueTimeMin 

  (6) bwNSSystemInternalQueueTimeMax 

  (7) bwNSSystemInternalQueueLengthCurrent 

  (8) bwNSSystemInternalQueueLengthAvg 

  (9) bwNSSystemInternalQueueLengthMax 

 (10) bwNSSystemInternalQueueTimeMaxTimestampMSB 

 (11) bwNSSystemInternalQueueLengthMaxTimestampMSB 

 (12) bwNSSystemInternalQueueLengthMaxTimestampLSB 

 (13) bwNSSystemInternalQueueTimeMaxTimestampLSB 

 

(1)                                             (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11)       (12)       (13) 

  1                 Connectivity Test Input Adapter   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  347  347 4077947259 4077947259 

  2                               SIP Decode Queues   0   0   0   0   0   0   0    0    0          0          0 

  3                                SIP Call DecodeQ   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  347  347 4077947273 4077947273 

  4                            SIP Non Call DecodeQ 730 139   0   1   0   0   0  347  347 4078058911 4078071184 

  5                                   Sip EncodeQ 0 365 109   0   3   0   0   0  347  347 4078059032 4134329015 

  6                                   Sip EncodeQ 1 365  84   0   2   0   0   0  347  347 4078059472 4094442032 

  7   SipRedirectSessionManager (inputAdapter/rtQueryManager) thread #0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  347  347 4077947289 4077947289 

  8   SipRedirectSessionManager (inputAdapter/rtQueryManager) thread #1   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  347  347 4077947291 4077947291 

  9 Non-CallP SipRedirectSessionManager (inputAdapter/rtQueryManager)thread #0 730 119   0   1   0   0   0  347  347 4078059467 4078075385 

 10 Non-CallP SipRedirectSessionManager (inputAdapter/rtQueryManager)thread #1 730 119   0   3   0   0   0  347  347 4078058995 4078069801 

 11    ASRSessionManager (inputAdapter/rtQueryManager) thread #0    0   0   0   0   0   0   0  347  347 4077947577 4077947577 
 12                      ASRegistration Input Queue   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  347  347 4077947675 4077947675 

NS_CLI/Monitoring/PM/NSExecution> 
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The second example shows the adding of an entry in the KPIs for the preceding SNMP 
table (bwNSSystemInternalQueueTable).  The configuration specifies the table name, the 
natural index, and a group label. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Tables> add 

bwNSSystemInternalQueueTable bwNSSystemInternalQueueName "NS Internal Queues" 

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/dataCollection/tables> get 

                       tableName                 naturalIndex                    groupLabel polling 

                                                                                           Interval 

=================================================================================================== 

            bwOverloadStatsTable    bwOverloadSampledDataName     BroadWorks Overload Stats 

bwFileReposReplicationStatsTable   bwFileReposReplicationPeer  BroadWorks Replication Stats 

             bwMdbUserStatsTable                bwMdbUserName      BroadWorks MariaDB Stats 

    bwNSSystemInternalQueueTable  bwNSSystemInternalQueueName            NS Internal Queues 

4 entries found. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Tables> 

 

The third step specifies the list of columns required.  By default, no column is collected.  
The following is an example showing where the columns regarding time average and time 
maximum are required. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Tables/Columns> add 

bwNSSystemInternalQueueTable bwNSSystemInternalQueueTimeAvg 

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Tables/Columns> add 

bwNSSystemInternalQueueTable bwNSSystemInternalQueueTimeMax 

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Tables/Columns> get 

bwNSSystemInternalQueueTable 

                      columnName 

================================ 

  bwNSSystemInternalQueueTimeAvg 

  bwNSSystemInternalQueueTimeMax 

2 entries found. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Tables/Columns> 

 

The fourth step is optional.  It allows the restriction of the list of rows collected.  By default, 
all rows are collected.  When a filter is specified, only the rows that match an entry are 
collected. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Tables/RowFilters> add 

bwNSSystemInternalQueueTable "Sip EncodeQ 0" 

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Tables/RowFilters > add 

bwNSSystemInternalQueueTable "Sip EncodeQ 1" 

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Tables/RowFilters > add 

bwNSSystemInternalQueueTable "SIP Decode Queues" 

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Tables/RowFilters > add 

bwNSSystemInternalQueueTable "SipRedirectSessionManager.*" 

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Tables/RowFilters > get 

bwNSSystemInternalQueueTable 

                   Criteria 

=========================== 

Sip Encode Q 0 
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             Sip Encode Q 1 

          SIP Decode Queues 

SipRedirectSessionManager.* 

4 entries found. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/DataCollection/Tables/RowFilters > 

 

9.1.2 Files on Disk (*.jrb) 

The following example shows the list of jrb files on the Network Function Manager 
associated with the NS Internal Queues.  In this example, the universal unique identifier 
(UUID) associated with the bound Network Server (NS) is BA46483B-E8F3-4D4B-BA12-
555A97028A2F.  A first subdirectory level corresponds to the natural index name, 
bwNSSystemInternalQueueName.  The second level of subdirectories corresponds to the 
table row set that matched the index value in the row filters.  Note that the application 
eliminates the spaces from the matched table rows before creating the directory names. 

As listed in the example, the files include dedicated jrb files for each of the columns, 
namely, bwNSSystemInternalQueueTimeAvg and bwNSSystemInternalQueueTimeMax. 

bwadmin@briancentosvm04:/var/broadworks/rrd/snmp/fs/BroadWorks/BA46483B-E8F3-4D4B-BA12-

555A97028A2F/bwNSSystemInternalQueueName> find . -name '*.jrb' 

./SipRedirectSessionManager(inputAdapter-rtQueryManager)thread#0/bwNSSystemInternalQueueTimeAvg.jrb 

./SipRedirectSessionManager(inputAdapter-rtQueryManager)thread#0/bwNSSystemInternalQueueTimeMax.jrb 

./SipEncodeQ0/bwNSSystemInternalQueueTimeAvg.jrb 

./SipEncodeQ0/bwNSSystemInternalQueueTimeMax.jrb 

./SipEncodeQ1/bwNSSystemInternalQueueTimeAvg.jrb 

./SipEncodeQ1/bwNSSystemInternalQueueTimeMax.jrb 

./SIPDecodeQueues/bwNSSystemInternalQueueTimeAvg.jrb 

./SIPDecodeQueues/bwNSSystemInternalQueueTimeMax.jrb 

./SipRedirectSessionManager(inputAdapter-rtQueryManager)thread#1/bwNSSystemInternalQueueTimeAvg.jrb 

./SipRedirectSessionManager(inputAdapter-rtQueryManager)thread#1/bwNSSystemInternalQueueTimeMax.jrb 

bwadmin@briancentosvm04:/var/broadworks/rrd/snmp/fs/BroadWorks/BA46483B-E8F3-4D4B-BA12-

555A97028A2F/bwNSSystemInternalQueueName> 

 

9.2 Customized Graphs 

This section provides an end-to-end example that covers the following steps: 

1) Defining a graph with the new statistic added in the previous section. 

2) Confirming the presence of the corresponding graph from the portal. 

9.2.1 Graphs 

The following is an example of generating a single graph for the KPIs defined regarding 
the NS Internal Queues.  The graph includes both the average and the maximum values. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/Graphs> add nsInternalQueues 

"NS Internal Queues" "Avg Usec/Max Msec" 

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/Graphs> 
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Once a graph is defined, an administrator must specify the list of statistics to include as 
well as the other related graph parameters.  The following is an example where a single 
graph includes the two columns (statistics). 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/Graphs/Statistics> add nsInternalQueues  

bwNSSystemInternalQueueTimeAvg “Queue Time” AREA Avg 

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/Graphs/Statistics> add nsInternalQueues  

bwNSSystemInternalQueueTimeMax “Queue Time” LINE2 Max 

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect *** 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/Graphs/Statistics> get nsinternalQueuesAvg 

        statisticName       label  graphType  consolidationFunction  aggregationFunction formula 

================================================================================================ 

bwNSSystemInternalQueueTimeAvg  Queue Time     AREA               Avg                  Avg   

bwNSSystemInternalQueueTimeMax  Queue Time    LINE2               Max                  Max   

2 entries found. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/Graphs/Statistics> 

 

9.2.2 Graphs on Portal 

Once the data collection and the graphs are configured on the CLI and the corresponding 
files are visible on disk, one can visualize the list of graphs available from the portal.  From 
the Network Monitoring Console, the Resource Graphs page shows the rows associated 
with the natural index.  The following figure shows an example of the entries of NS Internal 
Queues for a specific Network Server (NS). 

From the portal, this page can be accessed from the following menus: 

Report → Resource Graphs → < Select any Network Server (NS) Node > 

In the following figure, the NS Internal Queues (5) subheader corresponds to the label 
configured for the bwNSSystemInternalQueueTable entry. 

 

Figure 82  Example of Entries of Network Server Internal Queues for Specific Network Server 
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The last and final figure shows the graph associated with the selected row, SIP EncodeQ 
1, for the graph defined previously in this example. 

 

Figure 83  SIP EncodeQ 1 Graph 

9.3 Customized Thresholds 

This section provides an end-to-end example that covers the following steps: 

1) Defining a threshold for the new statistic added in the previous section. 

2) Confirming the presence of the threshold event from the portal. 

9.3.1 Thresholding 

The following is an example of generating a threshold for one of the KPIs defined 
regarding the NS Internal Queues. 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/Thresholding/Thresholds> 

add nsInternalQueuesThreshold high 75 50 1 bwNSSystemInternalQueueTimeAvg 

severity major description "NS internal Queues threshold" 

*** Warning: BroadWorks needs to be restarted for the changes to take effect 

*** 

 

NFM_CLI/Applications/NetworkMonitoring/KPIManagement/Thresholding/Thresholds>  

 

 

An administrator must specify the statistic to apply this threshold to as well as the other 
related threshold parameters. 
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9.3.2 Thresholds on Portal 

Once the thresholds are configured on the CLI and the corresponding files are visible on 
disk, when the threshold is exceeded, one can see the events/alarms for that threshold 
from the portal.  From the Network Monitoring Console, the Status/Events page shows the 
raised events and the Status/Alarms page shows the outstanding alarms. 

From the portal, this page can be accessed from the following menus: 

Status → Events → All events  

The following figure shows an event that is sent at the threshold crossing that is configured 
in the previous example. 

 

Figure 84  Example of Event Triggered by a Configured Threshold Crossing 
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The following figure shows the alarm associated with the threshold configured in the 
previous section. 

 

Figure 85  Alarm Triggered by a Configured Threshold Crossing 

9.4 Unified Cisco BroadWorks Report 

This section presents a detailed example of a report for a specific subset of nodes and 
statistics.  The example shows a graph output.  However, the same report may provide a 
textual presentation generated in a CSV or PDF file format. 

The following figures show an example of the Report Parameter page for the BroadWorks 
Unified Detailed Report.  Because the list of parameters is long, this document includes 
multiple figures regarding the report parameters. 

The report includes optional content.  The flexibility depends on the report format.  The 
PDF format has the most flexibility.  The CSV is limited since it cannot include graphs.  
The SVG format is limited because this is an image format that necessarily includes only 
one page. 

The other parameters include the list of NEs and associated statistics grouped by Cisco 
BroadWorks server type, associated groups, and the run report button.  Note that the list 
of nodes and statistics is limited automatically to eight visible entries.  When a longer list is 
present, a scroll bar appears. 

For the groups, the figure shows the following examples: 

◼ SNMP information such as index 0 from nodeBroadWorks of any Cisco BroadWorks 
server 

◼ User name index from bwMdbUserName for the Network Database Server (NDS) 

It is important to explicitly select the group index.  Otherwise, the report generation cannot 
be associated with the relevant data. 

From the portal, the reports can be accessed from the following menus: 
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Reports → Database Reports → Report Templates → BroadWorks Unified Detailed 
Report 

The following figure shows the initial parameter selection page.  The list includes several 
subsections. 

The page allows immediate specifying of the label for the value axes, the report period, 
and the report format.  The optional content may also be identified at the same time. 

 

Figure 86  Initial Parameter Selection Page 

In a second step, depending on the data required on a report, a user must fill the relevant 
subsections (First Axis, 2nd Axis).  The following figure shows an example of the bottom of 
the parameter selection page where the first axis data is selected.  The example shows 
the following selections: 

◼ Two managed objects whose Cisco BroadWorks server type is Network Server, 
namely, “cd-ns1” and “cd-ns2” 

◼ The default index 0 as their corresponding SNMP row 

◼ Two statistics associated with a Network Server, namely, bwNSSipStatsUdpIns and 
bwNSSipStatsUdpOuts 
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Figure 87  Example of Bottom of Parameter Selection Page Where First Axis Data Is Selected 
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In a third step, the following figure shows the thresholds selection for the first axis.  The 
labels and value specified in this example are for illustration purposes only.  They do not 
reflect any recommended thresholds. 

 

Figure 88  Thresholds Selection for First Axis 

In a fourth step, the following figure shows an example of the bottom of the parameter 
selection page where the second axis data is opened.  The example shows the following 
selections: 

◼ Two managed objects whose Cisco BroadWorks server type is Execution Server, 
namely, “cd-xs1” and “cd-xs2” 

◼ The default index 0 as their corresponding SNMP row 

◼ Two statistics associated with an Execution Server, namely, bwDXSSipStatsUdpIns 
and bwDXSSipStatsUdpOuts 

 

Figure 89  Example of Bottom of Parameter Selection Page Where Second Axis Data Is Selected 
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In a fifth step, the following figure shows the thresholds selection for the second axis.  The 
labels and value specified in this example are for illustration purposes only.  They do not 
reflect any recommended thresholds. 

 

Figure 90  Thresholds Selection for Second Axis 
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The following figure shows an example of the resulting output based on the parameter 
selections highlighted in the previous steps.  The legend presents the list of NEs and 
statistics selected with their corresponding color on the graph.  The corresponding 
thresholds are also included.  The second axis uses shapes. 

 

Figure 91  Example of Resulting Output based on Parameter Selections Highlighted in Previous Steps 
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Acronyms and Abbreviations 

This section lists the acronyms and abbreviations found in this document.  The acronyms 
and abbreviations are listed in alphabetical order along with their meanings. 

AAC Account/Authorization Code 

ABNF Augmented Backus-Naur Form 

ACD Automatic Call Distribution 

ACL Access Control List 

ACR Anonymous Call Rejection 

Admin Administrator 

AMS Access Mediation Server 

API Application Programming Interface 

AS Application Server 

AVP Attribute Value Pair 

BCCT BroadWorks Common Communication Transport 

BW BroadWorks 

CAP Client Application Protocol 

CBF Communication Barring – Fixed 

CCRS Call Center Reporting Server 

CDR Call Detail Record 

CDS Call Detail Server 

CFA Call Forwarding Always 

CFB Call Forwarding Busy 

CFNA Call Forwarding No Answer 

CFNR Call Forwarding Not Reachable 

CFS Call Forwarding Selective 

CLI Command Line Interface 

CLID Calling Line ID 

CORBA Common Object Request Broker Architecture 

CPL Call Processing Language 

CPU Central Processing Unit 

CRS Call Recording Server 

CS Conferencing Server 

CSCF Call Session Control Function 

CSTA Computer Supported Telecommunications Applications 

CSV Comma-Separated Value 
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CTI Computer Telephony Integration 

CWT Call Waiting Tone 

dBm The power ratio in decibel (dB) of the measured power referenced to 
one milliwatt (mW). 

Dbmo The level of a signal as specified in dBmO, is the level of that signal 
(in dBm) as measured at the reference point of the network. 

DBS Database Server 

DN Directory Number 

DND Do Not Disturb 

DPUBI Directed Call Pickup with Barge-in 

EMS Element Management System 

EOCP Enhanced Outgoing Calling Plan 

ERB Embedded Ruby 

FAC Feature Access Code 

FCAPS Fault Configuration Administration Provisioning and Security 

FQDN Fully Qualified Domain Name 

FR Feature Request 

FS Functional Specification 

FTP File Transfer Protocol 

HCB Hierarchical Communication Barring 

HTML Hypertext Markup Language 

HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol 

Hz Hertz 

ICP Incoming Calling Plan 

IIP Instantiation Input Parameter 

IMAP Internet Message Access Protocol 

IMS IP Multimedia Subsystem 

IP Internet Protocol 

IVR Interactive Voice Response 

KSC Key SNMP Customized 

LO Local 

LPS Local Premium Service 

LSSGR LATA Switching Systems Generic Requirements 

MB Megabyte 

MGCP Media Gateway Control Protocol 

MIB Management Information Base 

MOC Microsoft Office Communications 
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MR Market Request 

MS Media Server 

NCOS Network Class of Service 

NE Network Element 

NFI Network Function Interface 

NFM Network Function Manager 

NFV Network Function Virtualization 

NFVI Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure 

NFVO Network Function Virtualization Orchestrator 

NMS Network Management System 

NOC Network Operations Center 

NS Network Server 

NSSync Network Server Synchronization 

NTP Network Time Protocol 

OAM&P Operations, Administration, Management, and Provisioning 

OCI Open Client Interface 

OCI-C Open Client Interface-Call Control 

OCI-P Open Client Interface-Provisioning 

OCI-R Open Client Interface-Reporting 

OCP Outgoing Calling Plan 

OCS Open Client Server 

ODP Outgoing Digit Plan 

OID Object Identifier 

OOTB Out-of-the-Blue 

OS Operating System 

OSS Operations Support System 

PBX Private Branch Exchange 

PCV P-Charging-Vector 

PDF Portable Document Format 

PM Performance Measurement 

PNF Physical Network Function 

PSTN Public Switched Telephone Network 

PTT Push To Talk 

RAM Random Access Memory 

REST Representational State Transfer 

RFC Request for Comments 
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RPM RPM Package Manager (formerly Red Hat Package Manager) 

RRD Round-Robin Database 

RTP Real-Time Transport Protocol 

SAC Session Admission Control 

SAR System Activity Reporting 

SBC Session Border Controller 

SCA Shared Call Appearance 

SCA Selective Call Acceptance 

SCR Selective Call Rejection 

SDR Session Data Replication 

SIP Session Initiation Protocol 

SMAP Software Management Application Protocol 

SMDI Simplified Message Desk Interface 

SMPP Short Message Peer-to-Peer Protocol 

SMS-C Short Message Service Center 

SMTP Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 

SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol 

SOAP Simple Object Access Protocol 

SOC Span of Control 

SP Service Pack 

SRV Service Locator 

SSH Secure Shell 

SSO Single Sign-On 

TAS Telephony Application Server 

TCP/IP Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol 

TDM Time Division Multiplexing 

TO Toll 

TPS Toll Premium Services 

UEI Unique Event Identifier 

URI Uniform Resource Identifier 

URL Uniform Resource Locator 

UMS Messaging Server 

USS Sharing Server 

UVS Video Server 

VIM Virtual Infrastructure Manager 

VM Virtual Machine 
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VMS Voice Mail System 

VNF Virtual Network Function 

VNFC Virtual Network Function Component 

VNFCD Virtual Network Function Component Descriptor 

VNFM Virtual Network Function Manager 

VoIP Voice Over Internet Protocol 

WebDAV Web-based Distributed Authoring and Versioning 

WRS WebRTC Server 

WS Web Server 

XML eXtensible Markup Language 

XMPP eXtensible Messaging and Presence Protocol 

XS Execution Server 

XSD XML Schema Definition 

Xsi Xtended Services Interface 

Xsp Xtended Services Platform 
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